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Abstract
The multilayer perceptron has been shown to excel in pattern classification tasks and the
mapping of clusters of input vectors to well defined output vectors. Futhermore, when used in
conjunction with powerful gradient descent based learning algorithms such as the back-error
propagation scheme, the MLP has demonstrated an ability to learn incompletely specified
problems producing networks which can generalise to previously unseen data. Unfortunately, the
commonly used BackProp algorithm requires several user supplied parameters including a
candidate neural architecture in order to function. Should inappropriate parameters be
provided then BackProp will fail to produce a network which supports the training set.
BackProp solutions are obtained by the traversal of an N-dimensional error surface where roots
correspond to networks capable of correctly mapping all the training vectors. Particularly where
learning functions are complex, the corresponding error surface is known to contain many non-
optimal local minima which can trap a suitably parameterised gradient descent scheme in an
erroneous solution. We demonstrate in this thesis that the search for a minimum in network
weight/error space is normally performed without taking any account of the functionality
information implied by the training set - such functionality might imply a suitable solution.
By utilising techniques developed for digital circuit fault testing, functionality of training sets is
represented as propagations of binary 0/1 transitions. Where training sets are completely
specified and linearly separable, counts of such transitions are shown to provide neuron weights
for a single layer network capable of supporting the training vectors. In the instances where
training data is non-linearly separable, functionality information isshown to provide detections of
mono tonicity violations and a breakdown in the ordering of required network weights. By
detecting I-mono tonicity violations, constraints can be developed which direct BackProp weight
updates during training of non-unate but completely specified binary functions. Ensuring
constraints are adhered to has been shown to prevent BackProp from falling into non-optimal
local minima, and to greatly reduce the training times required.
Extensionsare then provided which enable feature level or fully trained networks to be generated
for non-unate binary sets which are incompletely specified. In the case of feature level trained
networks, the resulting architectures may be passed to a conventional weight update scheme
such as BackProp for training completion. Networks developed from functionality information are
shown to learn more reliably, avoiding non-optimal local minima, and to generalise better to
previously unseen data.
In later sections, we consider K-monotonicity for K> J. Here, the emphasis is on detecting a
breakdown in the ordering of required network weights. By isolating such breakdowns in weight
order, techniques are proposed which can develop neural architectures capable of ensuring
that propagation of all required 0/1 transitions issupported.
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Introduction
Chapter One:
1. Introduction.
Neural networks provide an alternative computing paradigm to the traditional sequential or
von Neumann processing models [20]. Based upon the neurophysiology of animal brains, simple
models of nerve cells (neurons) are organised into structures (networks) producing massively
parallel processing systems capable of learning and inference [3]. Despite this biological
inspiration, neural networks are merely machines that can carry out complex cognitive and
computational tasks via dense interconnection of simple computational elements'. Modem
models employ the use of highly stylised components and connections that bear little or no
relation to the neurons and synapses found in animal brains - this distinction is recognised by
grouping the models under the name artificial neural nets. Although it is easy to
anthropomorphize neural networks beyond rational justification it isstill common to describe them
in terms associated with human biology, perception, and cognition since these are familiar and
self explanatory.
Artificial neural network applications are usually thought of in terms of sensory and motor
functions and the process loosely regarded as thought. Forexample, one aim of neural networks
is to develop and embed senses for machines enabling them to see or hear and act
appropriately to these stimuli [60]-[63].Thisis, in essence, an extension to the already established,
field of control theory [122] where processing systemsare provided with basic senseswhich are
measurements of conditions such as temperature and ambient light. Alternative target
applications involve neural computers with no sensesthat are capable of solving complex and
abstract problems, thereby emulating the processof thought.
Whilst traditional computer models process information by the sequential execution of
program instructions, neural nets are massively parallel and therefore explore many competing
hypotheses simultaneously. Although in the late 1980'sextensions to the sequential processors
produced concurrent systemsenabling parallel processing [1]-[2], these machines offered few of
the benefits afforded by neural nets. Major structural differences exist between these parallel
processorsand neural nets, and this largely affects the mechanics of their processing. Figure 1-1
1 The term "cognitive" is used here to distinguish between knowledge and inference: knowledge does
not encompass cognition, it is the interpretation of a new situation (inference) that describes a
cognitive process:
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presents schematics of information flow through sequential von Neumann, parallel, and neural
net models.
Sequential processing
by execution of single
instructions.
A) SINGLE YON-NEUMANN PROCESSOR
SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING
Computer 1
Processlo-oo-:>
Q.
c
B) MULTIPLE YON-NEUMANN PROCESSORS
PARALLEL PROCESSING
Cl NEURAL NETWORK
PARALLEL DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
FIGURE 1-1 : GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF (A)
SEQUENTIAL, (B). PARALLEL, AND (C) NEURAL NET
PROCESSING MODELS.
Machines such as transputer networks [1]-[2] (figure 1-1b), provide parallel computation by
splitting a known task between several interconnected processing units through which data is
passed. The benefit provided by transputer networks is the ability to process input data
concurrently: each machine may process data at the same time as another, results being
combined at some later stage to provide the desired solution. Although this is one of the major
attractions of neural net processing, transputers (or other similar parallel systems)do not possess
the flexibility of neural nets because they cannot interconnect as densely. One major premise for
using neural network systems,therefore, can be summarised as follows:
Biological and neural networks employ a basic computational architecture that is
more sui ted to pursuing mul tiple hypotheses in parallel. Their abundance of
local primary connections means that they have an inherent higher data bandwidth
than conventional parallel computers.
The potential benefits of neural nets extend beyond the high computation rates provided by
massive parallelism. In addition, they typically provide a far greater degree of robustnessor fault
tolerance since there are many more processing nodes, each with primary local connections [20].
Damage to a few neurons or links need not. therefore. impair overall performance significantly.
More important is the adaptation ability of neural nets which allows them to modulate
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connection weights in time to improve performance based upon current results [6], [10]-[12], [16],
[36].
1.1 Early Historical Background of Neural Net Models and Artificial
Intelligence.
The field of cybemetics, to which neural nets belong [3], has a far longer history than is
generally realised. Philosophers such as Plato (427-347BC) and Aristotle (384-322 BC) offered
theoretical explanations of the human brain and the process of thought: machines were also
built as early as 100BCby Heron the Alexandrian [3]. Modem theory, however, stems back to only
the 1940's where the concept emerged that machines could demonstrate mind-like qualities
based on the behaviour of single biological nerve cells. Such machines would be built by the
interconnection of simple nerve-like elements into networks. McCulloch and Pitts presented the
first technical description of neural nets in 1943 [4] which combined theories from finite-state
machines, linear threshold units and logical representation of behaviour and memory. A second
essay by the same authors [5] followed in 1947 describing network architectures capable of
performing pattem recognition in a manner invariant to certain geometric transformations. It was
from the work of McCulloch and Pitts that the field of modem cybemetics emerged where an
abundance of architectural schemes were developed enabling neural nets to recognise, track,
memorise and perform many other useful functions.
In 1949,the idea emerged from Hebb [6] that neural nets could leam by the construction of
intemal representations of concepts in the form of cell-assemblies: these "cell-assemblies" were
sub-families of neurons that would leam to support one another's activities.2 In 1950, lashley [7]
presented biological evidence in support of such distributed representations.
The 1940'sresearch efforts had sought to discover and develop specific architectures capable,
of implementing a given task, and due to the ability of animals and humans to leam functions
that they were not originally programmed to do, the research goals of the 1950'swere moved to
the area of machine leaming. Because there isno clear cut boundary between memory and the
procedures of decision making in previously unseen situations, many early experiments involved
reinforcement leaming - a then popular theory in behavioural psychology. Such a mechanism
necessitates a machine capable of generating a variety of actions from which to choose and
reward appropriately. The first of these reinforcement-based neural net leaming paradigms was
evident in a machine built by Marvin Minsky and Dean Edmonds in 1951.The machine consisted
of forty electronic units interconnected by a network of links, each of which had an adjustable
probability of receiving activation signals and then transmitting them to other units. leaming was
by reinforcement where each positive or negative judgement of the machine's behaviour was
2 Hebb's learning scheme of weight adjustment formed the basis of many other, later, algorithms. It
basically states that if two units, A and B are connected together and are both in an excited state, then
the connection strength between them should be increased.
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translated into a small change of corresponding magnitude and sign in the probabilities
associated with whichever connections had recently transmitted signals. The machine built by
Minskyand Edmonds was extremely limited and no major improvements were introduced until the
perceptron in 1957by Rosenblatt [8]. The perceptron, along with it's training procedures, provided
the first meaningful class of adaptive architectures and composed interconnecting processing
units which communicated via synapse-like weights. It also represented a significant departure
from the work of McCulloch and Pittsdue to its emergent behaviour, distributed representations
and generalisation capabilities. With the development of the Perceptron, Rosenblatt had
essentially pioneered two techniques of fundamental importance to the study of learning in
neural networks: digital computer simulation and formal mathematical analysis, although earlier
work had been presented on computer simulations by Farley and Clark in 1954 [9]. Rosenblatt's
training scheme, the perceptron convergence procedure (PCP),was based upon the ideas of
negative reinforcement: when an error was made by the network, the weights were adjusted in
accordance with the amount by which they contributed to the misclassification and in the
opposite direction.
Other developments included Selfridge's Pandemonium [10], and Widrow et. al.' s ada line [11].
The Pandemonium model comprised multiple layers of units, and like perceptrons, was designed
to perform pattern classification tasks. Selfridge introduced some fundamental principles of
stochastic learning and argued that hidden-layer units in a neural network should learn distinct
features of the input vectors. Widrow's ada line, while similar to the perceptron, was a single
adaptive unit which learnt by the minimisation of the mean squared error of the unit's output.
Unlikeperceptrons, adalines can continue to adjust their weights even when no error ismade and
the input pattern iscorrectly classified.
Towards the end of the 1960's,neural network research declined, partly due to the important
advances in what is now regarded as traditional artificial intelligence (AI). and part)y due to a
widespread lack of up to date knowledge in the area of neural nets. The new models developed
for AI were based on the sequential processing of symbolic expressionsand the accomplishments
made by these schemes suddenly made AI seem more satisfactory. Several researchers, however,
remained convinced of the power afforded by parallel computation and a split in cybernetics
arose: AI concentrated on sequential symbolic processing, programming and analytic
description, whilst neural nets concerned parallel processing, learning and emergent behaviour.
Despite the popularity of AI, the early 1960'ssaw further developments in neural net processing
schemes with Steinbuch's Learning Matrix [12] which was a pattern recognition machine based
upon linear discriminant functions. In the same year, Ridgeway devised the Madaline Rule I (MR1)
[13], and the convergence of Rosenblatt's PCPwas established by Block [14]. At the same time
8 It should be noted that the perceptron training scheme was an elaboration of earlier work by Farley
and Clark in 1954 [12] and Hebb in 1949 [6], who presented models for adaptive stimulus-response
relations in random networks and weight modulation.
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Rosenblatt, after having conducted numerous experiments involving visual recognition tasks,
conjectured that larger networks would also converge correctly on other geometric tasks
provided that "the parameters of the systemare properly chosen" [15].
Research interest in neural nets further resurged when Rosenblatt published his book on
Perceptron capabilities in 1962 [16]. Thisrevived interest did not last long, and by the end of the
1960's,research efforts had lagged behind those in the traditional AI field. It is often believed that
a single book by Minskyand Papert [17], entitled "Perceptrons: An introduction to computational
geometry" lead to the decrease in research interest of neural nets, although this view is not held
by everyone. Long before the release of the Minsky and Papert book, scientists realised that
Perceptrons were capable of leaming certain functions, but not others. Whilst many researchers
attempted to develop machine leaming schemes that would work in general, "Perceptrons"
investigated and described exactly why the perceptron and its training scheme could not leam
all functions. More importantly, Minskyand Papert showed that even simple geometric taskssuch
as determining the connectivity of pattems could not be performed using a perceptron of
reasonable complexity. In addition to this, the recent developments in computer technology had
enabled significant advances to be made in the traditional AI field.
In the aftermath of the Minskyand Papert book much of the further work of Rosenblatt in [16],
which described multilayered feedforward and recurrent networks was ignored. This was an
unfortunate consequence since many of the essential elements of the later developed
BackPropagation algorithm [36] were already present in the algorithms developed by Rosenblatt
and hiscolleagues.
Although interest in neural networks had declined after Minsky and Papert's book, serial
processing and the von Neumann computer dominating both psychology and AI, several
researchers continued to work in the field throughout the 1970's. It was not until the mid 1980's,
however. that interest in neural net models resurged to the level it has since enjoyed when
Rummelhart et.a/. published the popular Back-ErrorPropagation algorithm [36]. [56].
1.2 Current Research Issues of Neural Networks.
From their conception as a plausible computational model in the 1940's.neural networks have
become highly stylised and complex systems.Literally thousands of papers exist in the literature
and this number continues to grow rapidly. Such is the interest in neural networks that they have
become household terms and few people in the modem world have not heard of their existence.
Much of this interest centres on the future capabilities of such models and the hope that one day
truly intelligent systemsmight emerge. The present state of neural network technology is.however.
. still far from producing systemscapable of mind-like processes. and research interests are only
indirectly aiming to address these issues.Today, neural networks represent a large and ever-
growing field of research. and this is reflected by the number of different areas currently under
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investigation. It isbeyond the scope of this thesisto describe all the major research areas in neural
net technology, but a major research topic isneural pattern classification [22].
Although neural network developments date back to as early as the 1950's, their practical
significance as classifying systemswas not fully recognised until the BackProp algorithm [36] was
widely published during 1980's [56]. Due to its ability to adapt more than one layer of neurons,
BackProp revolutionised neural nets and enabled complex recognition tasks to be learnt by
machines, rather than programmed by humans. Although it is widely known that the neural
structuresBackProp usesare capable of supporting any arbitrarily complex classification task [20],
the algorithm often has difficulty training such networks. Indeed, despite its superiority over the
earlier neural learning paradigms such as the perceptron [8Jand adaline [llJ, BackProp suffers
from several drawbacks:
1. The requirement for user specification of the neural architecture and several
algorithm learning parameters.
2. The long training times: typically 104 network modifications can be required
to learn even simple problems [96).
3. The existence of non-optimal local minima in the error surface traversed by
BackProp to find a suitable set of network weights: BackProp is a gradient
descent technique and can be trapped in such minima thereby preventing the
algorithm from finding a network capable of supporting the function being
learnt.
Naturally. one aim of neural network research is to address these problems and produce
modifications or alternatives to BackProp that do not suffer from them. In addition to improving
network training algorithms. a major field of work centres on the reliability of neural classification
systemsas a whole - particularly in the case where networks encounter situations for which they
have not explicitly been trained to handle. Perhaps the major premise for the use of neural
networks. apart from their ability to learn or exhibit adaptive behaviour, is their inferential
capability. i.e., their ability to interpret previously unseen data. Research into neural net
generalisation properties is. therefore. of crucial importance if neural networks are to be used in
practical applications - especially where such applications are safety critical.
A more detailed description of some of the aforementioned research topics. and
developments therein, ispresented in the following subsections.
1.2.1 Enhancements and Investigations into BackProp Characteristics.
Although BackProp has been successfully applied to many different problem areas [60]-[63].
many scientists have observed that the scheme's generality is offset by it's slow speed and
Convergence problems [72], [74]. [98]. In particular. BackProp's convergence to non-optimal
local minima is regarded as a serious drawback which has led many scientists to attempt a
characterisation of BackProp error surfaces [68]. [69]. [99]. It has been noted that these surfaces
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often consist of numerous flat regions and long narrow ravines of extreme gradient. Significantly,
such error surface characteristics dictate that the BackProp gain must be small to prevent any
overadjustment of weights in regions of high gradient, a justification of Rummelhart et.al.'s
suggestion of gain=O.l [56]. Unfortunately, this restriction to small gain values means that training
will be very slow in the areas of low gradient on the error surface. It has been noted, therefore,
that the BackProp algorithm will always be lowly efficient with a fixed gain parameter, and
techniques have been introduced to enable the gain to vary during training [72], [74], [100]-[102].
In [100]-[102], the gain and momentum are dynamically increased or decreased by a fixed factor
based upon the observation of error signals.Although these techniques have been shown to work
well in many cases, they may sometimes lead to the network jumping into undesirable regions of
weight space leading to dramatic divergence [72]. A more reliable technique is based around
adjusting gain and momentum terms in accordance with the rate of change of error surface
gradient as presented in [72], [74].
A serious drawback of the BackProp algorithm is the requirement for the user to guess the
required architecture of the neural network: if too small a network is presented then the training
function in question cannot be learnt regardless of the algorithm used. Consequently, one
technique used is to provide networks with a large excessof neurons during training and to utilise
some pruning methods to reduce the sizeof the network after convergence. Such methods have
been described in the literature [79], [88] but it is noted that the pruned network may not
preserve all the properties of the original converged system.
Even when starting with an architecture capable of learning the task set to it, BackProp is not
guaranteed to converge to the absolute minimal error of the cost-function it attempts to minimise.
Should the network get stuck in such a local minima, training will have to be repeated. Early
experiments identified the existence of local minima and certain techniques where proposed to
deal with them. A classic example issymmetry breaking: if all network weights start oult with equal
values and the solution required that unequal weights be developed, then BackProp can never
learn the task set to it. The solution proposed by Rummelhart et.a/. [56] breaks the symmetry by
setting all weights to small random values, but it has been shown that BackProp is particularly
sensitive to such initial conditions [103].
Several other approaches have been taken which involve the modification of the BackProp
algorithm itself (rather than it's parameters during training). One particularly interesting algorithm
is commonly referred to as QuickProp [71] and this relies upon taking the rate of change of the
error surface gradient into account when modifying the weights. Several successful applications
have been developed using neural networks trained by QuickProp [63].
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1.2.2 Investigations Into Neural Network Capabilities.
One major application of neural networks is in pattern recognition. Pattern recognition systems
are often referred to as classifierssince they assign lobels to classes of data based upon some
predefined or, in the case of adaptive systems,emergent features inherent in the input.
Where classification systemsare formed by neural networks, a number of questions arise as to
how such mechanisms operate and of what they should comprise in order to distinguish between
different classes of data. One line of research has attempted to determine the size of network
required to support any arbitrary classification task. Early results suggested that the number of
hidden nodes required in a feedfoward classifier net depends only on the number of training
samples: two such theories suggested that the number of hidden units required is in the order of
(T-1 J and of log2Twhere T is the number of training samples [20], [104), [105]. It was later proven,
however, that a more complex relationship existsbetween the number of required hidden units
and an arbitrary classification task [78]. Such work is of significance because it allows an upper
bound to be placed on the sizeof neural architecture for any given training problem. Work has
also been done on determining the optimal number of neural layers. It was shown in [20] that a
network with two hidden layers is capable of learning any non-contradictory set of training
samples and in [107], it was argued that nets with two hidden layers are superior to those with only
one. More recently, however, results have indicated that the converse is true [108]. Clearly, no
completely satisfactory solutions are yet evident in the search for determining the optimum neural
architecture and this represents an area of ongoing research.
Another popular avenue of study is in obtaining neural networks that are invariant to
transformations of the input data. Clearly, if an object is rotated then the observed image
changes, but it is desirable that the observer still recognises the transformed image as belonging
to that same object. Such a characteristic is generally referred to as invariant recognition, and
much research has been conducted in attempts to provide the best route to neurol network
invariance. Examples include invariance by neural structure [109]-[112], invariance by training
[56], and invariance by data pre-processing [75], [113]-[115].
1.2.3 BackProp Alternatives and Constructive Algorithms.
It has been said that the effectiveness of the BackProp algorithm comes into question when
applications involve purely binary to binary mappings [96]. There exists a branch of neural
networks that are designed specifically to deal with such problems and, in the case of purely
binary data, may be used as alternatives to BackProp. Some of these networks differ substantially
from the perceptron-like classifiers in that they posses no weight or threshold terms and are
consequently referred to as weightless neural nets. Examplesof weightless nets include the pattern
recognition WIZARD[81] and ADAM [82], [83] networks. Although these paradigms do not directly
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relate to the work contained in this thesis, they are an area of expanding interest and further
demonstrate that principles from Boolean algebra can be utilised to provide adaptive systems.
A more widely known group of training mechanisms are what is referred to as constructive
algorithms. Here, the emphasis is on constructing additional neurons as and when they are
required to support the training vectors. Typically, constructive algorithms attempt to classify, at
each step, as many examples of one class as possible while keeping all examples of the other
classcorrectly classified [92]-[97]. One popular constructive algorithm, the BLTA.adopts a different
strategy and grows neurons using principles of Boolean algebra. Constructive algorithms are
useful since they transform the hard task of building a network into the easier problem of single-
cell learning. When training vectors are encountered that cannot be supported by the neuron
currently being trained, an additional neuron is grown. Faster training times have been reported
using constructive algorithms [96].
1.3 Motivations for Presented Research.
Despite its drawbacks, BackProp is a remarkably popular training algorithm displaying high
potential in the fields of neural net learning. It has been shown to generalise well to previously
unseen data [60], [61] and is easily implemented on digital computers [20]. One important
feature, therefore, of any new training scheme would be its comparability with BackProp's
performance. Although the constructive schemes have been shown to largely outperform
BackProp in terms of their ability to learn [93], they are generally restricted to binary functions. In
most cases, the constructive algorithms use error minimisation methods and only grow additional
neurons when the error cannot be sufficiently minimised using the current architecture [93]. This
feature could cause problems with generalisation since the schemes may skew hyperplanes
towards a noisy training sample in order to fit the problem using an architecture of minimal size.
Resultshave been presented that indicate such problems may exist [96].
One feature consistent across the majority of current training schemes is their attempt to learn
by minimisation of some error function. In so doing, no account is made as to the nature of the
problem which the algorithms are attempting to learn. It is conceivable then, that the difficulties
encountered by the error minimisation schemes could be attributable to some intrinsic properties
of the data they attempt to learn.
It is interesting that testing digital circuits ismade possible by analysing the physical system in a
way that yields a set of input/output patterns capable of detecting faults by input/output
observation alone [53], [48], [123]. If such schemes are capable of implying input requirements
from a known architecture then one may question whether the process could be reversed to
imply architectural requirements from a known set of input/output vectors. Should modifications
to existing theory allow such a transition, then it is theoretically plausible that schemes can be
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developed to train neural networks by taking the functionality of the training set into account. This
idea forms the basisof the work presented throughout the following chapters of this thesis.
Specifically, the research in this thesisaims to address the following issues:
1. can some convenient means of representing functionality of training vectors
be derived?
2. may functionality of training data be used to imply neural net parametric
requirements in order for it to be supported?
3. could traditional neural net training schemes be modified to enable neural
parametric requirements to be considered?
4. is it possible to develop complete training mechanisms from the basis of
training set functionality?
In attempting to answer the above questions, a branch of algorithms are developed referred
to assensitised path training schemes.
1.4 Summary of Work Presented.
By using concepts from digital circuit fault testing theory [53], [123], functionality of Boolean
training sets is represented as propagations of binary 0/1 transitions from input to output. Where
an individual input literal is seen to propagate a transition in its state to the output, it is termed
sensitive. For completely specified, linearly separable problems, input sensitivitiesare shown to
provide weight strengths for a candidate single neuron implementation of the function.
Comparisons are drawn from several well known single layer training schemes to assessthe
relative performance of this technique.
Inspired by the success of the single layer sensitised path schemes to learn completely
specified, linearly separable functions, extensionsare then presented to enable non-unateness of
training setsto be detected. Heuristicsare developed which, when applied, generat~ multi-layer
neural architectures capable of supporting non-unate problems. By solving a system of resulting
linear inequalities, relative weight strength requirements are provided which are then passed to a
modified BackProp algorithm. It is shown that by enforcing constraints on BackProp weight
updates, faster and more reliable convergence to global minima is attained, and BackProp
sensitivity to gain and momentum parameters is greatly reduced. Furthermore, the constrained
BackProp network isshown to possesgood generalisation by examination of hyperplane decision
boundary placement. Similarresultshave been presented in [84].
Furtherwork then attempts to address the problem of determining functionality of incompletely
specified training sets. Several heuristics are developed that enable input sensitivities to be
implied from opposite output class vectors of arbitrary Hamming space separation. These implied
sensitivitiesare used to indicate non-unateness of training sets and a point counting scheme is
applied to generate candidate neural weights for a single or (in the case of non-unateness)
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multi-layer architecture. Where functions are non-unate, sensitised path schemes are presented
that are capable of generating feature-level or completely trained multi-layer neural networks.
Additional schemes are incorporated into the sensitisedpath theory to reduce network size by
pruning unrequired neurons.
In the case of feature-level trained nets, BackProp is used to train the output layer while all
(sensitisedpath generated) hidden layer weights are held static. Resultsare provided for a simple
completely specified logic exclusive-OR (XOR) training set, and a partially specified rotation
invariant character recognition problem. As with the constrained BackProp system, the partially
sensitised path trained networks converge much quicker, rarely encounter local minima, and
reduce BackProp's sensitivity to gain and momentum values. As in [85], [86], further experiments
show a greatly increased generalisation to both new character rotations and noisy examples of
the training set for the assistedBackProp network.
Improvements are then introduced to enable sensitisedpath to completely train a multi-layer
neural network, thereby removing the requirement for the additional BackProp algorithm. Logic
XORand character recognition problems are used to compare the performance of the complete
training mechanism with BackProp and the assisted BackProp schemes. Further experiments are
performed using a training set comprising 4 different typefaces for numerals 0 through 9. Results
for these experiments are in a separate appendix (Cl.
It is then shown that the sensitised path training schemes are unsuited to leaming certain
Boolean problems. By relating to concepts of monotonicity from switching theory [47], this
weakness is shown to be a due to an inability of sensitised path to detect higher-order
monotonicity violations of the training set. Methods of detecting k-monotonicity violations for k ~ 2
for completely specified functions have been addressed in [118], and these techniques are
extended in an attempt to detect breakdowns for all values of k. Furthermore, issuesof neural
architecture definition are addressed to ensure that where functions are non-monotonic, suitable
sized networks will be produced.
Finally, suggestions are provided to extend the developed schemes to handle arbitrary
incompletely specified Boolean and continuous training problems.
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Chapter Two:
Traditional Single Layer Neural Systems
2. TradHional single layer neural systems.
As the forerunners of today's neural networks, the early single layer neural architectures
generated considerable interest because of their ability to facilitate adaptive behaviour.
Although functionally limited in comparison to modem models, the early adaptive nets of the
1950'sand 1960'slaid the theoretical framework for future adaptive computing paradigms.
Despite their simple architecture and functional limitations, single layer neural networks have
shown considerable ability to implement classification tasks [21]. [22]. Indeed, although the
perceptron (arguably the first meaningful single layer NN) was initially conceived as a research
tool for modelling brain mechanisms. its pattem recognition abilities aroused interest in neural
applications to noise filtering, vector quantisation and classification tasks.
Thischapter presents a brief description of the early developments made in the single layer
network technology and introduces some of the essential, well-established, theory behind the
structure and operation of two such networks and their training schemes.
In later sections, a seriesof experiments are described and simulation resultspresented for both
perceptron and ada line networks trained by the perceptron convergence procedure and the
Delta Rule respectively. The experiments presented are all simple Boolean functions which have
been chosen carefully to highlight specific qualities of the two networks. From these results, a
description of data functionality is presented which, we believe, greatly influences the
performance of any neural net training scheme. The goal is not only to show that functionality
inherent to the training data influences the behaviour of the networks and their training schemes,
but also implies network parameter requirements which could be used to assist in the training
process itself. Furthermore, a brief description of the mechanics behind the problems that cannot
be solved by single layer neural systems is presented as a prelude to work described in further
sections.
2.1 Introduction.
The single layer neural networks such as the perceptron [8], [15]. [16] and adaline [11].
although not developed until the late 1950'swere based upon ideas formed in the early 1940's.It
Was here, that the concept emerged that the computational elements of a mind-like machine
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would be based around the behaviour of biological nerve cells. Construction of such a machine
would, in principle, require simply the interconnection of man-made equivalents of biological
nerve cells.
In 1943the scientistsWarren McCulloch and Walter Pittspresented the first detailed discussion
on neural networks [16].Theirwork showed how neural-like networks could compute, but they had
no way of making such networks learn. Machine learning was considered immensely important
because, at that time, it was uniquely associated with the properties of animal brains.
Consequently the main problem facing researchers at the time was to determine how neural
networks could learn.
A breakthrough came in 1949when Hebb [6] presented the first set of ideas to really stimulate
the neural net research community. Until that time scientistsbelieved that in order for a network to
learn, some physical change must occur within it; it was not clear, however, what that change
might be. Hebb proposed that a reasonable and biologically plausible change would be to alter
the connection strengths between the neuron-like components within it. More specifically, Hebb
argued that if, and only if. units A and Bare connected together and in an excited state then the
connection strength between them should be increased. It is interesting to note that Hebb's ideas
still persist today in many training paradigms although the rules governing when and how a
weight (connection strength) should change are generally different.
Although the first adaptive machine was built in 1951by Marvin Minsky and Dean Edmonds
[3].[23],[20], the three most important models appeared at the end of the decade with
Rosenblatt's perceptron [8]. [15], [16], Selfridge's pandemonium [10], and Widrow's ada line [11].
All three of these models represented a significant departure from the work of McCulloch and
Pitts.Their behaviour was emergent (Le. the machines demonstrated characteristics of learning),
they demonstrated distributed representation and they exhibited the predictive powers of
generalisation. The perceptron and ada line were both of the class of single layer ne1works in so
much that neurons were arranged in one layer with connections that fed from the input data.
Selfridge's pandemonium, on the other hand, comprised multiple layers of units but like the others
Wasprimarily designed to carry out pattern classification tasks.
The perceptron provided the first meaningful class of adaptive architectures composing
interconnecting processing units that communicated to each other via weights or synapses.
Rosenblatt's perceptron adapted it's behaviour by modifying the interconnection strengths
between processing units and was conceived as a possible model for the brain mechanisms
involved in memory, learning and cognitive processes. In his 1962 book, "The Principles of
Neurodynamics" [16] he wrote (pp. 9-10) :
"It is significant that the individual elements, or cells, of a nerve
network have never been demonstrated to possess any specifically
psychological functions, such as "memory", "awareness", or "intelligence".
Such properties, therefore, presumably reside in the organization and
functioning of the network as a whole, rather than in its elementary parts.
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In order to understand how the brain works, it thus becomes necessary to
investigate the consequences of combining simple neural elements in
topological organizations analogous to that of the brain."
The above quote reflects Rosenblatt's interest in modelling biological neural networks. Other
researchers such as Widrow, were far more interested in determining their applications and
consequently, it can be argued, took a more pragmatic approach to the design and training of
their systems. The Delta Rule [11] was developed by Widrow and Hoff in 1960 and is a
mathematically (rather than psychologically) inspired training scheme. Performing a gradient
descent in least-mean-square (LMS) error space, the Delta Rulemodifies neuron weights such that
the error at the network output{s) will be reduced, the size of change to an individual weight
being determined by the gradient of the error surface at a given point.
2.2 Established theory and techniques.
The basic theory behind neural networks isnow introduced starting with a formal mathematical
description of a generic neuron model which we suggest be called the standard model. Almost
all popular neuromorphic systemsutilise the standard model1 with small modifications and so a
complete description of the standard model in terms of structure, operation and training is
presented.
2.2.1 The basic neuron model- the 'standard' model.
The basic neuron model was inspired by single biological nerve cells and is common
throughout the majority of the current parallel distributed processing paradigms.
Cell Body
A • SCHEMATIC OF BIOLOGICAL NERVE CELL B • MATHEMATICAL NEURON MODEL
FIGURE 2-1: BIOLOGICAL NERVE CELL (A) & COMPUTATIONAL MODEL (B)
1The most widely used exception to this being T. Kohonen's Topological Feature Network which uses a
SPecialdiscrete memory type cell.
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In the standard model presented in Figure 1-1(0), the synapses are generally referred to as
weights. The 'cell body' or node performs a weighted sum of the inputs in accordance with the
equation:
N
net = LW i j + ()
j=1
EQUATION 2-1
where net is referred to as the net input to the neuron
N is the number of inputs to the model and
Wj are the neuron weights for 0 < j ~N
ij are the neuron inputs for 0 < j ~N
B is a threshold bias constant.
The output from the node (taken from the 'axon') is then thresholded by passing the net input
through some squashing function. The type of squashing function used depends on the particular
architectural model, the most common are illustrated in figure 2-2.
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FIGURE 2-2: COMMON THRESHOLDFUNCTIONS.
I(e). Threshold Logic I
The effect of the threshold bias term, B, is to translate the functions of figure 2-2 to the left or
right of the y-axis. A positive threshold value shifts the graphs to the left: negative values of B
translate the functions to the right. thereby allowing the discrimination of common 'polarity net
input values.
The standard model has effectively two modes of operation, classification which is the
standard operational mode, and training which involves model adaptation to support a specific
pattem mapping operation.
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2.2.2 Operating characteristics of the 'standard' model.
Definition 1:
A CLASS is a label given to a group of input patterns that belong together
due to some common intrinsic property(ies). CLASSIFIcaTION is the process
a class to a iven in ut attern.
The function of an artificial neuron of the standard model type is to categorise a range of
different values of net input into two classes (a process referred to as classification). These classes
are often designated as 0 and 1 but this depends upon the type of threshold function used. From
the sketches provided in figure 2-2, the intended binarisation of net input can be appreciated by
noting that f(a) varies only over a restricted range of values for a, where a represents the neurons
net input. To illustrate the functionality of the standard model. let us consider applying arbitrary
values to the inputs of the neuron in the form of an input vector, I. Let us also assume that we
have a set of P such input vectors, which we will apply individually to the model. Now, the
application of each input vector in tum will produce a range of net input values, netMlN to netMAJ{,
that constrain the net input from any vector, net I (for J=1,2,3, ...P), by the inequality:
J
neturN s net, s netM4X U = 1,2,... ,p)J EQUATION 2-2
To categorise the net input into two classes requires (in accordance with equation [2-1]) that
the threshold value, e, be bounded as follows:
EQUATION 2-3
If the conditions of equation 2-3 are not satisfied, the output will be a static value for a hard
I
limit threshold, regardless of the input vector applied.
The operation of an artificial neuron can be regarded as similar to a set of weighing scales with
the threshold value in one basin and the net input in the other. Figure 2-3 presents this physical
analogy of a standard model neuron using the threshold logic (T-Logic) squashing function (see
Figure2-2e).
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/
weighted sum
output ~ 0
_____ __equilibrium position
output ~ 1
FIGURE 2-3: WEIGHING SCALE ANALOGY OF THESTANDARDMODEL USING T-LOGIC THRESHOLD
As can be appreciated from figure 2-3, if the net input is Iheavier' than the threshold value the
basin with the bias rises and the output moves towards 1. Conversely, if the threshold is 'heavier'
the output tends towards O. In essence, using a threshold logic transfer function (figure 2-2e), a
standard model neuron will classify an input vector as belonging to class 0 if the weighing scale
analogy observes a rise in the weighted sum basin and to class 1 otherwise: i.e.
Output 1 if
N
LWij+B~O
j=1
EQUATION 2-4
Output o if
N
LWij +B<O
j=1
EQUATION 2-5
2.2.3 Training the standard model.
Before describing how, in principle one may go about training the standard model, we should
firstly consider what the overall objective of this process is.
2.2.3.1 Objectives of training.
Definition 2:
The objective o£ (supervised) train;ng is to generate weights and bias
values that map input patterns into two disjoint clusters along a one
dimensional continuous input space in accordance to their (designated)
class.
There are many ways in which to visualise the operation of a single neuron: the weighing scale
analogy demonstrates that input vectors are classified according to whether the magnitude of
the net input they generate is greater or less than some threshold or bias value.
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Definition 3:
A NN's decision boun~ (DB) is a hypothetical line or plane which exists
in the problem input space and represents the switching point of a discrete
transfer function (TF) neuron or the mid-range value of a continuous TF
neuron.
Training artificial neurons to complete this task is best described in terms of the decision
boundary generated by a neuron and how the adjustment of weights and threshold affects this
feature. The decision boundary (DB) generated by a neuron has been defined in D-3 but may
more simply be considered as the equillbrium position shown in the weighing scales analogy as a
dotted line in figure 2-4.
Input vectors are classified according to which side of the DBthey lie. Since the calculation of
a neuron's net input involves a linear equation (see equation 2-1). the DBmust therefore be linear.
and isdescribed by the solutions to the following equation over the neuron's input range :
N
O=LWjij+B
j=1
EQUATION 2-6
Consider a two-input example as depicted in figure 2-4: the objective of training is to move the
DBin between the clusters of classA samples and classBsamples.
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FIGURE 2-4 : DECISION BOUNDARY PLACEMENT IN CLASSIFICATION
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It issimple to derive a general equation for the DB shown in figure 2-4 by setting equation 2-1 to
zero.
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EQUATION 2-7
Notice that the DBis thus described by the straight line equation y=mx+c where -m is the ratio
of the weights w» :Wa and the intercept given by thissame ratio multiplied by the bias term. It can
therefore be stated that the gradient of the DB is determined by the input weights and the
intercept by the threshold (orientation and position respectively). Thisscales up to any number of
inputs, the DBan n-dimensional decision plane where n isthe number of inputs to the neuron.
Now that the objective of training has been described, the method of achieving a trained
neuron may appear to be the solving of a systemof linear inequalities by substituting the input
vectors into equation (2-2) along with the desired output of the network. In practice, for large
problems the manipulation of the algebraic equations becomes far too complicated and so
alternative methods are employed.
2.2.3.2 Training the standard model to classify patterns.
The standard model is a conceptual system rather than a physical reality and no specific
training mechanisms exist since there are no defined application areas. Most neural computing
paradigms utilise the features outlined in the standard model but the power afforded by these
neurons is attributable to the way in which neurons are connected to one another. Different
computing tasks require differing connection strategies necessitating distinct training algorithms
for each genre of topology. To describe the various mechanisms for training different
architectures is beyond the scope of this thesis:instead we shall concentrate on standard model
feedforward classifiernets which relate to our research in neural computing models.
Definition 4:
SUpervised tra;n;ng is the means by which artificial neurons are adapted to
support speci£ic, we~~ de£ined transformations by example.
Definition 4 implies the requirement of a set of examples along with their corresponding
transforms. This set of examples is normally termed a training set and is basically a set of
predicates. By providing the correct mapping for each input sample, we are training by
supervision. Supervised learning, which is by far the most widely used, allows an algorithm to
determine if a neural net isperforming satisfactorily by comparing the net responses to the target
'answers'. The comparison of desired and actual output leads to an error term which is usually just
the difference between the two values.
Supervised training is generally achieved by means of an iterative training algorithm that
modifies the network weights according to the error it makes on a given training sample. The
weights are adapted so as to reduce the likelihood of that error being present upon future
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presentations of that sample. Once all the training samples have been presented, an overall
network error iscalculated. Typically the root-mean-square (RMS)error iscalculated by presenting
all training patterns in tum and summing the squares of the errors made. The square root is then
taken of this value and compared to some desired or acceptable error level supplied to the
algorithm by the user referred to as the training threshold. If the overall error falls below this
acceptable error, the network is said to have learnt the mapping and the algorithm terminates;
otherwise, the process is repeated as a whole for all the training samples. Figure 1-5 presents a
block diagram of typical classifier training.
Observe neuron
output
Present
desired output
Calculate RMS.
Error
Repeat until RMS. error lower
than some threshold value
FIGURE 2-5: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CLASSIFIER TRAINING
2.2.4 Practical neuro-models.
Themost widely researched and documented neuron models are those of the perceptron [8],
[15], [16], and adaline [11]. There currently appears to be much confusion over the difference
between these models - probably due to the lack of recent texts to provide formal specifications
on what each model actually comprises. Several texts have described the ada line and
perceptron as being different in their use of threshold functions; this is not strictly the case as both
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can function without penalty using an array of threshold functions and different authors have
specified different threshold functions for the same model: this isparticularly true in the case of the
perceptron.
Structurally, single adalines and perceptrons are generally described identically though strictly
they must differ to facilitate their different training schemes. We show that it is not the choice of
threshold function that differentiates these two models, and that the ada line is a structural
enhancement of the perceptron which facilitates the useof a more mathematically based single-
layer training algorithm.
2.2.4.1 The perceptron neuro-model.
In 1957Frank Rosenblatt developed the first meaningful adaptive systemwith the perceptron
model [8].[15],[16]. Comprising of the standard model with a hard limiting threshold function, the
perceptron was designed as a research tool for modelling brain mechanisms. At the time, the
perceptron represented a significant departure from the earlier work of McCulloch and Pitts[5]
since it demonstrated emergent behaviour, distributed representations and generalisation
capabilities. In addition, the perceptron model had provided the neural network community with
two techniques of fundamental importance: digital computer simulation and formal
mathematical analysis,although the former had been practised by Farleyand Clark in 1954[9].
Rosenblatt developed a training algorithm known as the perceptron convergence procedure
(PCP)to provide hisnetworks with adaptive capabilities. The technique (based upon the ideas of
negative reinforcement. a then popular theory in behavioural psychology), although simple was
shown to be capable of programming a perceptron with anything that the perceptron itself
could support. This,was expressed in Rosenblatt's book [16] (page 596)as follows:
"Given an elementary a-perceptron, a stimulus world W, I and any
classification C(W) for which a solution exists; let all stimuli in Woccur
in any sequence, provided that each stimulus must occur in finite time;
then beginning from an arbitrary initial state, an error correction
procedure will always yield a solution to C(W) in finite time, ...H
Thiswas verified when the convergence of Rosenblatt's algorithm was established by Block in
1962[14].
Unfortunately, the perceptron and PCPcould not learn all functions and, neither increasing the
number of neurons nor lengthening the training times resolved this phenomenon: much interest
then revolved around the phrase "for which a solution exists... " from Rosenblatt's statement.
Rosenblatt discovered a way around this problem and showed that a two layer perceptron
could support any of the 22N logic functions of N binary inputs. Thisresult, however, was of little
practical use [19] since it required 2N units in the completely general case. In an attempt to
circumvent this impractical restriction, Rosenblatt generated smaller networks where the first layer
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of perceptrons had connections to a random subset of the inputs. The aim of this procedure was
to provide the upper-layer perceptron with a high probability of being able to learn the required
mapping. Although the random perceptron network was able to learn such mappings, provided
that sufficient first layer units were available, it was extremely limited in generalisation terms [16].
Further work by Minsky and Papert on the analysis of perceptrons and their limitations
culminated in a book in 1969 [17] which threw significant doubt over neural networks as
computational devices. In a later interview, Minsky regarded this as a negative consequence [19],
stating that:
\\I now believe the book was overkill.... So after being irritated with
Rosenblatt for overclaiming and diverting all those people along a false
path, I started to realize that for what you get out of it - the kind of
recognition it can do - it is such a simple machine that it would be
astonishing if nature did not make use of it somewhere"
Synapses or
weights
Output
Bias
FIGURE 2-6 : PERCEPTRON STRUCTURE
Figure 2-6 presents the functional architecture of the perceptron model. It comprises the
standard model with a hard-limit threshold function (although often this threshold function is
compressed and shifted vertically to give outputs of 0 and 1 via the threshold logic (T-Logic)
function of figure 2-2e). Perceptrons incorporate all the standard model features of connecting
synapses (or weights), weighted sum, bias levels (~ and thresholding. The perceptron differs from
the standard model in one respect: the bias level is now external to the 'cell body' shown in figure
2-1(b) and is represented by a constant input of value +1 and a connecting weight w». This
translation of the bias from the standard model was made to simplify the training of perceptrons.
In essence, with this modification, the bias could be treated as any other weight in the net and
thereby remove the necessity of training the bias separately.
The net input is calculated in exactly the same way as in the standard model, i.e. a weighted
sum with an amendment to the bias representations in equation 2-1.
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N
net = LW/i
i=O
where Lo =+1 and Wo is the bias value.
EQUATION 2-8
Once computed, the net input is passed through the hard-limit threshold logic squashing
function shown in figure 2-2(a) such that the neuron output becomes defined by the following
inequalities:
output = -1
output = +1
net ~ 0
net> 0
2.2.4.2 Training perceptrons: the Perceptron Convergence Procedure (PCP).
In the 1950s,psychologists believed that much human learning could be explained in terms of
reinforcement. Forexample, punishing a child for bad behaviour and rewarding good behaviour
(usually) results in the child learning to abstain from behaving badly. Rosenblatt simplified this
process to include just the 'punishment' phase [8]. He developed a psychologically-based
approach which would penalise the inputs most responsible for producing any error by reducing
their connecting weight strengths and hence reducing their contribution to the neurons
behaviour. Additionally, an input's weight would be changed in proportion to the amount of error
observed (analogous to punishing seriousmisdemeanours more stringently than minor ones). This
technique or training scheme was called the perceptron convergence procedure (PCP). By
executing the PCP,next time the neuron was presented with the same data, the error should be
lower.
We may obtain the weight update equation for the perceptron convergence procedure as
follows:
Firstly,we need to determine the error made by the perceptron upon presentation of pattern
p:
where Ep is the error made on pattern p.
tp is the target (or desired) response for pattern p.
op is the observed response to pattern p.
Now the idea behind negative reinforcement is to penalise the inputs in proportion to the
amount they contribute to the neuron error (Le. inputs are penalised in relation to how much they
'offend'). The stimulus level of input i (h), is this parameter. We therefore have the two parameters
of error level and contribution which are combined to produce the perceptron convergence
procedure weight update equation:
EQUATION 2-9
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In general, a scaling factor called the gain ismultiplied with the right hand side of equation 2-9
to provide smaller weight adjustments, although this is of no benefit. Consequently, the PCP
weight update equation isusually seen in the following form:
i\w; = TJi;(t p - 0p) EQUATION 2-10
where ~ is a positive gain fraction
This equation fits into the weight update box presented in figure 2-5 to provide a block
diagram of the perceptron convergence procedure.
2.2.4.3 The ADAptive LINEar neuron (ADALlNE) model.
The ada line was developed by Bemard Widrow in 1959[11], his interest being the applications
of neural nets rather than Rosenblatt's clear interest in the modelling of brain mechanisms.
Widrow went on to explain exactly what adalines were and were not capable of doing and
identified several candidate applications for neural nets. Several training algorithms [11], [23], [24]
can be used to adapt the weights of the ada line model (including the perceptron convergence
procedure); the most interesting being the delta rule developed by Widrow and Hoff (1960) [11].
Before considering the delta rule training scheme, the adaline architecture itself is discussed in
terms of the standard model.
Synapses
or weights
Cell Body---~-----...
Output
net input
Bias
FIGURE 2-7: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE ADALINE NEURON.
Notice that the 'cell body' in figure 2-7 has been split into its two main computational
components. the weighted sum and threshold. Thisrepresentation of the adaline is generally only
seen in discussionson training. but since it is this decomposition into weighted sum and threshold
that differentiates the adaline from the perceptron. it is included in the architectural description
for clarity. The division of the cell body allows a continuous error term to be calculated whereas
the perceptron error term can be one of only three distinct values.
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Notice that the bias level is also external to the 'cell body' and. as with the perceptron. it is
represented by Wbias (or e). Thishas been implemented to allow the bias to be treated as all other
weights and so simplify the requirements of any training algorithm. Note that the net input is
calculated in exactly the same way as in the perceptron model. Le. a weighted sum.
N
net =Lwjij
j=O
where Io =+1 and Wo is the bias value.
Once computed. the net input is passed through the hard limit threshold logic squashing
function shown in figure 2-2a such that the neuron output becomes defined by the following
inequalities:
output
output
-1
+1
net ~ 0
net > 0
Definition 5:
Gradient Descent aearning) is a mathematical technique of traversing a
hypothetical (typically error) surface in negative proportionality with the
gradient of the (error) surface to reach the lowest point.
The reason for the hard-limit threshold function being external to the cell body is that the
ada line was developed with gradient descent learning in mind. Gradient descent learning in
ANN's can be summarised as follows:
Gradient descent learning in neural networks typically involves modifying the weights in
accordance with the negated differential of network error with respect to each weight.
The error of an ANN is generally measured in terms of the difference between the desired
response and that attained for a given input sample. If the squashing function contains
discontinuities. as the hard-limit function does. then the error with respect to weight change will,
be non-differentiable. For this reason. the hard-limit threshold function cannot be used within a
gradient descent learning technique. By isolating the threshold unit from the weight adjustment
procedure. we produce a linear error which is differentiable. During training. the threshold
function is only applied when testing the output to see if the training samples are correctly
supported.
2.2.4.4 Training ada lines - the Delta Rule.
Developed in 1960by Widrow and Hoff [11]. the delta rule isa gradient descent technique that
adjusts ada line weights in an attempt to reduce the least mean square (lMS) error observed at
the output. Thishas the effect of ensuring that a weight change will be made only if it reduces the
systemerror for a given training sample; if no error is present. as with the PCP.no weight changes
will be made.
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The LMSerror for a given input vector, fp, isgiven by
1 2E =-(t -net)
p 2 p p
EQUATION 2-11
where: is the target output for input sample p and,
is the actual output for sample p.
To ensure that any weight change made reduces fp , we need to determine how the error
changes with respect to an individual weight change.
IE
i.e. we need to evaluate -_Pavj
we can express this differential using partial derivatives as:
EQUATION 2- 12
Now, from (2-11),
IEp 8 (1( )2)----- - t -netmet - met 2 p p
p p
IE.z::«: =7i x 2 x -1 x u, -netp)metp
IE
-p- = -(t -net) =-b
met p p p
p
N
Additionally, =.=LWij for a linear unit with no threshold function.
j=O
. metp -'
••---1.
iW 'I
Substituting these formulae into equation (2-12)yields:
iEp
-=-8;&>. pi,
To implement gradient descent. we make weight changes as follows:
iEp
L'lw; = -'1 &>,
L'lwi = '18pil
EQUATION 2- 13
where ~ is a positive gain fraction
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By adhering to the weight update equation [2-13], the LMSerror will always be reduced for a
given training pattern providing that II is sufficiently small. There is no guarantee, however, that
the error will be reduced for all training patterns when weights are updated according to the
error made on anyone sample. This can be rectified by updating the weights after all training
patterns have been presented, the intermediate weight change values (AWi) being summed as
each pattern is considered. Epoch update as this is more commonly termed, makes ada line
training much more stable and prevents the network from skewing the hyperplane(s) towards the
last presented training sample.
2.3 An analysis of perceptron and adaline networks.
Before considering the more recent single layer training algorithms, it is important to fully
understand the advantages and failings of the above described architectures and training
schemes. We intend to show by example what would be expected of each system under varying
conditions. A total of 3 logic problems are presented to assess the learning characteristics of the
two networks.
2.3.1 The logic "AND" experiment.
The logic F(X)=Xl.X2 (AND) is one of the simplest problems that is worthy of using as a
demonstration of neural learning and performance characteristics. It has been included because
it's low dimensionality (Le. only 2 inputs) allows visual representation of neural operational
properties with respect to the applied input. Firstly, simulation results for a single perceptron
trained using the PCP are presented. Simulations of corresponding odoline networks are then
addressed using both sequential pattern weight update and epoch update. It should be
recognised that both networks were executed under identical operating conditions. Weights were,
random, but the same set of random weights were used for each network. The training algorithm
gain parameter, ll' was 0.1 and the learning threshold 0.1 in all cases.
A). PERCEPTRON WITH PCP.
(A). RMSERROR PLOT (8). WEIGHT CHANGE PLOT (c). INPUT/OUTPUT MAP
FIGURE 2-8: PERCEPTRON CONVERGENCE PROCEDURE LEARNING "AND"
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Definition 6:
A ne1:work miBc~aBBi£ication occurs when a neural system responds
incorrectly to the presentation of an input pattern.
Firstly, it is interesting to note that the RMSerror plot from the PCP oscillates between two
values. These values are 0.5 and 0.7 which, we shall show correspond to 1 and 2 network
misclassifications respectively.
Proof 1: PCP error and misclassification analysis
Due to the use of the hard-limit threshold function (Figure 2-2(a)),
percept ron outputs can be either +1 or -1. If a misclassification is made,
there are only two possible error, or 8, values that can arise. In the case
where the target is +1 and the percept ron output is 0, the error is +1,
otherwise the error is -1 for a target of 0 and an output of +1. Now, since
the error values are discrete and that errors are squared, all errors will
make the same contribution to the Mean-Square-Error (MS) value. This MS
contribution from a single error from a training set comprising p vectors
is given as follows:
±e 1
P P
To determine, therefore, the number of misclassifications, one must merely
square the ~s error value and multiply by P.
In our experiments P = 4 and our RMS error curve switches between 0.5 and
0.7, this corresponds to:
RMS (0.5): 0.510.25= 1misclassification
RMS (0.7): 0.710.25= 2 misclassifications
The above may be summarised by a rule as follows:
Rule 1: Misclassification rate of arbitrary PCP RMS error value.
The number of network misclassifications (N~) from a training set
containing P vectors is always available for the PCP by analysts of the
current RMS error value. This number is given by:
NM':: =P.RM52
This RMSerror / misclassification equation applies only to systems using non-continuous ILe.
logic-type) threshold functions and holds since these functions produce discrete error states and
therefore discrete RMSerror voluess. It should also be appreciated that since the PCP is not a
gradient descent algorithm, it will often provide an oscillatory RMSerror plot.
Definition 7:
The perceptron cyc~g property is defined in the perceptron cyc~g
t:heorem. as a periodic and infinite oscillation of network weights against
training iteration number [17J.
2 It is important to recognise, however, that the use of other discrete threshold functions may alter the
equatIon given in rule 1.
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The perceptron cycling property is of particular significance in perceptron learning. It's
definition of an infinite and periodic oscillation of weights implies that the network regularly visits
the same set of solutions to the problem but fails to correctly classify all the training vectors. It is
well accepted and documented that single-layer perceptrons are incapable of supporting all
functions [16], [17], [20], [21] and when leaming such problems, the perceptron cycling property is
exhibited by the network [17].
In the weight value versus iteration plot (figure 2-8b), we demonstrate that the perceptron
cycling property can (although need not necessarily) occur in localised network areas for brief
periods, even when leaming a 'supportable' function. Thisresult is of primary significance in this
thesis: if the problem is solvable with the given architecture, why are some weights (notably the
weight W2 and the bias, e) oscillating?
One final point worth mentioning is the discrete nature of the weight adjustments. It should be
appreciated that, only with binary data will the adjustments be discrete. PCPweight adjustments
are made according to the observed error (a discrete value), gain (a training constant), and the
stimulus being carried by the weight under modification. Therefore, only when inputs are binary
numbers will the weight adjustments be discrete in nature. and equal to either -11.O. or +11.
Definition 8 :
A non-optima.! .o~ut.ion is one tha t fails to correctly classify all the
input vectors from a given training set.
By analysis of the training vectors. we shall show that by ignoring the implied functionality of
the logic problem the PCPwith initial random weights can get trapped. for significant periods, in
a set of non-optimal solutions. Our analysis of the logic AND problem is performed by
consideration of a single neuron's ability to support the given training vectors. By substitution of
the input and output requirements into the neuron inequalities of equations 2-4 and 2-5. we
obtain:
for XI=X2=O (Output=O) e < 0
for Xl=O x2=1 (Output=O) W2 + e < 0
for xl=l X2=O (Output=O) WI + e < 0
for XI=X2=1 (Output =1) Wl + W2+ e ~ 0
•••••••••••••••••••••• (i)
.••••••••.••..••••••• (ii)
•••••••.••••.••••••• (iii)
•••••••..•.•••••••••• (iv)
Clearly, from (ii), W2 + e equals "some negative number". Let us for convenience label this
number as -Z. Substitution of -Z in (iv) for W2+e yields:
WcZ ~ 0
~Wl~ Z (i.e. Wl is positive)
Thisstates that for a single perceptron to support the AND problem, W, must be posHive and
greater than zero. The PCPhas no knowledge of such connection strength requirements. as can
be appreciated by observation of figure 2-8b where w, is seen to be negative throughout a
significant portion of the training period. By failing to recognise the derived constraint (WI> 0). the
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problem becomes insoluble for all values of W2 and 8 as long as Wl is negative. Because the
problem cannot be supported by a single perceptron with negative weight on Wl, the perceptron
cycling property will be observed on the remaining weights and threshold (8) until Wl becomes
posltive-. Thiscan be incorporated into a rule as follows:
Rule 2: Functionality Constraints / Perceptron Cycling Property
If an arbitrary logic function of N inputs and 2" training vectors is
analysed to obtain N+l weight and threshold constraints, any sustained
violation of these constraints will result in the oscillation of the
remaining weights/threshold as described by the perceptron cycling theorem.
Rule 2 has special consequences when attempting to learn a solvable problem using the
perceptron convergence procedure: firstly, the fact that weights are oscillating means that
certain (non-oscillating) weights are well away from a suitable value (since the problem must
remain 'unsolveable' for a sufficient period of time for weights to demonstrate the perceptron
cycling property). This can, again, be appreciated by examination of figure 2-8b where the
weight Wl is negative to an extent where many iterations will be required to make it positive. This
has the effect of lengthening the training time - the oscillating weights are at, or around, suitable
values and are therefore effectively waiting for the weights in violation to take valid values.
Definition 9:
The term generalisation when used to describe neural networks refers to the
predictive or inferentia~ capability of a neural system and relates to it's
behavioral characteristics when presented with da ta for which it was not
trained.
The input/output mapping for the trained network is presented using continuous input data.
Thisis a useful representation of network generalisation capability since we are able to gauge
how the network has separated the different input vectors according to output class. Ideally,
although we failed to specify intermediate input values between 0 and 1 (l.e.,Iwe merely
specified the vertices of a 2-dimensional input space), it is preferable that the network's decision
boundary (DB) lie mid-way between the closest opposite output class vectors. Although not
plotted separately, one may easily recognise the DBposition as that traced by the centre line on
the vertical discontinuity at value 0.5 (where the shading changes on the vertical 10 map
characteristic in figure 2-8c). For this simulation, it can be appreciated that the perceptron
convergence procedure has placed the DB in a satisfactory position since it correctly classifies
each training sample; although the ideal case would be where the boundary crosses the point
0.5 on both input axes as this would correspond to a DBmidway between the two data classes
(the DBcrossespoints 0.3 and 0.4 on the Xl and X2 input axes respectively).
3 This, however, assumes that the remaining weights and threshold are not in violation of any
constraint that may be derived for them by similar analysis of the training vectors.
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Bl. ADALINE WITH DELTA RULE.
The most commonly adopted method of gradient descent (delta rule) implementation is to
adjust the network weights upon presentation of each training vector in turn. In section 2-2-4-2it
was explained that this technique, although generally stable for small values of gain, departed
from the true sense of gradient descent. A closer approximation is to use epoch update which
adjusts weights only after all training samples have been presented. Each intermediate pattern
presentation results in error and weight adjustment terms; by summing the weight adjustments of
each intermediate pattern presentation in a separate buffer, the network is not moved through
space until all patterns have been examined. Thishas the same effect of presenting all patterns
simultaneously and is therefore more stable since no one pattern has influence over network
adjustments. It should be noted, however, that this is still only an approximation to gradient
descent; true gradient descent would require infinitesimally small steps in weight space and
therefore almost zero gain. Epoch update, however isa more effective implementation because
it prevents the network hyperplane(s) from skewing towards the final training sample (this is so
because the network is static until all patterns have been analysed; any 'movement' made is
analogous to that where all samples are presented simultaneously).
Resultsfor the logic AND function are presented for both weight adjustment strategies.
(A). NORMAL WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT (B). EpOCH WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
8 12 l' U I' " n " " ••
I .... " ....
FIGURE 2-9: DELTA RULE"AND", RMS ERRORPLOTSUSING (A) NORMAL AND (S) EPOCH WEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
Definition 10:
A MONOTONICfunction is one which is consistently increasing (ISOTONE) or
consistently decreasing (ANTITONE) i.e.
f (Xl) > f (X2) for all Xl>X2
f (Xl) < f (X2) for all Xl>X2
(ISOTONE)
(ANTITONE)
The above functions are called Btrict~y monotonic to distinguish weak~y
monotonic functions which are defined as follows:
f (Xl) ~ f (X2) for all Xl>X2
f(Xl)~ f(x2) for all Xl>X2
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The RMSerror plot for the adaline trained with weight updates on every pattern presentation
(2-9a)showsa non-monotonic error characteristic with respect to iteration number. Fora gradient
descent in LMSerror, we would expect the error to either remain constant. or to decrease. There
are two reasonswhy this is not occurring: Firstly.because we are adapting weights upon each
pattern presentation. we are only guaranteed to observe a decrease in error for that pattern
alone. and this is only a decrease in linear error (not the thresholded RMSerror plotted in 2-9a);
the remainder of the training setmay suffer from these adjustmentsand hence it ispossible for the
overall (RMS)error to increase. The second reason is that of the of choice of gain. High gain
values can cause the network to overshoot a minimum in weight/error space and the RMSerror
can therefore be seen to increase.
Another salient difference between the RMSerror plots of epoch and sequential pattern
update is the former's longer training time. While sequential pattern presentation allows
convergence to occur in just 25 iterations, 44 are required by the epoch update scheme. It
should. however. be appreciated that the 44 epoch training iterations do not correspond to 44
weight adjustments (as is the case with 25 iterations and weight adjustments with sequential
update) - but merely 44 presentations of training samples. To obtain the number of weight
adjustments for epoch update, one divides the number of training iterations by the number of
samples in the training set. For the AND experiment. this corresponds to a total of 11 weight
adjustments which is lessthan half of that for the sequential update scheme.
(A). NORMAL WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
w .....
(B). EpOCH WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
FIGURE2-10: DELTARULE"AND", WEIGHTVALUEPLOTSWITH(A). NORMAL,AND(B). EPOCHWEIGHT
ADJUSTMENTS
It is important at this stage to distinguishbetween the delta rule and perceptron convergence
procedure operation. The perceptron convergence procedure relies upon theories of
reinforcement from psychology. while the delta rule isa mathematically derived algorithm. In the
delta rule. networks are said to move through a hypothetical space during training. Thisspace
can be regarded as consisting of hillsand valleys. and the objective of the delta rule is to move
the network through space into a valley. where liesa solution to the problem being trained.
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Definition 11:
Weight/error $,Pace is a hypothetical n-dimensional hypercube where n is the
number of weights in the network. Within this space lies a surface (a.k.a.
the error Burrace) which is simply formed by the LMS network error for a
given training set for all values of network weights.
With random initial weights. a network starts at a random position on the error surface in
weight/error space. The delta rule moves the network along the surface by modifying weights in
accordance with the gradient of the surface at the networks current position. Thismay be viewed
as analogous to a ball or spherical object rolling down an inclined plane.
It is important at this point to understand the theoretical implications of using both sequential
pattern weight update and epoch weight update since they result in very different movements
along the error surface. Imagine our network in an arbitrary position on the error surface. but not
at a "valley" or where the gradient of the surface is zero. Using sequential pattern update. we
apply a training vector and observe the gradient of the error surface only with respect to the
weights connecting those inputs contributing any error. This means that. for a given training
pattern. inputs with zero value will prevent the delta rule algorithm from considering the gradient
of the error surface in the direction of their corresponding weights. Thus.although the error surface
may slope in the direction of these weights. no movement along their dimensions in weight/error
space will result for that particular training pattern.
While sequential pattern update moves the network for each training sample applied. epoch
update stores weight changes in a separate buffer and only modifies weights after the entire set
has been presented. This is an important difference since it completely changes the way the
network moves through space. The epoch method of weight adjustment examines the gradient of
the error surface in all n dimensions (where n is the number of network weights) before making
any modification to network.
Theweight value versusiteration number plots in figure 2-10highlight the effects of using epoch
update as opposed to the traditional sequential pattern update scheme. The epoch scheme plot
is effectively representing the weight changes that would occur if it were possible to present all
training samples simultaneously. Since sequential update is only guaranteed (provided a small
gain is used) to reduce the error for the training sample being processed. the network can be
modified in ways that are not suited to the recognition of further training samples. This
consequence is seen in figure 2-10a where the weights are moved in one direction by one
training vector. only to be moved in the other upon processing a later sample. Overall. epoch
update can be observed to be more stable because the weights do not appear to oscillate. One
drawback of using epoch update isapparently smaller weight changes. Thisisa predictable result
since the network is held in a static state until all patterns have been presented and weight are
therefore adjusted lessfrequently. Sequential pattern update. on the other hand. makes many
more. weight adjustments. and as a consequence has the opportunity to move further in
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weight/error space. The smallerweight adjustments of epoch update explain the longer training
time required than for sequential update as observed in both figures2-9and 2-10.
Finally,it should be appreciated that if we were to plot the weight values of figure 2-10a (Le.
sequential pattem weight update) only for the final pattem presentation (as what effectively is
done with epoch plots), a similar (though not identical) smooth change in weights would be
observed to those in figure 2-1Ob.
(A). NORMAL WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT (B). EpOCH WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
FIGURE 2-11 : DELTA RULE"AND", 10 MAPS FOR (A). EPOCH AND (B). NON-EPOCH WEIGHT UPDATES.
Finally, figure 2-11 shows the input/output relationship formed by each adaline network by
applying continuous values in the range 0 to 1 at the input layer. It can be observed, that in this
instance the non-epoch network provides a better generalisation to new data than the epoch
trained net. although not significantly. It is important to notice that neither update scheme
manages to produce an 10 map with a decision boundary as "well placed" as the perceptron
convergence procedure: in both cases,the networksrespond with a high output only when both
inputs are very close to 1 (rather than when both inputs reach mid-range values).
Collation of results for the AND experiment:
Considering the ada line resultsas two separate entities and the perceptron as one, we can
make the following summary of the analysisof network training for three systemswith the logic
AND function.
Theada line sequential update scheme provides the quickest convergence time (25 iterations)
followed by the perceptron convergence procedure (34 iterations) then the ada line epoch
update scheme (44 iterations). If, however, one decided to measure convergence time in terms
of weight adjustments, the quickest convergence time is yielded by the epoch adjustment
scheme (11weight modifications). It is arguably more precise to measure convergence time in
terms of weight adjustments than it is input presentations, but we have used the latter to reflect
the amount of computer time required to execute the algorithms.
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The RMSerror plots (figures 2-8a, 2-9a and 2-9b) show both perceptron and ada line training
algorithms to produce error characteristics that are not predictable as training progresses.
Although no such quality is expected of the perceptron convergence procedure, the adaline's
gradient descent technique should result in at least a weakly-antitone error curve with respect to
training iteration number. Although still not monotonic, the epoch update scheme does produce
a lesserratic or oscillatory error curve than does the sequential update scheme.
The weight value versusiteration number plots for the three systems(figures 2-8b, 2-10a and 2-
1Ob) imply that the largest weight modifications are produced by the delta rule with sequential
pattern update. This is not strictly true, because the epoch update scheme makes fewer
modifications and takes longer to train than when using sequential update, the weight curves
appear to change lessagainst training iteration number. In reality, the weight adjustments made
by epoch update are larger than those when just one pattern is presented, but the fact that
several 'iterations' pass with no modifications in epoch update have the effect of visually
compressing the curves in the vertical direction (weight magnitude axis).
The perceptron convergence procedure produces the smallest weight modifications due to
the perceptron's discrete error characteristics (whereas the ada line has continuous error values)
which are generally smaller than those from the ada line.
In generalisation terms, the perceptron convergence procedure isseen to be vastly superior to
either delta rule scheme. Thistranslates from a more balanced 10 map (see figures 2-8c, 2-11a
and 2-11b) with the decision boundary placed closer to the midpoints of the input axes. It should
be stressed however that this cannot be generalised to the point where one may reasonably
conclude that the perceptron convergence procedure will always produce networks with
superior generalisation capabilities, poor decision boundary placement is an inherent weakness
of gradient descent algorithms. Thisfollows from the fact that good approximations to gradient
descent will involve the gradual sliding of hyperplane decision boundaries through input/output
space. Particularly with a discontinuous threshold function (such as the hard-limiter of the
ada line), this is further exacerbated since training will stop as soon as the decision boundary fits
the problem. The perceptron convergence procedure does not suffer from thishyperplane sliding
property, and instead moves the network in a way which may be considered as analogous to
transportation of the hyperplanes between discrete, or quantised, locations in the input/output
space.
2.3.2 The Logic F=Xl.X2+X2.X3+X2.X3.X4 Experiment.
This is a more complex pattem mapping problem. A total of four inputs are required with
independent vectors mapping to one of two classes. The experiment has been provided to
demonstrate the training characteristics for more complex classification tasks involving more than
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one logic minterm. In this section, we analyse the performance of both perceptron and adaline
networks together in terms of RMSerror and weight values as training progresses.
(A). PERCEPTRON CONVERGENCE
PROCEDURE
.. : , I :: ~ ; ! ! ! ! = ! ! ! I
(B). DELTA RULE WITH NON-EpOCH
WEIGHT UPDATES
(C). DELTA RULE WITH EpOCH WEIGHT
UPDATES
FIGURE2-12: RMS ERRORPLOTSFROMTHEF=AB+AC+BCD EXPERIMENT.
The RMSerror plots in figure 2-12 show the various networks and training schemes learning the
F=Xl.X2+Xl.X3+X2.X3.X4 logic problem. It can be appreciated that this is a more complex problem
simply by observing the increased learning times over those required to learn the logic "AND"
function. As with the "AND" problem, we observe an erratic error plot for the perceptron, a
somewhat less erratic plot for adaline non-epoch update and a smoother, almost weakly-
monotonic curve for the ada line with epoch update. It is interesting to note that, again, the
adaline out-performs the perceptron in terms of convergence times due to the its continuous (i.e.
non-discrete) weight change property. If one wishes to regard iterations in terms of weight
adjustments, the apparently slower epoch delta rule variant converges in only (128/16) 8 iterations
which is over 21 times faster than the sequential update variant.
(A). PERCEPTRON CONVERGENCE
PROCEDURE
• I... .. .... .... ....... ...
(B). DELTA RULE WITH NON-EpOCH
WEIGHT UPDATES
(C). DELTA RULE WITH EpOCH WEIGHT
UPDATES
FIGURE2-13: WEIGHTUPDATEPLOTSFROMTHELOGIC "F(X)=Xl.X2+Xl.X3+X2.X3.X/ EXPERIMENT.
The description of gradient descent (section 2-4-4-2) mentioned the requirement of a very small
gain parameter for good approximation to its true analogue implementation. The epoch update
delta rule weight updates shown in figure 2-13c, demonstrate that the choice of gain value (0.1)
may be somewhat high since the network weights oscillate. Epoch update, however, is seen to
reduce the oscillations observed from the normal weight update scheme and therefore has a
stabilising effect at the expense of requiring a longer training period.
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This is the classic multi-layer nefwork benchmark problem. It is not possible to create a single
layer architecture around the standard model that will support the required mapping for this
function [16]. [17], [20], [21], [23]. Later, an in-depth analysis of this problem is presented with the
multi-layer perceptron trained using back-error propagation. It is presented here to contrast the
performances of the single layer systems and their algorithms, which vary considerably in the
presence of training data that they cannot support. For this experiment. the adaline is presented
with epoch updates only.
(A). PERCEPTRON CONVERGENCE PROCEDURE (s). DELTA RULEWITH EPOCH WEIGHT UPDATES
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FIGURE2-14: RMS ERRORPLOTSFROMTHELOGICEXCLUSIVE"OR" EXPERIMENT.
Figure 2-14 provides graphical representations of RMSerror versus training iteration for an SLP
using the perceptron convergence procedure and an ada line using the delta rule with epoch
weight updates. Aswith previous experiments, the adaline's error curve has fewer high frequency
components (Le. it oscillates less) although a spike appears at around 850 iterations where the
error increases. It can also be observed from these plots that since the error fails to drop to zero,
neither network has succeeded in leaming the training samples at the point where training is,
terminated. An extension of training period does not provide any increase in performance and
even with infinite iterations, the XOR problem cannot be taught to a single layer neuron
architecture. For the first 50 iterations of the perceptron convergence procedure, shown in figure
2-14a, the RMSerror is seen to oscillate before finally coming to rest at a constant value of just
over 0.7. Using the equation developed for the perceptron/PCP misclassification in Rule 1, this
corresponds to 2 nefwork misclassifications of the input vectors. Of even more significance, is the
fact that the PCPfails to revisit the solution where the RMSerror is 0.5 (corresponding to only one
nefwork misclassification) after 50 training iterations have passed. This is of singular significance
since it implies that the PCP,with initial random weights, might never visit the best solution that
can be attained with the given architecture.
Definition 12:
An "arc.bit:ectura~~y-opt:ima~" Bo~ut:ion is one containing a set of weights
which produce the lowest possible number of misclassifications of an
arbitrary training set for a given neural network architecture.
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Theoretical discussions on perceptron learning [16], [26], have stated that for any set of
network weights there isa non-zero probability that perceptron learning will visit an optimal set of
weights in finite time. Figure2-14a appears to contradict thisopinion since after a finite number of
iterations, the PCP fails to re-visit the lower error value of 0.5 for the remainder of training. The
implication here isthat if initial random weights were identical to one of the setswhich produced
the RMSerror value of OJ, the PCPmay never visitan architecturally-optimal solution.
To verify such a hypothesis, it is firstly important to verify that the properties of the perceptron
cycling theorem are apparent in the perceptron network, this is possible by observing weight
value versesiteration number plots {figure 2-15}.
{A}. PERCEPTRON CONVERGENCE PROCEDURE (B). DELTA RULEWITH EPOCH WEIGHT UPDATES
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FIGURE 2-15 : WEIGHT UPDATE PLOTS FROM THE LOGIC EXCLUSIVE "OR" EXPERIMENT.
Firstly,consideration of figure 2-15a reveals that the PCPexhibits properties of the perceptron
cycling theorem, and that further training iterations would only produce the same (non-
architecturally optimal) solutionsto the XORproblem. Thisis in direct correlation with observations
made by Minskyand Papert [17] et. al. [27], where it is stated that only a finite number of setsof
weights can be reached by perceptron learning (PCP).An example simulation is now presented
with a set of initial weights from which the PCPcould never encounter an architecturally-optimal
solution.
Consider a single perceptron with initial random weights of w, = -0.1,W2 = 0 and 8 = -0.1.Table
2-1 shows the weight values (new w«, new W2, new 8) generated by the PCPupon the repeated
application of training vectors (00,01, 10& 11)in sequence.
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INPUTVECTOR& NEW NEW NEW NUMBEROFNETWORKMISCLASSIFICATIONS
(TARGET)/(NETRESPONSE) WI W2 0
00 (0)1(0) -0.1 0.0 -0.1 2 ion & r101
01 (1)1(0) -0.1 0.1 0.0 3 [00). n 01 & n 11
10 (1)/(0) 0.0 0.1 0.1 2 too: & n 11
11(0)1(1) -0.1 0.0 0.0 2 nxn & n01
00 (0)/(1) -0.1 0.0 -0.1 2 ton & n01
01 (1)/(0) -0.1 0.1 0.0 3 roOl. n 01& r111
10 (1 )1(01 0.1 0.1 0.1 2 ton s r111
11 (0)/(1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 roOl & f111
00(0)/(1) 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2 ion & r101
01 (1)/(0) 0.0 0.1 0.0 2 «xn & n 11
10 (1)/(1) 0.0 0.1 0.0 2 roOl& n 11
11 (0)/(1) -0.1 0.0 -0.1 2 ton & n01
00 (0)/(0) -0.1 0.0 -0.1 2 ton & r101
TABLE2-1 : SIMULATIONOF PCP WEIGHTADJUSTMENTSDEMONSTRATINGPERCEPTRONCYCLING
PROPERTIESWITHOUTENCOUNTERINGAN ARCHITECTURALLY-OPTIMALSOLUTION.
Clearly. Table 2-1 shows the PCP to have become trapped into producing the same solutions
to the XOR problem without encountering an architecturally optimal solution. Thisfollows since the
last table entry (vector 00) produces the weights that were initially used by the vector 01 in the
second table entry. Clearly. then. the PCPwill repeatedly cycle through the weight values in table
2-1 without ever producing an altemative solution. For completeness. an architecturally optimal
solution (such as those produced earlier in the training cycle from figures 2-14a and 2-15a) would
be WI = 0.2. W2 = 0.2. and e = -0.1 which would produce only one network misclassification for
vector (11).
The weight plots produced by the adaline epoch delta rule shown in figure 2-15b are readily
seen to decay from their initial random values to zero. This is a very interesting result since a
network with such weights would produce 2 misclassifications of the XOR training data. It has
already been shown that a solution exists that produces only one misclassifica'tion. which
therefore implies that a minimisation of LMSerror does not guarantee the minimisation of network
misclassifications. This is a well documented phenomenon that has been included in the work of
several authors - an example of which is S.1.Gallant [26].
Despite it's failure to produce an architecturally optimal solution. the ada line with epoch
update is shown to produce antitone weight value verses iteration number characteristics and.
unlike the perceptron. actually converges to a solution.
In summary. it is now apparent that neither perceptron. nor ada line networks have produced
architecturally-optimal solutions to the XOR. The weight change characteristics of each network
(figure 2-15) imply. however. that the delta rule has performed more satisfactorily than the PCP
due to both it's convergence and smooth. antitone. weight dynamics.
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(A). PERCEPTRON CONVERGENCE PROCEDURE (a). DELTA RULE WITH EpOCH WEIGHT UPDATES
FIGURE2-16: INPUTOUTPUTMAPS
The 10 Maps of figure [2-16] show that the ada line. although appearing to learn the problem
more effectively than the perceptron. produces a network that fails to learn any valid mapping in
the range 0-1 for inputs Xl and X2. Although both the adaline and perceptron nets have weights
which produce 2 out of 4 correct classifications. the adaline's weights are all zero and therefore
the output neuron ignores all input data presented to it.
FUNCTIONALANALYSISOF THEXORTRAINING DATA
A analysis of the exclusive OR training vectors is now presented in an attempt to shed light onto
the incapability of linear neurons (Le. the perceptron. ada line or any standard model-type
neuron) to handle the problem.
As with the logic AND problem. a functional analysis implying neuron connection requirements
can be made by substitution of input and target values from the training set into the inequalities
of equations 2-4 and 2-5.
for Xl=X2=O (output=O)
for Xl=O x2=1 (output=l)
for x-=L x2=1 (output=l)
for Xl=X2=1 (output=O)
e < 0
Wz+ e ~ 0
Wl + e ~ 0
Wl + W2+ e < 0
....•.••••.•••. ,..••.•• (i)
.•.............•..... (ii)
•..•.•.............. (iii)
.••..••..•••••.••.••. (iv)
Clearly. (i) states that 8 is some negative number. and therefore implies from (ii) and (iii) that w,
and W2 are both non-zero positive numbers. greater than or equal in magnitude to 8. Le.
IWll > 181
IWzl > lei
Rearranging inequality (iv) and allowing for the fact that both WI and W2 are positive numbers.
however. yields:
Effectively then. inequality (iv) demands that at least one weight. w, or W2. must be less than
half the magnitude of the bias. 8. This is in direct violation of the constraints set by inequalities (ii)
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and (iii) which state that the input weights must be (of opposite sign to and) greater than or equal
to the bios.
In essence, the above functional analysis proves that a linear neuron is incapable of
supporting the XORproblem since no parameters existsfor a linear equation that satisfy all the
inequalities (i)-(iv).
2.4 Summary of perceptron and ada line results.
The simple nature of the experiments presented in this chapter have allowed some important
aspects of linear neuron leaming to be investigated. In particular, the two dimensional AND and
XOR experiments have shown the relative strengths and weaknesses of the two most popular
single layer neural computing paradigms. Where appropriate, a functional analysis hos been
presented of the training samples to provide insight into network requirements and explain
certain, possiblyconfusing, dynamics of leaming.
More importantly, it has been possible to show that formal mathematical analysis of training
vectors could, for simple cases, be used to infer network parameters such as connection polarities
or relative magnitudes. Furthermore, functionality analysis could possibly be used, at least in
simple cases, to identify problems that single linear neurons cannot realise. Because of this
apparent inability of linear neurons (or, for that matter, linear systems) to realise all functions,
functions of this nature are grouped under the term non-linearly separable or, more simply, non-
separable.
Certain surprising results have been obtained for the perceptron with PCP such as the
possibility of an architecturally-optimal solution never being encountered. It should, however, be
realised that the theorem does apply if patterns are randomly selected from the training set since
the perceptron cycling property cannot be exhibited in a periodic manner in finite, time. Other
perceptron characteristics include localised perceptron cycling properties where certain weights
oscillate because other weights are in violation of functionality constraints extracted by analysis
of the neural transfer inequalities.
More generally, resultssuggest that the adaline delta rule combination will produce solutions,
where such a solution exists, in fewer training iterations than will the perceptron convergence
procedure. Thisiswholly due to the fact that weight changes are generally larger in the ada line
because of it's continuous error term which isused in the modification equation.
The delta rule epoch update scheme can be argued as being superior or inferior in training
speed to the sequential update scheme depending on one's point of view as to what really
constitutes a training iteration. If a training iteration is regarded as a modification of network
weights, rather than a pattern presentation, the epoch update scheme takes fewer iterations to
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provide a solution where one exists.It is the opinion in this thesisthat a training iteration should be
viewed as a pattern presentation since this gives a closer approximation to elapsed time.
Weight change characteristics have been shown to be smoother, approximating an antitone
relationship with training time in most cases,when epoch update isused for the delta rule. Thishas
been explained to be due to the consideration of all training vectors and the analysis of the error
surface in all n dimensions before adjusting network weights (where n is the number of network
weight and threshold terms).
Delta rule solutions to non-separable problems have been shown, in the case of the exclusive
OR, to be non-optimal. It is therefore valid to state that the minimisation of LMSerror will not
necessarily result in an architecturally-optimal solution. Unlike the perceptron convergence
procedure however, the delta rule will at least converge to a solution in the presence of non-
separable training data.
Table 2-2 presents convergence times where appropriate for the ada line and perceptron
networks. Two values are presented for the epoch update variant; the first value corresponds to
the number of pattem presentations and the second figure in brackets gives the number of
weight adjustments.
LOGIC FUNCTION
TRAINING ALGORITHM F(x)= Xl.X2 F(X)=Xl.X2+Xl.X3+X2.X3.X4
PERCEPTRON CONVERGENCE 38 295
STANDARD DELTA RULE 25 86
EpOCH UPDATE DELTA RULE 44 (11) 128 (8)
Table 2-2: Convergence times for ada line and perceptron leaming.
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Chapter Three:
Perceptron Enhancements and Sensitised
Path Techniques
3. Perceptron Enhancements and Sensitised Path Techniques.
Chapter two introduced some established theories from perceptron and adaline networks and
presented examples of their learning capabilities with simple Boolean functions. Relative
advantages and drawbacks of the individual paradigms were investigated. and an experiment
was provided for which neither model could produce an optimal solution.
Thischapter. rather than attempting to describe methods of solving non-separable problems.
concentrates on techniques that improve the performance of single layer perceptron and
ada line networks by making them better behaved in the presence of such problems. For instance.
a method ispresented that improves delta rule performance by modifying the functionality of the
ada line neuron model. A method developed by S.I.Gallant is then introduced which. although
failing to make the PCPconverge. maintains architecturally-optimal solutions in a separate buffer
or pocket. When PCPtraining is terminated using Gallant's techniques. one isguaranteed to have
the best solution to the problem that was encountered throughout the entire training cycle.
Chapter two introduced some concepts of data functionality and the implications this has on,
network parameter (Le. weight and threshold term) requirements. This concept is further
developed in an attempt to produce methods of programming neural networks in a single pass
algorithm using the functionality implications of the training vectors to set network weights. Using
techniques from switching theory and digital circuit fault testing. an alternative single layer neural
training scheme is presented that is shown to be capable of supporting any arbitrary logic
function for which a single layer solution exists.
A total of three alternative single layer paradigms are thus presented. and simulation resultsare
provided for each new system using the experiments from chapter two. The overall aim of this
chapter is to investigate the properties of two functionality inspired models and compare them to
a popular enhancement of perceptron learning.
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3.1 Introduction.
The limitations of perceptron (and adaline) networks are well recognised and documented
[16], [17], [23]. It was especially clear from the work of Minsky and Papert [17] that such networks
could only realise a class of problems that are refered to as linearly separable and this lead to a
decrease in the confidence of neural networks as computational models.
It was pointed out by several researchers, especially Rosenblatt [16], that neural net models
could learn problems not belonging to this class by the incorporation of multiple layers of
processing elements. Unfortunately, no training algorithms were developed until the mid 1980's
that offered a reliable means of adjusting the weights of more than one neural layer.
Alternative strategies were presented by both Rosenblatt and Widrow et. al. that utilised two
layers of processing neurons but trained only one of them. In the case of Rosenblatt's random
perceptron network [19] the first layer of neurons comprised random connections to random
subsets of the input variables and the PCP was used to train the second (output) layer. The
random-network, while generally capable of learning arbitrary problems when large numbers of
random neurons were present in the first layer, produced very poor generalisation to new data
[16]. Widrow et. al.'s solution was introduced by the Madaline (acronym for multi-layer ada line)
and Madaline Rule 1 training scheme [28], [29]. Mathematical analyses of Madaline 1 were
developed in the Ph.D. thesis of Ridgeway [13], Hoff [29], and Glanz [30]. Unlike the random
perceptron net. the Madaline had a fixed output neuron that was a hard-wired logic gate such
as an OR or majority vote taker. Training was applied to the first layer neuron weights only and
used a principle, refered to asminimal disturbance, that represented a significant departure from
the adaline's delta rule scheme. Unfortunately, the choice of output neuron (Le. the logic
function it implemented) was found to be crucial and so the Madaline could not learn all
functions using just one type of output gate. Despite this drawback, the Madaline I was sucessfully
applied to several applications including speech and pattern recognition [31~, weather
forecasting [32] and adaptive control [33]. After the attempts to develop learning rules for
networks with multiple adaptive layers,work with the Madaline I switched to adaptive filtering [34]
and adaptive signal processing [35].
Although several multi-layer training schemes were later developed [36][37], they still had their
drawbacks in some sense or another which, perhaps, lead some researchers to question the
philosophies of neural net training. One such researcher was Stephen Gallant who convincingly
argued that a pragmatic approach should be adopted by ignoring concepts such as biological
plausibility and the need to precisely fit all training samples, with his development of the pocket
algorithm [38]-[42]. The pocket algorithm, in its basic form, was essentially only a modification to
the earlier PCP but was demonstrably so powerful and well-behaved in the presence of non-
linearly separable data that some scientists used the scheme instead of the multi-layer algorithms,
even for complex taskssuch as character recognition [43]. Towards the end of the 1980's,another
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scheme appeared with the Winnow algorithm [44] developed by Littlestone in 1988.The Winnow
algorithm was demonstrated to be faster than the PCPfor separable data when the number of
inputs was large and many of these inputs were irrelevant. Where the number of irelevant inputs
was not large, however, then the Winnow could, in fact, take longer to converge than the PCP
[42].
It is interesting that while researchers such as Rosenblatt were attempting to develop neuron
models, others were attempting to develop a unified theory of logic gates, and that the solutions
to both problems were essentially identical. Based upon the earlier work of George Boole (1815-
1884) and Augustus De Morgan (1806-1871),Nakashima [45] pioneered the first mathematical
theories of logic gates in 1937.The first application of Boolean algebra to the analysis and design
of digital circuits was explored by Shannon [46] a year later where he described a method by
which any circuit consisting of switches and relays could be represented by mathematical
expressions.Such expressionsconsisted of just three types of logical operation AND, OR, and NOT.
Theseform the basis of digital circuits (at least mathematically) as any arbitrary logic function can
be represented in terms of just AND, OR, and NOT, operations. Logic gates that implement the
above functions are often refered to as simple [47] or fundamental [48] gates. Especially after
World War II, logic (or switching) circuits became much more complex and threshold logic was
developed in an attempt to unify switching theory. Threshold logic units (TLU's)are gates that can
model significantly more complex Boolean functions than the fundamental gates mentioned
earlier and are mathematically equivalent to perceptrons 1. Much work has been done on
analysing the mathematical properties of threshold logic units and networks comprising them [47],
[49].
3.2 The anoline neuron model.
By subsitituting the hard-limit threshold function of the ada line with the differentiable sigmoid
function (sketched earlier in figure 2-2c), an alternative single layer system is proposed here which
can be shown to provide better LMSerror values for the XORproblem. Thismodel has been given
the name anoline - an acronym for Adaptive NOn-LINEarunit.
c~uste:ring in neural networks is a property whereby different net-input
values are non-linearly mapped to identical or similar output values.
Definition 13:
We show that the main problem with linear units (of which the ada line comprises during
training) is that they are incapable of mapping different net input values to the same output
1 This feature did not go unnoticed. See, for instance, Winder's work on theshold logic and artificial
intelligence [50].
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value. This characteristic results in the adaline being incapable of clustering input samples
together.
If we consider the implications of using gradient descent training with no data clustering, the
failure of the Adaline to produce a real network for the exclusive OR data will become apparent.
The Delta Ruleattempts to minimise the mean square error of the network for the training data.
With zero weights, the output remains static at zero producing two misclassifications for patterns
(01) and (10).The MSEunder such conditions is0.5. Let us now consider an optimum solution that
correctly classifies3 of the 4 training vectors (misclassifying vector 11)- the network is presented in
figure 3-1.
Bias (+1)
FIGURE 3-1 : CANDIDATE 'OPTIMAL' EXCLUSIVEOR ARCHITECTUREAND LINEAR ERRORANALYSIS.
In the case of the Adaline, there is no way of obtaining the solution provided in Figure 3-1
because the mean square error is not minimal. Furthermore, due to the fact that no clustering is
observed for vectors (01), (10) and (11) in a linear system, there is no set of weights that could
minimise MSEand obtain the optimal solution above.
A solution found was to include a differentiable threshold function that facilitated some
clustering of the training vectors in neuron output space resulting in the Anoline neuron model.
The threshold function used was the standard sigmoid. By clustering the training vectors with the
sigmoid, we obtain a minimal MSEfor the architecture shown above (although weights must be
larger to obtain an MSEof 0.25). Table 3-1 provides an analysis for network weights (+4,+4,-2)
where -2 is the bias.
MSE 0.259
TABLE3-1 : ERROR ANALYSIS OF "OPTIMAL" ANOLINE XOR WEIGHTS.
It should be noted that the Anoline is really only the single layer equivalent of the MLP trained
by back-error propagation. This analysis has been included, however, to illustrate the power
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afforded by data clustering and also attributes to our interest in the use of functional analysis
which is introduced later in the chapter.
3.3 The Pocket Algorithm.
Adaptation of the Perceptron Convergence Procedure to improve the handling of non-
separable problems [42] has demonstrated improved stability for Perceptron nets. Thishas given
perceptron leaming the advantages of converging to an architecturally optimal solution - a
property that the ada line lacks despite it's convergent nature when using epoch weight
adjustments. The pocket algorithm has been used successfully by several researchers with non-
separable data [43] and isdescribed in the following passages.
The problem with non-separable functions is that for a single layer of Perceptrons, no set of
weights can correctly classify all training pattems. Gallant's argument that this should not deter us
from using single layer systems,and that one should still attempt to obtain the best possible
solution represented a significant departure from the then popular view of the importance of
complete representation. Typically Gallant is credited for merely enhancing the properties of the
perceptron convergence procedure, although it should be appreciated that conceptually the
pocket algorithm transfers the single layer networks from interesting theoretical models into
practical and powerful adaptive systems.
Put simply, the pocket algorithm aims are to produce the best solution to an arbitrary function.
Thisis characterised by the desire to generate a network that correctly classifiesas many training
samples as possible using a single layer architecture. Since network dynamics relate only to
weight and threshold values, this corresponds to obtaining an optimal set of weights (and
threshold) .
It should be appreciated that the pocket algorithm has several implementation,s: the most
common is refered to as the pocket algorithm with ratchet [38]. Thisis suitable where the training
set comprises a finite set of examples (which may be repeated, noisy and contradictory). Other
varients include those suited to training sets of infinite examples (on-line leaming) and
incorporating rules so that weights are bounded [42]. Of particular relevance in this thesis is the
pocket algorithm with ratchet which isdescribed in the following passages.
A summary of the perceptron convergence procedure isan algorithm that takes an incorrectly
classified training sample and adds thissample to the weights if the target output is+1or subtracts
it if the target response is0 (or -1). The pocket algorithm with ratchet performs this operation while
maintaining an extra set of weights in a "pocket". Whenever the perceptron weights have the
longest consecutive run of correct classifications of random samples from the training set, they
are copied into the pocket (replacing the previous pocket weights). Naturally as training
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progresses. pocket weights will be modified less frequently - the time between such updates has
been said to increase exponentially with respect to training time [42].
The functional qualities of the pocket algorithm are as follows:
+ Patterns are presented randomly.
+ The network weights are modified in accordance with PCP.
+ The pocket and network weights are tested with the randomly specified training vector.
• If the network weights have a longer consecutive run of correct classifications than those of
the pocket. the network weights are copied into the pocket.
3.4 Switching Theory and Neural Networks.
Neural nets designed around the standard neuro-model discussed can be viewed as
collections of enhanced threshold logic units (TLUs).The enhancement they possessis simply the
ability to support both continuous and discrete inputs; binary neural nets effectively comprise
standard TLUs.
The TLU.or threshold gate (T-gate). is a more general logic unit than the commonly used AND
gates. OR gates and their logical inverses. Often. complicated connections of traditional gates
can be implemented by 1T-gate indicating their superior functionality over fundamental gates.
The following passages now describe the structure and operation of a TLUand compare it's
dynamics with those of the binary perceptron.
t------+ Z
---------. Z
Xl 0
• Wl
X2 0 • W2• T• tl : h•XN 0 • WN
FIGURE3-2: GENERALSYMBOLFORTHRESHOLDGATES
The TLUrepresented diagrammatically in Figure 3-2 has N binary inputs and a single binary
output. Z. although TLUschematics often show an additional, complementary output denoted Z .
Aswith standard model neurons. a weighted sum of inputs is performed which is then thresholded
to binarise the gate output. Thisthreshold operation performed by threshold logic gates is slightly
more powerful than that provided by standard model neurons and isgiven as follows:
Z=l if
<X1Wl +X2W2+ •• +XNWN> ~ tl
EQUATION3-1
Z=o if
<X1Wl+X2W2+ •• +XNWN> ~ t2
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In contrast to the standard model neuron threshold equation, two terms are involved in the TLU
implementation (equation 3-1). This need not be considered as a significant difference since
these two terms can be replaced by a value, e, that is mid-way between hand t2 (Le. () = 'I + '2 )
2
without changing the TLUoperational characteristics.
SWitching~ace is an n-dimensional Euclidean map of n discrete (0/1) input
variables where each variable describes an orthogonal co-ordinate axis.
Definition 14:
Threshold gates can be said to operate in a hypothetical switching space. Any combination of
N binary input values (Le. an input vector) maps to a point in this space as similarly shown with
continuous inputs in figure 2-4. With binary input variables, only 2N such points (p) are valid, po, PI,
..., P~-I, which lie on the vertices of a unit hypercube in the N-dimensional switching space. Each
vertex, p, can be assigned a binary (0 or 1) value Ftp) by a respective logic function F(p). It is now
possible to classify p in switching space according to Ftp) into 2 disjoint sets, COand Cl, as follows:
co = {pIF(p) = o}
Cl = {~F(p) = I}
EQUATION3-2
3.4.1 Issues of Linear Separability.
Let us now consider those sets CO and Cl defined by a logical function F(p) in equation 3-2 as
representing the output, Z, of a T-gate. From the operating equations of the TLU(equation 3-1) the
CO vertices are separated from the Cl vertices by a hyperplane whose points are specified by the
solutions to the equation:
N
LWjYj = ()
j=1
,
EQUATION3-3
where Vl,V2, •. ,Var are the TLU weights, and
Yl,Y2, .. ,Yar are real values in the range 0 to 1 along the Xl,Xl, .. ,Xar input axes
Input 'b'
, -~
-····-········~,-~·····-············r1 :, \.._ ...., ., .,,,,,,,,,,, ., .,:~.,. ,: -.
1 1
Inpul-~b',,,
.............~~'" @),,, .,,,,,,,,,..,,, .
"\..,. ,: '.
1 0
1---------10
Input '0' 1:
,..,,,,........
J---- ..~----~ 1
Ir"Iput'o' 1:..,,
FIGURE3-3: EXAMPLET-FuNCTION {LEFT}AND NON-T-FuNCTION {RIGHT}.
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u e~: Linear-separabnl.-ty[1:11~---·~---------------------
A function F(x) is ~inear~y Beparab~e if, and only if, there exists a
single hyperplane that separates the CO and Cl sets of vertices on the n-
cube in switching space.
Figure 3-3 presents examples of two two-variable functions. The class of functions that a single _._-
TLUcan support are called threshold or linearly separable functions; the OR function (figure 3-30)
is of this class. Not all functions can be realised by a single T-gate; these are referred to as non-
threshold or non-separable problems, an example of which isprovided in figure 3-3b.
Determining whether an arbitrarily specified logic function belongs to the linearly separable
class can be achieved by the method of simultaneous inequalities [47]. With this approach, the
input vectors that relate to each point. p, are substituted into the inequalities below according to
which class (CO or Cl) they belong:
NL Wjx: ~ {} {pip ECl}
}=1
EQUATION 3-4
NL w}x: < {} {pip ECO}
j=1
EQUATION 3-5
Rule4: LinearSeparability[2]
A function F(x) is ~ear~y Beparab~e if, and only if, a solution for w
(W=WUW2," ,WN) exists satisfing the inequalities of equations 3-4 and 3-5.
Substitution of input variables XI,X2, ••,XN, into the inequalities of 3-4 and 3-5 yields an array of
inequalities which may be solved for w. Asstated in rule 4, if such a set of real numbers existsfor w
satisfying all inequalities then the function is linearly-separable.
The problem with the simultaneous inequality method is that for a completely specified logic
I
function F(x} with N inputs, there are 2Nsimultaneous inequalities in N+l unknowns (WI, W2, .•• , WN,
~. Other than for small values of N, determining the solutions to a set of 2N simultaneous
inequalities isa computationally explosive task.
3.4.2 Chow's Parameters.
Due to the difficulties inherent in determining whether a given function is linearly separable,
published tables are available listing all possible threshold functions of up to 7 variables. For
example, consider a 2-input. l-output logic function, F(x). For such a function, there are 22 (=4)
binary output states. The total number of different output state combinations is 24 (=16), hence
there are 16possible logic functions in 2 or lessvariables. Of these 16 functions, two are static (i.e.
F(x)=O or F(x)=I) and a further 4 involve just one variable (i.e. F(X)=XI, F(X)=X2 and their
complements). Thisleaves just 10 logic functions of exactly 2 variables. Of these 10 functions, 8 are
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linearly separable (the exclusive OR and exclusive NOR are non-threshold functions) which may
be listed as in Table 3-2.
XI +X2 XI,X2
XI +X2 XI,X2
Xl +X2 XI,X2
- -
XI +X2 XI,X2
TABLE3-2: usr OFALL2-VARIABLETHRESHOLDFUNCTIONS.
The number of possible threshold functions for n variables, however, increases exponentially
with n and such listsas table 3-2 become impracticable to manage for n ~ 4.
In a paper presented by C.K. Chow [51], it was shown that the lists of linearly separable
functions could be compressed into a manageable length by using alternative representations.
Chow parameters characterise linearly separable functions with a set of n+1 integers where n is
the number of input variables and may be summarised by the following definition:
For a logic function, F(X), with binary input states TRUE and FALSE
represented +1 and -1 respectively, the vector sum of all TRUE vectors
along with the total number of TRUE vectors is called Chow's parameters.
Definition 15:
All switching functions of up to 7 variables have been tabulated (mainly by M.L.Dertouzos and
R.O. Winder[5211 in their Chow parameter form thereby allowing the determination of linear
separability for any arbitrary function within this problem size. To use the published Chow
parameter tables, the Chow parameters of the chosen function are first extracted as outlined
above and arranged in order of magnitude. They are then compared against all entries of the
same input dimensionality in the Chow tables. If the extracted parameters appear in the
published tables (the signsof the parameters are ignored) then the function is linearly separable.
If, however, the extracted parameters do not appear in the tables, then the function is not linearly
separable and, therefore, cannot be implemented by a single T-gate.
In general, the vectors of a logic function are comprised of variables which take values 0 or 1
rather than -lor 1.Consequently, Chow parameter extraction isgenerally performed as follows.
A truth table is compiled for the given logic function for which the Chow parameters co« et»,
.., CPn, are to be extracted (where coo is the Chow parameter relating to the threshold or bias
and er». ..., CPn are the parameters relating to the input variables 1 through n. The output from the
truth table is then examined and the number of 0 and 1 entries are counted. The cpo parameter
is then given by :
cpo= mi=mo EQUATION3-6
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where ml is the number of '1' entries
mo is the number of '0' entries
Finally, for each input 1, 2, ..., n, the number of entries for which input variable x = 1 and the
number of entries for which x = 0 where the function value is 1 (in both cases) are counted. The
Chow parameter for variable x isgiven by :
EQUATION3-7
where is the number of entries for variable x = 1 and F(X)
is the number of entries for variable x = 0 and F(X)
1
1
For functions where the Chow parameters are listed in the published tables, single T-gate
realisation weights are provided. Thesemay be used for any arbitrary, linearly separable, 7 or less
variable function to provide single T-gate synthesis.
3.5 The CoDaSiL Sensitised Path Training Algorithm.
Although the pocket PCP variant will provide an optimum single neuron solution to non
separable problems, the training algorithm will iterate endlessly under such condltlonss.
Additionally, none of the aforementioned algorithms identify the underlying functionality inherent
in the training vectors to adapt network weights. They rely instead upon error minimisation
techniques, adapting weights in a manner which ultimately aims to facilitate the implied
functionality - no functionality information is used in the training process itself.
The sensitised path Perceptron training scheme attempts to circumvent these problems by
analysing the functionality implied by the training vectors supplied with respect to the operating
characteristics of standard model neurons. Its conception arose from algorithms designed for
digital circuit fault testing using the well known stuck at model.
In this section, we present the simplest sensitisedpath training scheme, the CoDaSiL which is an
anagram for Complete Data Single Layer Perceptron network generator. We show that the
CoDaSiL is guaranteed to generate a single layer of Perceptrons that support the desired
function, provided that it isboth linearly separable and completely specified.
3.5.1 Digital Circuit Fault Testing.
The sensitised path training schemes can be considered as being opposite in application to
digital circuit fault testing techniques. Digital fault testing involves taking a complete circuit
description (in either gate or Boolean form) and generating pattems to test for specific faults - a
process known as test pattern generation (TPG).TPGalgorithms such as the D-Algorithm [123] find
2 Although it can be argued that due to the Perceptron Cycling property, after a definable period of
time, the pocket weights will be optimal and training can be terminated without penalty.
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tests by building a sensitised path from fault site to output. while at the same time ensuring that
the fault is stimulated by the test. By propagating 0/1 transitions from the fault site to the circuit
outputs allows faults to be isolated simply by observing output signals. With the sensitised path
Perceptron training scheme, instead of using a circuit description to provide sensitised paths,
input/output mappings are used to identify necessary sensitive paths to provide a candidate
architecture. The two concepts are represented graphically in figure 3-4.
/ Complete "'I Sensitised Path
Circuit Analysis via Stuck
_..~ Test Vectors
Description @Model
"- ..I '"
Input Sensitivity "'I
Training \ .. Analysis via Boolean _.,J Network
Vectors J Difference I Description
...I
FIGURE 3-4: GRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF TPG (TOP) & SENSITIVEPATH NEURON TRAINING
(BOTTOM).
To gain a more complete understanding of the sensitised path scheme, the theory behind test
pattem generation isintroduced using the well known stuck at model.
3.5.1.1 TheStuck-At-Model.
A digital circuit may contain many thousands of electronic elements, any of which could
potentially develop faults. In analogue circuits such as radio receivers, a fault will generally be
obvious, its presence causing distortion or even complete failure. With digital circuits, however, a
fault will often result in a single bit at the output switching to an erroneous logic value such as a 0
instead of a 1.Thus,the output will still carry a valid binary number but of the wrong value. These
faults are less obvious and more difficult to trace and so for large circuits, it is important to
develop test methods to allow fault isolation.
One way of testing digital circuits would be to apply input vectors while knowing the outputs
that should be generated. Comparing the circuit outputs with those expected would detect a
fault, provided all possible input vectors were considered, but give no indication as to the internal
element causing it. For a combinational circuit comprising n inputs, there are 2n possible input
combinations, each of which has a fault free output vector. Such exhaustive testing isviable only
for small n; large circuits requiring too much time and memory storage for this test methodology to
be practicable. Let us take a hypothetical example by considering a circuit with 40 inputs.
Approximately 1x1012 input combinations are required to exhaustively test such a circuit. Suppose
also that a test can be applied automatically every 10 nanoseconds (fast by current standards).
The total time required to fully test the circuit would be 1x1012x 10xlO-9= 10,000seconds, or over 2
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hours. Increasing the circuit to 41 inputs would require over 5 hours of testing, and a 60 input
circuit (which isvery small by current VLSIstandards) would require over 365 years.
We have so far discussed logical faults which cause the logic function of a circuit to be
changed to some other function. Other faults can occur in digital circuits but they are difficult to
detect let alone isolate; such faults are parametric. Parametric faults cause the magnitude of
some circuit element parameter such as potential well depth to change which in tum effects
some other factor such as propagation delay. For most practical purposes, logic circuit faults can
be modelled by stuck at faults although parametric faults can cause combinational circuits to
become sequential preventing even serious errors being detected. We present the most simple
logic gate as an example of stuck at fault testing in figure 3-5.
xo-1
FIGURE3-5: INVERTER& FETREALISATION.
Figure 3-5 shows a logic inverter gate (left) and its FET(Field Effect Transistor)realisation (right).
When a high voltage is applied to the base input X, the FETdepletion regions narrow allowing
current to flow from the positive supply terminal (+Vcc) to ground. All the voltage is dropped
across resistor R sending the collector output, I, to zero volts (ground). Conversely. a low input
voltage on X increases the depletion region size and prevents current flow. Under this condition,
there isno volt drop across Rand so the collector output is+Vcc volts.
An open collector or base (Le. a break in these elements) would prevent current flow from
I
+Vcc to ground either directly (with open collector) or indirectly (with open base) resulting in the
output I remaining high independent of base input. These faults may be modelled as X stuck at 0
(Xs@O)or I stuck at 1 (I s@1) - there is no way to distinguish which fault has occurred since either
results in the same 10 mapping.
In practice, faults are not modelled at transistor level. but at gate level. An example isprovided
with the NAND-gate depicted in figure 3-6 with fault A s@O.
AS@O
F
A B F Ft
0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
Vcc
Ft
FIGURE3-6: NAND-GATE WITHFAULTA S@O,TRUTHTABLEANDEQUIVALENTFAULTYCIRCUIT.
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Figure 3-6a shows the NAND-gate with fault A s@O.The truth table, 3-6b, gives the mapping F,
for a fault free gate and F' for the faulty gate. The equivalent circuit representing the faulty gate is
provided in figure 3-6c. To test for A s@O,we must firstly stimulate A with the opposite fault logic
level (1). Now, to ensure that the fault is propagated to the output we must set input B to logic l.
Thishas the effect of creating a sensitive path that crossesthrough the fault site to the output and
at the same time stimulates the fault. For the faulty <fault free> operation we expect to receive 1
<0> output when input pattern 11 isapplied. The fault A s@Ocan therefore be identified solely by
output observation.
A faulty circuit may contain many stuck at faults simultaneously. If more than one fault exists,
then the number of possible faults increases dramatically over the case where only one fault is
present. For example, a circuit with n input lines has, at most. 2n possible single stuck at faults. For
multiple faults, however, this number increases to 3n-1 [53] and so it is generally impracticable to
test for multiple faults. Restricting testing to single faults, however, has been shown to be effective
even in the presence of multiple faults. Agarwal and Fung showed that for a fan-out free
combinational circuit with a complete single fault detection test set. at least 98%of all multiple
faults would be covereds,
FIGURE 3-7: EXAMPLE LOGIC CIRCUIT.
TABLE 3-3: ALL POSSIBLE SINGLE STUCK AT FAULT OUTPUTS FOR EXAMPLE CIRCUIT.
In table 3-3 we show all possible single stuck at faults for the example circuit- shown in figure 3-
7. Notice that several faults are identified by exactly the same input vectors. These are the
indistinguishable faults described earlier with the logic inverter. Usually, indistinguishable faults are
grouped together into equivalence classes; from table 3-3, it can be appreciated that one such
group would contain faults A s@O,Bs@O,E s@O,D s@1and F s@1.
3 There is a restriction, however, that the multiple faults considered may consist of no more than six
single faults.
4 Taken from "Logie Testing and Design for Testability" by Hideo Fujiwara (Reference [53])
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Occasionally, a logic fault may cause no malfunction (an example is C s@l) - these are
termed redundant faults and are similarly grouped into an equivalence class. It can be argued
that a 'well designed' logic circuit will contain no redundant faults since the elements involved
with such faults are themselves redundant. For the example in figure 3-7, a more gate-efficient
implementation is provided in figure 3-8.
FIGURE3-8: A MOREEFFICIENTREPRESENTATIONOFTHEEXAMPLECIRCUITPRESENTEDIN FIGURE3-7
In large VLSIcircuits, however, typically one type of gate is useds and so the circuit in figure 3-7
may be preferable for implementation (the reason for this is that it is simpler to fabricate NAND
gates alone than combinations of different gate types on a single silicon wafer).
All fault equivalence classes are labelled and placed into a fault matrix as follows:
Fo (REDUNDANT)C/O Xl X2 Fl F2 F3 F4 Fs
Fl A/O, B/O,E/O,Oil, FIl 0 0 X X X
F2 C/O, 0/0, Ell 0 1 x X
F3 F/O 1 0 X
F4 All 1 1 x X
Fs BIl
(A). EQUIVALENCELASSES (s). FAULTMATRIX
TABLE3-4: EQUIVALENCECLASSES(A) AND FAULTMATRIX(B).
Using the fault matrix allows tests to be chosen to isolate specific fault classes. For example to
test for A s@l, we would apply input vector 00. Because this vector also tests for C s@O,0 s@O,E
s@l and B s@l, we may apply vector 01. If no fault was detected when pattern 01 was applied,
then the fault must be A s@l.
3.5.1.2 Test Pattern Generation (TPG) Techniques.
Generating test patterns automatically has been attempted by many researchers. The 0-
Algorithm was developed by J.P. Roth [123] in 1966 and is currently the most widely used
automatic test generation technique. Although the D-Algorithm is powerful in that it will generate
a test for any fault if such a test exists, it has been shown to be inefficient where circuits contain
many EXOR gates. Consequently, alternative algorithms have been proposed to improve TPG
efficiency.
5 An example is the Micro Circuit Engineering, an application specific integrated circuit manufacturer,
preference to NAND gates.
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To facilitate the development of automatic test generation techniques, new terminology was
introduced. The concept of Boolean difference led to the early TPGschemes and isalso the basis
of the sensitised path Perceptron training scheme.
3.5.1.3 Boolean Difference.
The CoDaSil algorithm utilises a modified Boolean Difference approach to developing single
neuron solutions to an arbitrary logic function, F. In the case of several outputs, a single layer of
Perceptrons is generated, one neuron for each output. Each neuron generated implements a
binary mapping which, in the case of separable functions, models the training samples provided
for a given output. The restriction with the CoDaSiL is that candidate functions must be completely
specified and linearly separable: in this case the algorithm is guaranteed to find a suitable set of
neuron weights that model the training vectors.
The Boolean Difference of a logic function, F(X}, with respect to an input x, is calculated as
follows:
EQUATION 3-8
where ~ denotes an EXOR operation
Equation 3-8 is usually represented as dF(X)
dx,
A sensitised (or sensitive) 'path is a route from the input to the output
terminals of a network through which a transi tion at the input creates a
transition at the output.
Definition 16:
It can be appreciated that dF(X)/dXJtakes binary value 1 if, and only if. the function value for x,
I
differs from that for Xi with all other variables static. The Boolean difference, therefore, identifies
inputs for which the output is sensitive to a binary transition for a given input vector. These are
essentially sensitised paths from input to output and are used in TPG to ensure propagation of 0/1
transitions at a fault site to the circuit primary outputs. The Boolean Difference, however, is more
powerful than this and enables test pattems to be developed which. when applied, ensure that
binary transitions on one (given) input are observable at the circuit output(s). Thisis now illustrated
with a simple logic function.
It is now shown how to develop a test pattem to check for xi s@Oor Xl s@1.
dixX) = F; (0) EBF; (1)
I
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El
= X2X3·(X2·X2X3)
= X2X3·(X2·X2 +X3)
'--v---'o
E2 = X2X3·(X2 + X2X3)
- -= (X2 + X3)·(X2 + X2X3)
=0
. dF(X)_
.• -X2
dx,
Thusto observe a change in x, at the output. X2 must be set to 1.The test. therefore for x, s@Ois
11Xproducing 0<1> and for xi s@l is01X producing 1<0>in the faulty <fault free> circuit where 'X'
= don't care state.
It is now shown how the Boolean Difference method can be adapted for use in perceptron
training for completely specified linearly separable problems.
3.5.2 Theoretical Development and Proof of the CoDaSIL Algorithm.
We have already seen how the Boolean Difference can be used to trace sensitive paths
through a network of logic gates and generate test patterns to stimulate these paths. In this
scenario. a complete logic circuit description was available via a Boolean equation which was
analysed to produce test vectors.
Hamming ~ace is a compression of n input dimensions into one representing
the binary distance between two given, n-variable vectors.
Definition 17:
The CoDaSii works in reverse. a complete logic description is provided by truth table vectors
rather than Boolean function. These training vectors are analysed to produce a supporting single
neuron architecture based on the sensitivity information implied in the vectors themselves. In
essence. by examining training vectors unit Hamming distance apart. hypothetical sensitive paths
are created where function outputs differ.
If dF (X)/dxi=l for any pair of training vectors unit Hamming distance
apart, then a sensitive path must exist between Xi and the output to
support the function mapping.
Rule 5:
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To clarify this,consider the functionality inherent in an ORgate. Now also consider the patterns
00 and 01; the outputs for each input vector are 0 and 1respectively. The Boolean Difference with
respect to X2 is 1which means that X2 must in some way be connected to the output in order to
support the I/O mapping demonstrated by these vectors. The same is true of input variable x,
since the Boolean Difference dF(X)/dxr=! for vectors 00 and 10.
Although it isobvious from the Boolean equation that the ORgate involves both x, and X2, the
Boolean Difference approach can extract this information from examples of vectors taken from
the truth table olone-. In addition to providing neuron input requirements, the Boolean Difference
technique can be extended to obtain the stimulus type for each sensitive input. As already
discussed, neural networks consist of artificial neurons which connect to other nodes and
input/output elements via "weights". Weights are represented by positive or negative real
numbers, their polarity dictating the way in which signals passing through them effect their
terminating neurons. For instance, an input that connects to a neuron via a positive weight
stimulates the node making it more likely to fire (output a "high" signal). In the weighing scale
analogy (figure 2-3), increasing the value of an input variable connected via a positive weight
adds to the net input making it "heavier" and causing the output to swing towards a "1" output.
Conversely, negative weights inhibit neurons making them lesslikely to fire (in the weighing scale
analogy, the net input becomes "lighter").
Fora given input, XI,and pair of training vectors where dFIX)/dxI=1. the stimulustype ST(x) can
be obtained as follows:
{
o ~ inhibitOry}
ST(xi) = Xi E9 F(x],x2,···,xi,···,xN)
1~ excitatory EQUATION3-9
Thismay be proven as follows. FordF(X)/dxi to equal 1,FIX)for Xi=1must differ from FIX) for Xi=O.
Now, there are 4 possiblescenariosas demonstrated in table 3-5.
TABLE3-5: STIMULUSTYPEDETERMINATIONFROMI/O OBSERVATION.
Now, the output value depends upon the magnitude of the neuron's net input. It follows that
to observe an increase in output signal. the net input must increase, and to observe a decrease in
output. the net input mustdecrease, i.e.
6 Although, to be sure that an input is exclusively sensitive, the Hamming distance between the
vectors compared must be 1.
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N
net = LXjWj
j=O
= Wo +W1X1 +W2X2+···+WjXj+' .. +WnXn
Since all input variables other than XI are static, differentiation of the net input (net) with
respect to XI will result in Olnet) . It follows that for net increasing rn Olnet)ax; ax;
zero. Since Olnet) =WI, this equates to:ax;
must be greater than
Using the symbol ~ to represent a transition to a given value (0 or 1), all possible weight
magnitudes can be determined from the following conditions.
O {
WI < 0 for Xi ~ O}For utput=» 1
WI > 0 for XI ~ 1
{
Wi > 0 for X; ~ O}For Output ~ 0
WI < 0 for XI ~ 1
Notice that if the output and x, change to the same value then an excitatory connection must
exist (i.e.WI> 0); if they change to complementary values, an inhibitory connection must exist (i.e.
W, < 0). This was expressed in equation 3-9 with the equivalence (i.e. exclusive NOR) logic
operation and provides the following rule:
Rule 6:
The stimulus type, and therefore polarity or sign, of a given weight along
a sensitised path is determined by the logic equivalence operation of the
stimulus it carries wi th the function output produced by that stimulus
transition.
So far, it has been shown that the Boolean Difference can be used with modification to identify,
input requirements for a binary mapping operation. At this point, it is possible to determine which
inputs are important and whether they must stimulate or inhibit the output. It can now be shown
that, by considering all vectors relating to a given linearly separable logic function and counting
the sensitivitiesencountered, weight strenghts can also be extracted.
3.5.2.1 Extracting Complete Sensitivity Information from Training Vectors.
The sensitiv:ity matrix for a given logic function tabulates the sensitive
inputs and their polarities from each vector in that function.
Definition 18:
Table 3-6 shows the truth table from the logic OR function and its corresponding sensitivity
matrix.
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(a). TruthTable (b). SensitivityMatrix
TABLE 3-6: TRUTH TABLE AND SENSITIVITY MATRIX FOR THE LOGIC OR FUNCTION
The sensitivity matrix is read by comparison with the truth table from which it originates. Each
row of symbols represents a training vector and each column represents an input. For example,
the first row of table 3-6b relates to input vector 00 and the first column to input A. If a '+' symbol
appears in the table, it denotes the existence of an excitatory sensitised path requirement; '-'
symbols denote a requirement for inhibitory paths and 'Q' indicate non-sensitivity.Asan example,
the first row of table 3-6b indicates that both inputs A and Bare sensitiveand a transition on either
of these (from their truth table values in 3-6a) will result in the output being excited. The second
row, however, indicates that a transition from 0 to 1on input A when B isalready' l' will not cause
an output transition.
Sensitivity information is extracted by comparing vectors unit Hamming distance apart and
calculating the Boolean Difference: if dF(X)/dxl = 1 then input XI issensitiveand a connection from
it to the output must exist.Additionally, if ST(xl)=l the connection must be positive (denoted by a
'+' in the sensitivitymatrix), and if ST(xl)=O the connection must be negative (denoted by a '-' in
the sensitivitymatrix).
If we were to sum each column in the sensitivity matrix, we would obtain a measure of the
amount each input effects the output enough to cause a change in state. Thisfollows since we
are effectively counting the number of times each input creates a Boolean Difference of 1, and,
dF(X)/dxi indicates change in input causing a change in output.
It isnow shown that the number of times an input variable generates a Boolean Difference of 1
indicates the strength of the weight required.
3.5.2.2 SeHing Network Weights from Sensitivity Information.
Consider a set of n input variables, xi. X2, ..• r x-, Let the number of sensitivity entries in each
'input' column of the matrix be denoted ~n. If 9> 9, then it can be shown that Wi must be > WI. This
follows simply because there must at least one instance in the truth table where input i is sensitive
when input j is not. From such a truth table vector we may imply two others, one identical in all
variables except input i, another identical in all variables except j thereby resulting in a triplet of
(Le. a collection of 3) training vectors. Consider this point by example, with such a vector triplet
with xr sensitiveand X2 non-sensitive.
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TABLE3-7: WEIGHTORDERINGBYEXAMPLETRAININGVECTORTRIPLETANALYSIS.
Now, from table 3-7, the following inequalities can be extracted using the standard model
activation equation (2-1).
WI + e> 0
~Wl>e EQUATION 3-10
EQUATION 3-11
Fromequations 3-10and 3-11,we can obviously state that W, > W2. [QED]
Any weight magnitude, IWi I, may be obtained by counting the number of Xi
sensitivities from a completely specified and linearly separable problem.
Rule 7:
Rule 7 isapplicable only to linearly separable problems; in later chapters, we shall describe in
detail how this technique can break down due to monotonicity violations.
3.5.2.3 SeHing the Network Bias Level.
The simplest technique for setting a neuron bias level for a completely specified, linearly
separable problem is by direct calculation. In this instance, the training vectors are applied
sequentially and the neuron net input calculated. From the entire training set, the maximum net
input to the presentation of a class 0 vector, Onetmox.and the minimum net input to a class 1
vector, 1netmin, are found. The bias level isset midway between these two values and opposite in
polarity. From the previous description of sensitivity assignment it should be clear that class 0
vectors will have lower net input values than class 1vectors for (linearly separable) problems that
are completely specified. The bias calculation issummarised in equation 3-12.
e = Onetmax + lnetmin
2
EQUATION3-12
3.6 Comparison of CoDaSiI, Pocket, and Anoline Training.
As a conclusion to the description of single layer networks, simulation resultsfor the additional
schemes are presented using the training sets from chapter two. To extend the analysis further in
preparation for later work, an additional experiment is provided that is of the non-threshold class
of functions - this isthe logic "F=AB+CD"problem.
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The logic "AND" function has been demonstrated with the traditional single layer neural
networks to show their learning characteristics for linearly separable problems. For completeness,
the "AND" experiment has been included for the enhanced algorithms to highlight any contrast in
performance where data iseasily learnt.
Firstly,figure 3-9 presents RMSerror plots for the pocket algorithm trained SLPand the Delta Rule
trained Anoline.
(A). POCKET ALGORITHM
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FIGURE3-9 : RMS ERRORPLOTSFORTHEPOCKETANDANOLINELEARNING"AND".
It must be noted that the pocket algorithm's RMSerror plot is obtained using network weights,
not pocket weights and so a monotonic error decrease is neither expected nor observed in figure
3-9a. The Anoline RMSerror plot is smooth and monotonic (antitone), although the training time is
very long with more than 2,000 iterations being required before convergence occurs. The pocket
algorithm RMSerror plot shows that over 60 iterations are required to leam the function whereas,
in the PCP, only 38 iterations were required. This feature may appear strange at first. since the
pocket algorithm is a functional enhancement to the perceptron convergence proceedure
utilising a backup weight store. In addition to this weight store, however, the pocket algorithm
uses random training pattern presentation rather than the sequential presentation scheme
commonly used in the PCP.
Definition 19:
A function that has the property of negative redundancy is one for which no
arbi trary input pattern's output state may be monotonically implied from
tha t of another.
Random pattern presentation may seem a trivial matter in learning a function however our
results suggest that several issues may be involved. Firstly, as described in chapter two, the
sequential pattern presentation method can prevent the PCPfrom ever visiting an architecturally
optimal solution - random presentation relieves this problem. Secondly, the learning time for a
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function with negative redundancy properties should theoretically take more training iterations
using random pattern presentation than sequential presentation. Thisfollows since for a function
that has no redundant vectors (i.e. vectors that are implied by others), statistically more random
presentations would be required to cycle through the training set than with sequential pattern
update (in fact, the likelihood of cycling through a set of n vectors in n random steps is ~). Innn
practice, a completely specified, linearly separable problem will never have negative
redundancy characteristics since there will always be certain vectors whose output class can be
monotonically implied from that of others.Thepoint here is that the amount of redundancy within
a training set will influence its training time for both sequential and random pattern presentation.
Forexample, the logic "AND" contains only one redundant vector (00with output 0); this vector
can be implied from vectors (01) and (10)which also have an output O. Consider another logic
function such as F(X)=XI+X2+X3+X4, this contains 16 vectors of which 11 are redundant because
they can be implied from a subset of 5 patterns. Fora sequential presentation training scheme to
consider the 5 required vectors, 16 iterations are required. With the pocket algorithm's random
pattern presentation, it is possible for these vectors to be considered in just 5 iterations (although
the likelihood of this is small - approximately 1 chance in 8,772): this would lead to faster
convergence.
(A). POCKET ALGORITHM
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FIGURE3-10: WEIGHTVALUEPLOTSFORPOCKETANDANOLINELEARNING"AND"
Figure3-10provides "weight value versustime" plots for the perceptron pocket algorithm and
anoline delta rule networks learning the logic "AND".
The Anoline weight plot in 3-10b is seen to be smooth for each weight (it should be
appreciated that epoch update has been used here), while the perceptron pocket isstepped. It
should be noted that all the algorithms were executed using exactly the same conditions as those
in chapter two. The weight plot for the perceptron pocket provides evidence of our negative
redundancy theory: the weight characteristics in 3-10a are similar to those in Figure 2-8b for the
PCP:only stretched along the time (x) axis. Forexample, if we observe the weight plot for input x:
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(the line in the foreground of 3-10a), there are plateau regions where no modifications are made.
Thisis due to the random pattern presentation scheme choosing a vector which is already learnt
(or input x, iszero). Clearly, this demonstrates the increased learning time for the pocket algorithm
in this instance: if the pocket algorithm used sequential pattern update or "randomly" chose
these vectors in sequence, the learning characteristics in terms of training time would be identical
to those of the PCP. It is important to realise that the weights plotted in 3-10a are taken from the
network, not the pocket.
The CoDaSiLalgorithm does not iteratively minimise error and so RMSerror and weight plots are
not produced. Figure 3-11, however, presents a schematic of the network produced by the
CoDaSiL for the "AND" training data.
Bias (+ 1)
FIGURE3-11 : CODASIL NETWORKFORTHELOIC"AND"
Notice that the CoDaSiLhas correctly identified that each literal (Xl,X2) is equally important by
assigning the same weight and that two inputs are required high (Le. 1) to overcome the negative
bias and cause the neuron to fire. Thisnetwork produces a decision boundary midway between
the data classes as desired for optimal generalisation. To contrast the techniques shown, graphs
are provided to illustrate each network's generalisation capability to continuous data in figure 3-
12.
(A).POCKETALGORITHM
J.
(C).CODASIL(B). ANOLINE
FIGURE3-12: IOMAPS FORPOCKET,ANOLINEANDCODASIL LEARNING"AND".
3.6.2 The Logic "XOR" Experiment.
In Chapter two, the logic exclusive OR (XOR) function was used to show how the perceptron
PCPand ada line delta rule handled non-linearly separable training data. Of the two algorithms,
the delta rule was shown to be superior in the respect of stability and convergence while the PCP
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iterated endlesslywithout producing a stable network (although the delta rule converged to a
null solution). Thisexperiment isnow repeated for the CoDaSiL anoline delta rule and perceptron
pocket algorithm.
(A). POCKET ALGORITHM (6). ANOLINE
FIGURE 3-13 : RMS ERROR PLOTS FOR THE POCKET AND ANOLINE LEARNING "XOR".
In Figure 3-13a, the RMSerror plot of the perceptron network (using network weights, not
pocket weights) ispresented exhibiting the similarerratic behaviour found in the PCP.In 3-13b, the
anoline delta rule combination is seen to converge to a solution of comparable error to the
ada line (i.e. RMSerror of 0.5). The plot is smooth and decreases monotonically in approximately
inverseexponential time. It isapparent from 3-13b that the RMSerror of 0.5 isan asymptotic value
and can, in practice, never be reached.
Figure3-14 provides weight change plots for the pocket and anoline. Because the problem is
not linearly separable, an additional plot is provided for the pocket algorithm. This additional
chart shows the pocket weights as training progresses- these contain the best representation in
termsof the lowest RMSerror visited by the network.
(A). POCKET ALGORITHM WEIGHT
PLOT
(6). POCKET ALGORITHM POCKET
WEIGHT PLOT
(C). ANOLINE WEIGHT PLOTS
FIGURE 3-14: (POCKET) WEIGHT PLOTS FOR THE POCKET AND ANOLINE LEARNING "XOR".
In 3-14a, the perceptron network weights are shown to switch erratically, although due to the
random nature of pattern presentation, the perceptron cycling properties noticed with the PCPin
figure 1-15aare not observed. The pocket weights (3-14b) demonstrate an interesting feature in
that jhe optimum solution is encountered very early on in training (in fact the random weights
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provided before training began could not be improved upon). Finally, in 3-14c, the anoline
weights vary smoothly and are monotonic.
The CoDaSiL, being incapable of supporting a non-linearly separable problem produces a
non-optimal solution similar to that of the ada line with zero network weights. This network is
presented graphically in figure 3-15.
FIGURE3-15: CODASIL NETWORKFORTHELOGIC EXCLUSIVEOR.
Finally figure 3-16 presents the input/output mappings supported by the Pocket, Anoline and
CoDaSiLtraining schemes.
fD.'l~
(B). ANOLINE (c). CODASIL(A).POCKETALGORITHM
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FIGURE 3-16: I/O MAPS FOR POCKET, ANOLINE AND CODASIL LEARNING XOR.
Clearly, the pocket algorithm although obtaining it's architecturally optimal solution in far
fewer iterations than the anoline (zero iterations versusover 10,000),has placed the one available
hyperplane in a far poorer location. Thisisdemonstrated by the I/O map which shows the pocket
algorithm to produce a small spike-like characteristic in the neighbourhood of vector (01). The
anoline has placed a hyperplane almost midway between the two classzero vectors and one of
the class one vectors (01)which is the best solution we can expect to a non-separable problem.
TheCoDaSiL(c), has produced a flat response that has no bearing on the input applied to it.
As in Chapter Two, the F(x)=X1.><2+Xl.X3+X2.X3.x4 problem has been included to demonstrate more
complicated linearly separable problems and especially to illustrate ~ocket algorithm
performance where the function ismore complex.
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FIGURE 3-17 : RMS ERROR PLOTSFOR THE PERCEPTRON POCKET ALGORITHM AND ANOLINE DELTA
RULE LEARNING THEF(Xj=XI.X2+XI.X3+X2.X3.X4 PROBLEM
The RMSerror plot for both perceptron pocket and anoline delta rule shows both networks
converging to a global solution. The pocket algorithm takes approximately 200 iterations to the
anoline delta rule's 16,000.Again, we observe a smooth anoline monotonic reduction of error in
contrast to the erratic pocket algorithm error characteristic. Notice, however that the
F(X)=XI.X2+XI.X3+X2.X3.X4 RMSerror is far lesserratic for the pocket algorithm than for the uXOR",but
less stable than that from the UAND". This is in line with the problem complexity : clearly, the
F(X)=XI.X2+XI.X3+X2.X3.X4 is more complex than the logic "AND" in two respects. Firstly, it contains
more literals than the logic "AND", and secondly, the literals are not equally significant - this is
apparent from the functions canonical disjunctive form (CDF).The F(X)=XI.X2+XI.X3+X2.X3.X4 problem
is,however, linearly separable which naturally makes it simpler than the logic exclusive "OR". Both
of these complexity levels are reflected in the convergence time and RMSerror characteristics.
It is interesting to note that the F(X)=X1.X2+XI.X3+X2.X3.X4 problem can be fully represented in terms
of functionality using just 5 training vectors. Thisshall be shown shortly, but for now, let,us consider
the implications. Earlier, it was mentioned that redundancy in a training set could slow the
performance of the PCPsince all vectors are considered an equal number of times during a run
until convergence. It was also stated that where redundancy was significant it was possible for the
pocket algorithm to converge quicker than the PCP due to the random nature of its pattem
presentation. When the F(X)=XI.X2+XI.X3+X2.X3.X4 problem was trained on a SLP,295 iterations were
required. using the pocket algorithm we required less than 200. In contrast to the logic "AND"
function, where the PCPconverged in fewer iterations, the F(X}=XI.X2+XI.X3+X2.X3.X4 contains many
redundant vectors. It is likely that the pocket algorithm has (by chance) chosen the non-
redundant vectors slightly more frequently than the one in sixteen frequency afforded by the PCP.
Further tests using the PCPhave shown that the reduced training set can be leamt in 96 or fewer
iterations as apposed to 295 in the complete data case. It is now shown that the
F(X}=XI.X2+XI.X3+X2.X3.X4 can be completely represented by just 5 training vectors.
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o SHOWSW4> 0 SINCE0110 BELONGSTOCLASS0
o o SHOWSW3> W4SINCE1001 BELONGSTOCLASS0
o SHOWSW2> W4SINCE1001 BELONDSTOCLASS0o
TABLE 3-8: ANALYSIS OF MINIMUM REPRESENTATION OF F(X)=Xl.X2+Xl.X3+X2.X3.X4
In summary, table 3-8 provides all the information required to train the network weights ie. Wl >
(W2W3) >W4>Oand Wl+W2> IWbiasl >Wl+W4.
In figure 3-18, weight strength plots are presented against training time for the perceptron
pocket algorithm and anoline delta rule. An additional pocket weight plot is provided from the
pocket algorithm.
(A). POCKETALGORITHMWEIGHT
PLOT
(C). ANOLINEWEIGHTS(B).POCKETALGORITHMPOCKET
WEIGHTS
FIGURE 3-18: WEIGHT PLOTS FOR PERCEPTRON POCKET ALGORITHM AND ANOLINE DELTA RULE FROM
F(X)=Xl.X2+Xl.X3+X2.X3.X4 PROBLEM.
In the pocket algorithm weight plot 3-18a, we notice two interesting features. Firstly, in
comparison to the PCP equivalent in figure 2-13a, the weights become close to their final values
early on in training (after approximately 100 iterations). This is reinforced in the pocket weight plot
3- 18b where static weight values are observed for many iterations until a final pocket adjustment
when global convergence occurs. Secondly, the network weights are seldom adjusted after 100
iterations indicating that many of the random patterns that are presented are already supported?
thereby resulting in zero weight change. The anoline delta rule weight change characteristics are
smooth and monotonic. This is a significant improvement over the ada line delta rule learning
7 It can be argued that at least one of the erroneous patterns will be listed in table 3-8 since once
supported by a linear threshold unit, these vectors will guarantee complete problem satisfaction for a
valid bias level. Additionally, because the pocket bias remains static after 100 iterations, we know the
bias to be valid.
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F(X)=XJ.x2+XJ.X3+X2.X3.x4 (Figure 2-13b and 2-13c), where weight changes are neither smooth nor
monotonic.
In figure 3-19,the F(X)=XJ.X2+XJ.X3+X2.X3.x4 CoDaSiLnetwork ispresented graphically.
Bias
FIGURE 3-19: NETWORK PRODUCED BY CODASIL FOR THE F(X)=X,.X2+X,.X3+X2.X3.X4 PROBLEM.
F
3.6.4 The Logic F(X)=XI.X2+X3.X4 Problem.
Thisis a non-linearly separable problem like the XORand has been included to demonstrate
the difficulties in visualising network properties and requirements when the input dimensionality
exceeds 3.
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FIGURE 3-20: RMS ERROR PLOTS FOR THE PERCEPTRON POCKET ALGORITHM AND ANOLINE DELTA
RULE FROM THE F(X)=Xl.X2+X3.X4 PROBLEM.
The RMSerror plots in Figure 3-20 show that neither the anoline nor the pocket algorithm
manage to find a complete solution to the F(xj=XJ.X2+X3.X4 problem. The pocket algorithm appears
to provide a better solution, producing a minimum RMSerror of 0.25 to the anoline's 0.3. Again,
the anoline's RMSerror characteristic is smooth and decreases montonically with training time in
contrast to the pocket algorithm's erratic RMSerror plot.
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FIGURE 3-21 : WEIGHT VALUE PLOTS FOR THE POCKET ALGORITHM AND ANOLINE DELTA RULE FROM
THE F(xj=X,.X2+X3.X4 PROBLEM.
Although noisy, the weight plot for the perceptron pocket algorithm in figure 3-21a shows a
trend towards equal positive input weights (Wl - W4)and negative bias. The pocket weights in
figure 3-21b are updated less frequently as time progresses as predicted by Gallant's theory.
Anoline weight changes are, in line with the RMSerror characteristic, monotonic and smooth.
Thenetwork produced by the CoDaSiLalgorithm ispresented in Figure3-22.
F(x)
FIGURE 3-22: NETWORK PRODUCED BY CODASIL FOR THE F(xj =X,.X2+X3.X4 PROBLEM.
It isinteresting to observe that the CoDaSiLcorrectly identifies that each input weight (Wl - W4)
should be equal in magnitude - a result corroborated by the pocket and anoline delta rule
algorithms.
Finally, to compare the relative performance of each algorithm, a table has been produced
listingeach vector from the truth table of the F(X)=Xl.X2+X3.X4 problem. Where a network produced
a correct response to a vector, a 0 indicates correct classification. Incorrectly classified vectors
are marked by a I!I .
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0000
0001 0 0 0
0010 0 It} It}
0011 It} 00 It}
0100 It} It} It}
0101 00 It} It}
0110 00 It} It}
0111 It} It} It}
1000 It} 0 It}
1001 00 It} It}
1010 00 0 It}
1011 0 0 0
1100 It} 00 00
1101 0 0 0
1110 0 0 It}
1111 0 0 0
TABLE 3-9: VECTOR SUPPORT LISTFROM CODASIL, ANOLINE AND POCKET TO THE F(x) =X/.X2+X3.X4
PROBLEM.
Clearly, the best performance is provided by the pocket algorithm which fails to classify only
one of the sixteen training vectors. The next best performance is given by the anoline with two
misclassifications,followed by the CoDaSiLwith 4 misclassifications.
3.7 Discussion.
In summary, it can be stated that the pocket algorithm appears to provide the best alround
performance - not only with it's behaviour in the presence of non-separable data, but also in
terms of the number of training iterations required. The anoline is demonstrably superior to the
adaline in that it provides data clustering via its sigmoid activation function - this allows the
anoline to produce better resultsfor certain non-separable training sets.Additionally, the anoline
produces much smoother weight changes and error decreases than does either the pocket
algorithm or the ada line. In terms of problem support however, the anoline fails to match the
pocket algorithm confirming that minimisationof mean squared error does not necessarilyresult in
maximisingthe number of correct classificationsin a training set.
Clearly, the pocket algorithm isfar superior to the PCPin that it iswell behaved in the presence
of non-separable data, always producing an optimal solution given sufficient training iterations.
Especiallywhere much redundancy is present in the training set (such as in the F=X1X2+X])(3+X2X3X4
problem), pocket algorithm training can be far quicker in terms of the number of iterations
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required than the PCP.For very simple problems such as the logic "AND", however, the pocket
algorithm can take longer than the PCPto execute.
The CoDaSiL has been demonstrated to efficiently train linearly separable and completely
specified problems. Thisindicates that a strong link between training set functionality in terms of
zero-one transitions and network weight strenghts exists.The CoDaSiL has been demonstrated to
handle non-separable functions adequately and although it fails to produce architecturally
optimal solutions, the solutions are provided very quickly in a non-iterative manner. Unlike the
other algorithms presented, it is possible to accurately estimate the length of time required for the
CoDaSiL to produce a network for any arbitrarily sized problem provided it is completely
specified. For linearly separable problems, the CoDaSiL is guaranteed to produce an optimal
solution using the point counting scheme for determining weight strengths. Another advantage of
the CoDaSiL is that where linearly separable data ispresented, the hyperplane decision boundary
is optimally placed midway between data classes for a given orientation. This leads to better
generalisation than is afforded by the other schemes where hyperplanes are merely slid or
transported through problem space until the function is fitted.
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Chapter Four:
Traditional Multi Layer Neural Systems
4. Traditional Multi Layer Neural Systems.
Chapters two and three have described several single layer neural network paradigms and
provided example simulations of their learning capabilities. It has been demonstrated that such
single layer systemsare incapable of representing certain mappings which are referred to as non-
separable or non-threshold functions. Functional modifications to both neuron dynamics and
training schemes have been addressed that improve single layer network leaming characteristics
but fail to provide supportability of these non-separable problems.
The analysis of training vectors unit Hamming Distance apart has been shown to allow both
weight constraint generation and weight magnitude value determination when the data is
linearly separable. Such methods work by the extraction of functionality information using a
modified Boolean Difference technique and have been inspired by digital circuit test pattem
generation schemes. The implied functionality within a given training set has been shown, in the
linearly separable and completely specified case, to have a direct relation to required or
desirable neural parameters and this section aims to investigate whether such techniques may
help in the non-linearly separable but completely specified case.
The functionality of a set of training vectors (represented as propagations of 0/1 transitions) isof
little use unless the capabilities of the system that must support it are well understood.
Consequently after describing a common multi-layer network (the multi-layer perceptron or MlP)
in terms of its architecture and connection strategies, a functional analysis of said network is
provided in preparation for training algorithms developed in later sections.
Of all neural net training schemes, the most commonly implemented is one known as the
generalised delta rule or back-error propagation (BackProp). Thisalgorithm iscapable of training
multiple layers of neurons by utilising differentiable threshold (transfer) functions and enables non-
linearly separable problems to be completely supported without misclassifying any training
samples.
Unfortunately BackProp, like the delta rule, is a gradient descent algorithm and the error
surfaces of multi-level networks leaming non-separable data are much more complex than single
layer, separable equivalents. This characteristic of the error surface can result in BackProp
becoming trapped in non-optimal solutions referred to as local minima.
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It is the aim of this section to describe such minima in terms of neural parameters and training
set functionality.
4.1 Historical Background
The functional limitations of single layer neural systems have been widely known for many
years. Their inability to realise non-linearly separable functions has been documented by several
authors [16],[17] and this restriction to modelling first order functions caused a significant drop in
research interest. Although it was recognised that by using several layers of processing units, non-
separable functions could be realised, no training algorithms existed. Despite a perceived
decrease in research efforts, several scientists continued work in developing multi-layer systems
and training mechanisms.
Initially, the most encouraging algorithms were for the Madaline [28][29] neural architecture
which was forced to break away from the delta rule due to the presence of intemal non-
differentiable signum functions. In 1962,Ridgway described the first practicable algorithm with the
Madaline Rule I (MRI) [13][28][29]. The MRI functioned on a single layer of standard ada lines
whose outputs connected to a fixed logic element. Thisfirst ada line layer had adaptive weights
while the output unit(s)were typically logic "OR" or majority vote taker elements. Training the MRI
revolved around a principle termed minimum disturbance where changes to a network were
made only when an incorrect response to a training vector occurred. When a correction was
deemed necessary, the network was disturbed as little as possible. Essentially, the minimum
disturbance principle instructs that only the adaline(s) in error whose confidence level is closest to
zero be adapted. In such an instance, the sizeof weight change required to switch the adalines
output is smallest - thereby upholding the minimum disturbance principle. Although Ridgway
showed [13] that the network would converge to a solution if such a solution existed, the choice
of output function (which was non-trainable) is crucial. Not all problems can be realised with the
same output function, regardless of the first layer adaline weights. It was realised that it is
necessary to be able to adapt all layers in order to model any arbitrary function.
In 1974, the first major extension to MRI was produced when Paul Werbos developed back
error propagation (BackProp) [36]. BackProp remained unknown to the scientific community,
being re-invented by Parker [54][55] in 1982. Finally, in 1985, backprop gained the massive
attention ishas ever since enjoyed when Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams published several articles
[23][56] on the algorithm. The processing units used in backprop differ from those in the earlier
madaline nets (the architecture used was called the multilayer perceptron (MLP)).The adaptive
elements in the original madaline nets used hard-limiting quantisers (signums)while the MLPused
only differentiable non-linearities or sigmoid functions 1.
1 The term "Sigmoid" is usually used to refer to monotonically increasing "S-shaped" functions such as
"tanh".
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One disadvantage perceived with the MLP (and therefore backprop) was the computational
expense of calculating sigmoid functions over the simpler hard-limit signums. Widrow, Winter and
Baxter decided to attempt an extension to MRI to allow multiple layers of adalines to be adapted.
The result came in 1987with the Madaline Rule 1/ (MRII) [37][57] which had an advantage over
backprop in the simplicity of its threshold implementation. Later, in 1988David Andes modified the
MRIIby replacing the hard-limiters with sigmoids thereby developing Madaline Rule 11/ (MRIII) [58].
It was realised by Widrow and other researchers, however, that MRIIIismathematically equivalent
to backprop.
4.2 The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP).
MLP'sare feedforward neural networks comprising several layers of Perceptrons (in contrast to
1 layer of Perceptrons used in the SLP).Although not a recent invention, the MLPhas only recently
been widely used due to the lack of an efficient training algorithm. In 1986,the back propagation
algorithm gained considerable interest when Rumelhart et. al. published a clear description of the
training scheme [23][56]. Asa result. the MLPhas become the most popular and commonly used
network topology with many successful practical implementations and application areas [60]-
[63].
In contrast to the single layer Perceptron, the MLPfacilitates additional processing units in what
are generally referred to as hidden layers. Perceptrons in hidden layers do not directly connect to
both input and output elements, but instead fully interconnect with Perceptron layers either side
of them. Figure 4-1 provides a graphical representation of a 4 -layer MLP.
Bias Units
FIGURE4-1 : DIAGRAMMATICREPRESENTATIONFMLP STRUCTURE.
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4.2.1 MlP Functionality
MLP's overcome many of the limitations of single layer Perceptrons by allowing the realisation
of non-separable problems. The capabilities of MLP nets stem from the use of hidden layer
Perceptrons which introduce non-linearities lower down in the models processing structure.
Without these threshold non-linearities, no computational advantage is gained over single layer
Perceptron nets2• The reason for this is that linear units are incapable of class assignment which
means that the full burden of separating the training vectors remains with the output layer units.
As a consequence, non-separable functions can only be realised by the inclusion of threshold
non-linearities in additional hidden layers. The importance of this is now demonstrated by
example with the logic exclusive OR (XOR).
Definition 20:
A thresho~d rea~isab~e function ~s one that can be supported (realised) by
a threshold logic uni t (TLU).
It is widely known that non-threshold logic functions can be realised by decomposing the
problem into linearly separable I/O mappings and cascading the data through layers of logic
gates [47],[49],[59]. With the XOR problem, there are several such valid decompositions: the
solution provided in figure 4-2 is the OR, NAND, to AND representation (Le. F(x) = (Xl + X
2
).X
I
.X
2
).
F(x) = (Xl + XJXlX2
=(Xl +xJ(XI +X2)F
(b)
(a) = Xl EB x2
FIGURE4-2: (A). TRUTHTABLEFORXOR AND (B). EQUIVALENTCIRCUIT USINGTHRESHOLDREALISABLE
FUNCTIONS.
Let us now replace the equivalent XOR circuit presented in figure 4-2b with appropriate
Perceptron neuron models.
"OR"
F(x)
w· ~.
FIGURE4-3: (A). POSSIBLEPERCEPTRONXOR IMPLEMENTATIONAND (B). OUTPUTNEURONPROBLEM.
2 As a consequence of this, a single layer Perceptron net, with appropriate weights, can perform any
mapping operation supported by a multi layer network with linear units.
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Figure4-30 showsa two layer MLPcomprising hidden units h], h2. In 3-4b, the output neuron is
depicted receiving stimuli from these hidden nodes designated Oh] and ah2.Table 4-1 now
presents the stimulusstrengths (Oh] & Oh2) observed at the hidden layer neuron outputs for all
training samples in the t-Iogic threshold and linear (i.e.no threshold function applied) cases.
TABLE 4-1 : PROBLEM SPACE AT OUTPUT LAYER FOR THRESHOLDING AND LINEAR HIDDEN UNITS.
If one were to analyse the desired input/output mapping for a single (output layer) perceptron
using the Oh] and Oh2 variables in both the linear and thresholded cases, it would become
apparent that the thresholded system provides a linearly separable problem space while the
linear systemfails.Thisisshown, for clarity, in figure 4-4.
• Key:-• Logic" 1" target response
o Logic "0" target response/?,.. -.
Suitable Decision -.
Boundary
o
(a). (b).
FIGURE 4-4: GRAPHICAL HIDDEN LAYER EUCLIDEAN REPRESENTATION FOR PERCEPTRON XOR
IMPLEMENTATION USING (A) THRESHOLDING AND (B) LINEAR HIDDEN UNITS.
Figure4-4 showsthat without non-linear hidden units, the problem remains non-separable. This
is because the thresholding hidden units produce their own decision boundaries creating a
linearly separable (hidden layer output) problem space as shown in figure 4-4a. Figure4-5 shows
these decision boundaries.
B
1 A
FIGURE 4-5: THRESHOLDED SYSTEM INPUT SPACE DECISION BOUNDARIES.
o
-. ,If "0"
"l"~"'"
"~,('l"
"0"··-.
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Theresultspresented in figure 4-5 may be generalised as follows:
-- - ~--- - ~----~ -_---- ---------- - -- --------~-- ~---~--- --
Rule 8:
An MLP comprising two or more non-~inear perceptron ~ayers is capable of
forming any, possibly unbounded, convex' decision region in input space. ~I
Individual hidden layer Perceptrons generate what are referred to as half plane decision
regions since they divide the problem space into two sections (as demonstrated with figures 4-40
and 4-5). The general convex decision regions described in rule 8 are generated from the
intersectionsof such half plane boundaries by an appropriate output layer neuron. Each hidden
layer Perceptron maps "0" outputs to one side of its half plane decision boundary and" 1" outputs
to the other. With all positive output layer weights, the output Perceptron performs an "AND"
operation ensuringthat an input vector maps to a "1" output if, and only if, it lieswithin the region
enclosed by the intersecting (or non-intersecting if the region is unbounded as with the XOR)
hidden layer decision boundaries.
Although concave decision regions connot be generated by two-layer Perceptron nets, the
extension to three layers allows the formulation of any arbitrarily complex decision region [16].
Concave decision regions are generated by "stitching" polyhedral (convex) regions formed by
the second layer processingunitsusing the final (output) layer unit. Thisisdemonstrated in figure 4-
6.
q)
(a). 1st layer half plane (b). 2nd layer polyhedral (c). output (3rd) layer
decision boundaries decision regions concave decision region
FIGURE 4-6: DEMONSTRATION OF MLP CONCAVE DECISION BOUNDARY REALISATION.
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In the first layer of our hypothetical MLP,we observe a requirement of 6 Perceptron half plane
boundaries in order to separate the two data classesA and B.The second layer Perceptrons can
then form three convex (polyhedral) decision regions; requiring three Perceptrons in the second
layer. The single output can then realise the mapping by stitching together the polyhedral
decision regions by usingan "OR" operation.
If it isstillunclear why the second hidden layer is required to solve the problem, then consider
that the A classcannot be separated from classBby a monotonic function. Forexample, observe
half plane decision boundary "3" (fig 4-60) and assume it isgenerated by a hidden neuron, N3. It
3 A convex shape is one where any line joining points on its edge passes only through points within the
shape. Examples include circles, ellipses or any polyhedral.
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can be appreciated that class A lies on both sides of this line which means that for samples
randomly picked from classA neuron N3's output will sometimes be TRUE 1+1)and,at other times
FALSE (0).Now consider the implications of such a condition: assuming hidden layer activations to
be binary, a candidate output layer neuron must perform some logic operation that includes
both TRUE and COMPLEMENT instances of neuron N3's output. Such operations are referred to an
non-unate; non-unate functions are not monotonic [47],[49]meaning that a single neuron cannot
support them. Hence, a three layer network is required to support concave mappings. For further
examples of this nature, a detailed geometrical analysis of Perceptron capabilities has been
provided in a graphical manner by Minskyand Papert [17].
4.2.2 Training the Multilayer Perceptron.
The most commonly used and widely accepted MLP training algorithm is back-error
propagation IBackProp).Thisisan extension to the delta rule developed by Widrow and Hoff and
isalso referred to as the generalised delta rule. Although several researchers have independently
invented BackProp [36J[54],the firstwas PaulWerbos in 1974[36].
For the BackProp algorithm to function, the neurons in the MLP network must contain
differentiable transfer functions. Commonly sigmoid functions such as tanh are used which
approximate the threshold logic function without discontinuities. A functional description of
BackProp is now presented that is suitable for computer implementation. For those interested, a
complete derivation of the equations involved are presented in Appendix A.
The description of BackProp isgiven for a generic network comprising L layers with NI nodes in
each layer 11= 1, 2, .., L). A set of Nk training vectors are supplied and network weights wt·-I
(representing the connection strength between node i in layer 1-1 and node j in layer I) are
adapted by BackProp to support the vectors Nk.
BackProp proceeds by setting all the network weights and thresholds to small random values -
typically between -1 and +1.Training vectors are presented to the network's input layer in tum
and the activation level of the nodes in the layers above are computed by the following
equation:
X~+I =f(f wkx{ - ()~l
1=1
where ()~isthe threshold for neuron j in layer I and fl.) isthe sigmoid non-linearity defined by :
1
f(a)=--
l+e-a
The process of computing the activations of all nodes in the MLP is referred to as forward
propagation. Once the activations of the nodes in the output layer II=N) are known, they are
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compared with the target outputs, fl, for the selected pattern, j. This comparison yields an error
term which, for the output layer, iscalculated as follows:
EQUATION 4-1
For layers further down in the network above the input layer (Le. 1 < I < L), the error terms are
calculated by the equation:
EQUATION 4-2
Errorterms are then used to adapt the weights in the MLPas follows:
EQUATION 4-3
where ~ and A are positive gain and momentum parameters.
Once all training patterns have been presented, the RMSerror (or some similar error measure -
such as the MSE)iscalculated and compared to some threshold supplied by the user.The training
set is re-applied until the error measure drops below the desired value supplied. Calculation of
RMSerror is facilitated by the application of the following equation:
RM~err=
4.3 Analysis of BackProp training an MLP with the logic XOR function.
The main reason behind the popularity of the MLP is that with BackProp non-separable
functions may be learnt by the linking of multiple hyperplane/decision boundaries. In sections 2.3
and 3.6, analyses were provided of several single layer systemsattempting, but failing, to learn the
XORfunction. Thisisnow extended to multiple layers trained using back-error propagation.
Earlier in figure 4-5, it could be observed that two hyperplane decision boundaries are required
to separate the data classesin the XORlogic function. Since each neuron in a network iscapable
of generating a single hyperplane, a network with two hidden neurons in a single (hidden) layer
should be sufficient to support the training vectors. Consequently, our initial simulation results are
produced from MLP'scomprising 2 input nodes, 2 hidden neurons, and one output neuron.
The truth table for the logic "XOR" function is presented in table 4-2. Training vectors were
presented in sequence and BackProp was executed using gain and momentum parameters of
0.1 and 0.9 respectively until the RMSerror dropped below 0.1.
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INPUT X2 OUTPUT, FIx)
o 0
1 1
INPUTXl
o o 1
110
TABLE4-2: TRUTHTABLEFOR LOGIC "XOR" FUNCTION.
Network RMSerror value and weight value plots are presented against iteration number in
figure 4-7. It can be appreciated that BackProp has successfully trained. the MLPnetwork with the
training data in just over 4,000 iterations, at which point the RMSerror drops below the training
threshold of 0.1.
(A). RMS ERROR PLOT. (B). WEIGHTVALUEPWT.
~ 0.3
0.2 16'"
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lterollonNumber
FIGURE 4-7: RMS ERROR (A) AND WEIGHT VALUE (B) AGAINST ITERATIONNUMBER PLOTSFOR
BACKPROP LEARNING "XOR".
There are several interesting characteristics of BackProp leaming that are evident in the RMS
error plot (figure 4-70). Firstly,the RMSerror curve demonstrates an antitone relationship to the
training iteration number verifying that gradient descent in weight/error space has occurred at all
times. Secondly, it should be appreciated that a correctly initialised MLPshould always produce
an RMSerror curve that has a value close to 0.5 before training begins. Thisfollows from the fact
that with small random weights, the values of all neurons in the network will have output values
close to 0.5 regardless of their stimuli. Therefore, irrespective of the nature of the training samples
(provided that the target output values are 0 or 1 which is generally the case for classification
tasks), the network will produce outputs that are 0.5 away from their target responses. The mean
squared error will therefore be 0.25 (since each pattem will produce an error of 0.5) and the RMS
error 0.5. Thissimple observation can be formulated into a rule that describes a correctly initialised
MLPas follows:
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l~Rule 9-: ~A correct~y initia~ised mu~ti-~ayer perceptron network will always producean RMS error to an arbitrary training set with binary outputs close to, orequal to, 0.5 prior to training.------_ -----------------------~-------------~------------- --- -----~---- --------------
l~--O';finition21:A g~oba~ mjnjwIW is a point on the error surface that is no higher in errorspace than any other point on the entire surface while corresponding to anetwork that correctly maps all vectors from a given training set.-_-_._----.--------
The RMSerror against training iteration plot of figure 4-7a shows a network converging toward
a global minimum. Further training would have reduced the error further. but an RMSerror of 0.1 is
sufficient in the case of the XOR data to guarantee that all training vectors are supported.
Perhaps the most confusing aspect. however. is that for the first 2.000 iterations no apparent
progress is made by BackProp in training the XOR problem. One reasonable hypothesis for such a
characteristic would be that the network weights point to a position on the error surface where
the gradient is very small. This would imply that network weights would have to change
significantly before any drop in RMS error were to be observed. Additionally. assuming the
gradient is low, weight change magnitudes would be expected to be very small adding further
support to the extended period where little or no drop in RMSerror is observed. This has interesting
implications: recall that rule 9 dictates that all network neurons will have output values close to
0.5. Now. should the error surface be significantly controlled by the sigmoid function. then the
gradient of the error surface close to the origin should be high. This follows because the gradient
of the sigmoid is greatest when it's function value is0.5 as illustrated in figure 4-8.
(A). SIGMOIDOUTPUTAS A FUNCTION
OFNETINPUT.
(C). PLOTOFSIGMOIDGRADIENTVS.
NETINPUT.
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(B). DERIVATIONOF SIGMOID
GRADIENTEQUATION.
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FIGURE4-8: PLOT OF SIGMOID FUNCTION, GRADIENT EQUATION DERIVATION, AND SIGMOID GRADIENT
PLOT.
Clearly. however. the initial network weights cannot correspond to a position on the error
surface where the gradient is high otherwise significant changes in their values would be
observed during training. This demonstrates that while the sigmoid will contribute to the error
surface characteristics. it will not be the predominant factor. Le.. some other factor has greater
influence over the error surface. We shall now show that the main contribution to error surface
characteristics is from the training set vectors themselves. To demonstrate this we again turn to the
analysis of functionality within a training set - in this case the XOR data.
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Definition 22:
--------------_._--_._----------
A mintezm is a conjunction (logical AND) of literals in which each literal
appears only once. A maxtezm is a disjunction (logical OR) of literals in
which each literal appears only once.--~---------------------------------~
Definition 23:
If an arbitrary logic function, F of n variables is expressed as a
disjunction of min terms wi thout repetition, it is called the mintezm
expansion, canonica~ disjunctive £ozm, or the canonica~ sum. If that same
function 1.S expressed as a conjunction of maxterms, it is called the
maxtezm ~ansion, canonica~ conjunctive £ozm, or the canonica~ product.
Definition 24:
For an arbitrary logic function, F, if a literal, x, appears in the
canonical disjunctive form in only TRUE form (i.e. F=x ... ) r then F is said
to be positive in x. Conversely, if x appears only in FALSE (COMPLEMENT)
form (i .e. F=x ... ) then F is said to be negative in x. [64]
Definition 25:
If a logic
li teral, x,
positive or
[ 64]
function, F, is either exclusively positive or negative in a
then F is unate in x. If a logic function, F, is either
negative in all literals then F is said to be a unate function.
The canonical disjunctive form (CDF) of the XOR function is f(x) = Xl x2 + X1X2. Clearly, from
definitions 24 and 25, f(x) is unate in neither x: nor X2. The question remains, however, as to how a
non-unate function can warp the error surface to such an extent that it presents problems to a
BackProp algorithm attempting to learn it. Using the techniques developed in chapter three, a
functional analysis of the XOR training vectors is now presented.
o 0 0 + +
o 1 1 +
01+ r-------;-------4
1 1 0
TABLE4-3: SENSITIVITYANALYSISOFTHENON-UNATEXOR FUNCTION.
Examination of the two columns of sensitivities reveals that, to support the XOR training vectors,
a neuron (or TLU)must have both positive and negative weight on each input xi. X2. This is clearly
a non-sensical single neuron structure since the inputs will interfere with each other, thereby
nUllifying the constraints that in one sense a neuron must respond only to negative stimuli and in
another positive. It is interesting to note that this analysis highlights the mechanics behind the
failure of the CoDaSiL algorithm to provide a solution to the XOR problem: the point counting
scheme merely adds the positive and negative entries to result in a network with zero network
weights (Le. a NUll network).
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Definition 26: :_I
A Local. minimum i s a point on the error surface that is lower than all
other points in the immediate vicinity, but not sufficiently low to provide
a network that correctly classifies all training samples.
-- ------ --- - --_ - -_-----_------ ----- -- -----_----._--- -----------.~- --,----
Thepreceding analysisleads one to propose "for a requirement in both positive and negative
w. where w has initial zero values, does the point w on the error surface correspond to a local
minimum?". Considering the example with the XORdata, this isnow shown to be the case.
Recall that all weight changes in an MLPare functions of the output layer error terms (given by
equation 4-1). Let us now calculate the error terms for a network with zero initial conditions (Le,
with all weights equal to zero) for each input pattern in the XOR training set. It should be
appreciated that in this example, network weights are not modified and so the network remains
static with zeroweight.
TABLE4-4: OUTPUT ERRORTERMSFOR A ZERO-INITIAL CONDITION MLP LEARNING XOR BY BACK
ERROR PROPAGATION.
The <5 values in table 4-4 have been calculated using equation 4-1 presented earlier. Because
the network weights are all zero, hidden neuron <5 values are all zero (see equation 4-2 for
clarification). Thissituation will persist until the output layer weights take on non-zero values as
determined by equation 4-3. Now the stimuli received by the output neuron from hidden layer
nodes will be 0.5, irrespective of the training sample applied. Output layer weight adjustments
therefore would be equal in magnitude for any training vector, but negative for two samplesand
positive for the remaining two. Thenet effect issuch that the input patterns interfere to the extent
where network weights cancel out to become zero - thereby accounting for the very smallweight
changes seen during the the early phase of training in figure 4-7b.
It is important to realise that the error terms in table 4-4 do not represent the gradient of the
XORerror surface in which we wish to find a minimum. Theerror surface we wish to traverse to find
a minimum represents the error generated by all possible networks of a given architecture to an
entire training set. Errorterms,however, are merely the gradient of a surface which represents the
error of all possible networks (of a given architecture) to a single training vector. Thisdifference is
exceptionally important for two reasons.Firstly,it iseasy to confuse the error termsof the BackProp
weight update equations as being the gradients of the error surface, when in fact the gradients
they correspond to are those for surfaces generated for a single pattern in the training set. This
can make local minima difficult to spot since we observe non-zero error terms even when we are
trooped in such minima. Secondly, and perhaps most importantly of all, as we change between
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training patterns, we also change the surface we traverse in error space. Such surface changes
can cause discontinuities in the direction of the true (problem) gradient vector and, therefore,
discontinuities in the motion through error space. As described earlier in chapter two for the
ada line model, epoch update sums the weight changes from each pattern presentation while
holding the weights static. This prevents a new network from being produced until the gradient
has been analysed according to all training vectors and is equivalent to moving in the true
problem error space. Notice from table 4-4, that the weight changes sum to zero over the entire
training set demonstrating that the network is formed by a set of weights which correspond to a
local minima on the error surface.
An example mean-square-error plot is provided for the output neuron learning the XOR whilst
receiving a constant 0.5 stimuli from both hidden units. The plot allows us to visualise the true error
surface in a reduced dimensionality, and demonstrates that the origin of weight/error space is a
local minimum for the XOR problem. To achieve this plot (presented in figure 4-9), the bias has
been held at a static value of zero while weights from the hidden layer are swept across a range
of values from -12 to +12.
Input weight 1
g
ui
input weight 2
FIGURE4-9: MSE OUTPUTERRORSURFACEFORTWOINPUTDYNAMICWEIGHTSWITHZEROBIAS.
The preceding analysis of learning XOR with zero initial conditions represents a very harsh
environment for BackProp. In reality weights are not zero and so output node errors will not always
be 0.125 in magnitude for all training samples. Since the weights are very small, however, the net
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input is always close to zero and the output is therefore always close to 0.5. Consequently the
output error term will always be near to 0.125 in magnitude and the cancellation noticed with
zero initial conditions will be dominant in the weight changes. This cross-pattern interference
accounts for the very small weight changes during the initial phase of training and disappears as
soon as the network manages to output values other than those close to 0.5 for the training
samples. Figure 4-10a shows the network delta values (error terms) for each presentation of
pattern (11 I 0) and 4-lOb shows the input/output relationship of the trained MLP.
(B). INPUT/ OUTPUTRELATIONSHIPOFMLPSUCCESSFULLY
TRAINEDONXOR DATAByBACKPROP.
(A). DELTAVALUEPLOTSFORPATIERN(11 I 0) DURING
MLP LEARNINGXOR BYBACKPROP.
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FIGURE4-10: DELTAVALUEAND I/O PLOTSFORBACKPROP LEARNING"XOR".
The delta (error value) plot for pattern (11 I 0) (Le. x, = X2 = 1) demonstrates some interesting
characteristics of BackProp behaviour. Firstly, one can observe that the gradient of the error
surface for the output neuron is high after several iterations indicating that a change in output
layer weights will significantly affect the error made for that pattern. As explained previously,
hidden layer delta values are small (these are the uppermost curves of the plot in figure 4-10a),
implying the reverse. This makes perfect sense as output layer weights are small to the level where
any hidden layer alteration will be of little significance. Normally, without cross pattern
interference, output layer weights would change allowing hidden layer neurons to influence the
behaviour of the network as a whole. This demonstrates a vital aspect of an MLP error surface
which is expressed as follows:
Rule 10:
For an MLP with zero initial conditions, the gradient of the error surface
in all directions other than those corresponding to output weights (and
bias) is zero. Therefore with zero initial weights, it is impossible for a
network to begin building internal representations.
This rule is of primary significance if the BackProp algorithm incorporates epoch weight style
adjustments. With zero initial conditions, the net output layer weight change from an entire
presentation of the XOR training data is zero thereby keeping the network in a position of zero
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gradient for the hidden layer weights. The confusion arises when analysing the delta values
generated by the BackProp algorithm: these are not true measures of error surface gradient for a
given position in weight/error space, but a measure of corresponding error surface gradient for
an individual input pattern.
It has been shown that the error surface characteristics are largely dominated by the nature of
the training vectors - the sigmoid transfer function itself playing only a small role in the definition of
the error surface. Unfortunately, although the sigmoid cannot. in itself. create local minima, it can
produce areas of exceptionally low gradient in the error surface. Note that these plateaus cannot
be considered as true local minima because they are not surrounded by higher regions in error
space. Nevertheless the sigmoid can generate areas of almost zero gradient which can
'paralyse' a gradient descent based algorithm for long periods of time. Fortunately, these plateau
regions only lie in areas of space where the error is very high - higher than a correctly initialised
MLP should create - and so should never be reached in practice. Demonstration of this is
presented by MSEplots of both linear and sigmoidal transfer functions in figure 8-11.
(A). MSESURFACEOFLINEARERROR. (B). MSESURFACEOFSIGMOIDALERROR.
FIGURE4-11 : EXAMPLEMSE SURFACESFOR(A) LINEARAND (8) SIGMOIDAL ERROR.
The plots of mean square linear and sigmoidal error have been generated by assuming a set
of weights exist where the error is zero. This corresponds to the lowest point of each plot and acts
as the mid-range value of two hypothetical neuron weights. Weights are then swept in either
direction from their 'optimal' values and the corresponding MSE is calculated. Now the
differences between linear and sigmoidal error become apparent. Regardless of the position in
error space, the gradient of the linear error surface is always non-zero except at the solution point.
This is not so with the sigmoidal error surface: large areas exist where the gradient is very close to
zero. These areas are generated by instances where the node output is almost completely in error
(for example when the target output is 0.0 and the node response is 1.0).
So far, two error surface characteristics have been described that can present problems to
BackProp: the first regards a network trapped in a local minimum generated by a non-unate
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problem. Here, the network weights are all zero and no internal representations have been built.
Thesecond characteristic occurs when a network neuron produces an output which isso much in
error that the sigmoid transfer characteristic yields an almost zero gradient region in weight/error
space. Thiscan paralyse a network for a very long time because the weight changes will be small.
A final type of local minimum is now presented where the network learns valid but incompatible
internal representations.
It iseasy to appreciate that, for an arbitrary non-separable problem, many solutions exist since
each hidden node could take one of several valid hyperplane orientations. It is important to
recognise, however, that for the problem to be supported, the correct combinations of valid
hyperplanes must be encoded by the hidden layer. When this condition is not met, backprop will
converge to a local minimum. Several possible scenarios are now provided and a slrnulotlon
result depicting a local minimum ispresented for the XORtraining data.
Firstly,it is important to recognise the possible combinations of neuron hidden layer decision
planes that can support a global minimum:
.'
o
-.
o
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FIGURE 4-12: POSSIBLEHIDDEN LAYERDECISION PLANE COMBINATIONS THATCAN LEADTO GLOBAL
MINIMUM CONVERGENCE.
From figure 4-12, four valid hyperplane regions of placement can be observed for each
hidden node in the MLP. This gives a total of (24) 16 possible combinations of hyperplane
orientations and positions.A total of 4 hyperplane combinations with parallel but distinct locations
are possible - these are capable of supporting the XOR. A further 8 hyperplane combinations
which are perpendicular are possible and 4 with identical hyperplane orientations and positions.
The latter 12 combinations will not allow the functionality of the XOR to be supported and will,
therefore, cause backprop to converge to a local minimum. In figure 4-13, local minimum
convergence ispresented with perpendicular decision hyperplanes by (a) I/O Maps and (b) RMS
error plot.
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FIGURE4-13: (A). I/O MAP AND (B). RMS ERRORPLOTFORBACKPROP CONVERGENCE TO LOCAL
MINIMUM FOR"XOR".
By examining the RMSerror plot in figure 4-13b, it is clear that a non-optimal solution has been
obtained since intensive training fails to reduce the error beyond 0.37. Unfortunately, the RMSerror
plot gives no indication as to why the problem remains unsupported and so the I/O map (4-13a) is
included to indicate hidden layer decision boundaries. The I/O map shows two decision
boundaries - both lying in valid regions of decision space but of opposite slope. In essence, the
decision boundaries generated implement logical equivalents of OR and AND (in the case of
"AND", input XI is negated). There is no possible set of output layer weights that can separate the
two classes of XOR data from such logic operations as demonstrated in figure 4-14.
ah2
Key:-
• Logic "1"
o Logic "0"
1 ah]
FIGURE4-14: DEMONSTRATIONOF LEARNINGINCOMPATIBLEINTERNALREPRESENTATIONS.
Figure 4-14 shows that with the internal representation generated by the hidden layer, no
function exists that is capable of separating the XOR training vector classes.
The analysis of BackProp learning the XOR function may so far have concentrated solely on
the weaknesses of the algorithm. It is not the intention of this thesis to suggest that, contrary to
popular opinion, BackProp is an algorithm best avoided but to explain the problems that face it in
terms of functionality. To conclude the analysis of BackProp, the MLP and the XOR training
problem, an alternative network topology is presented from the work of Rummelhart et.a!. that is,
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our experiments show, incapable of converging to a local minimum through incompatible
hyperplane decision boundary generation for the XORset.
4.4 Alternative Network Topologies and effects on BackProp
Although the most commonly used architecture, the MLPdoes have variations such as the
cascade MLPwhich may be used as an alternative. Unlike the traditional MLP,the cascade MLP
has feedforward connections that penetrate beyond the immediate layer to neurons in
subsequently higher layers. As an example, figure 4-15 depicts a cascade MLP presented by
Rummelhart et.al. for learning the exclusive ORfunction by back-error propagation.
Throughout our experiments, network topologies are described according to the number of
processing units in each layer. For example an MLPcomprising 2 inputs, 2 hidden units and
output neuron may conveniently be represented by the numbers 2:2:1.
Input Hidden
Layer Layer
X10'-:::-------- __
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FIGURE4-15: CASCADEMLP SUITABLEFORXOR IMPLEMENTATION.
Notice that the output layer neuron in figure 4-15 not only connects to the hidden layer
neuron. but to those in the input layer as well. The extra connections to the output layer neuron
allow a reduction in hidden layer neurons from the conventional MLP2:2:1 requirement and also
reduce the total number of weights from 9 in the MLP to 7 in the cascade MLP. In essence,
cascade MLPsprovide similar functionality for a reduced neural and synaptic overhead. Network
size.however. is of crucial importance when training by back-error propagation because initial
conditions influence convergence properties more for small networks than larger networks.
In addition to choosing between standard and cascade MLP.the developer can. and indeed
must. decide upon the number of processing units to place in any number of neuron layers. It
should be apparent that increasing the number of processing units in a network will improve the
chances of it converging to a correct solution. Thisfollows from the hyperplane analysis presented
earlier, where it was shown that local minima were frequently encountered when incompatible.
yet valid, internal representations had been learnt. The simple exclusive OR example. highlights
this problem well; perpendicular or parallel and identical decision boundaries do not yield a
separable feature space. Statistically, the more neurons in the hidden layer. the greater the
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chance of producing the two required parallel hyperplanes, and therefore converging to a
global minimum.
From the above paragraphs, there can be envisaged a trade-off between network size and
ease of training. Much in the same way as it is harder to describe a scenario using a constrained
syntax than when allowing complete freedom of expression, it is harder to encode vital
functionality information into a network of minimum size than one larger than required. If one
were to plot network size against ease of training, we would expect some plateau where
increasing network size further provided no additional advantage. To test such a hypothesis, an
experiment has been developed to measure ease of convergence for a range of network sizes
using many different sets of initial conditions. Two such experiments have been performed, one for
the standard MLP architecture and another for the cascade MLP. Ease of convergence is
measured in two ways, as a function of the likelihood of convergence to a global minimum and
as a function of average convergence time to a similar minimum.
A total of 31 neural networks have been tested on the logic exclusive OR problem, 16 of these
are of the cascade connection strategy. For each network, back-error propagation was
executed one hundred times using different initial conditions but constant gain and momentum.
The values chosen for gain and momentum were 0.1 and 0.9 respectively: values suggested by
Rummelhart et.ol. in [56]. Figure 4-16 presents a plot of global convergence probability for the
standard and cascade MLPsas a function of the number of hidden neurons. Figure 4-17 provides
similar plots showing the average time for convergence (where networks failed to converge to a
global minimum, no penalty was imposed and the training sessionwas disregarded).
MlP Convergence probability for XOR problem as a funcHon
of hidden layer size
Cascade MlP convergence probability as a function of
hidden layer size
Number of hidden neurom 14 15
FIGURE 4-16: GRAPHS OF PROBABILITY OF CONVERGENCE AS A FUNCTION OF HIDDEN LAYER SIZE FOR
STANDARD AND CASCADE MLP's LEARNING THEXOR PROBLEM.
It can be appreciated from the plots in figure 4-16 that the cascade MLP has a 100 %
convergence rate irrespective of hidden layer size when learning the XOR data. This is not the
case for the standard MLP, the size of the network's hidden layer greatly influencing the chance
of global minimum convergence. As expected, the addition of neurons to the hidden layer of the
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standard MLPonly improves the chances of convergence to a certain point - beyond this number
(6 hidden neurons), no further improvements are observed or possible. Because a large number of
different initial conditions were used, our results imply that with 6 hidden units, the rate of
convergence will always be 100%. Assuming only four valid regions for hyperplane placement
exist and that the probabilities of their generation are equal, the chance of developing a second
parallel decision plane to one already in existence is0.5 The probability that these planes are not
in the same position is 0.5 to give a convergence probability of 0.25 for just two hidden neurons.
Experimentally, the convergence probability with two hidden neurons is 0.85, which although
lower than that found by Rummelhart et.ol-, is still much greater than that expected. From this,
one may only conclude that certain examples of our hypothetical local minima can never arise
in practice or that they are extremely unlikely to occur. Supposing that one were to suggest that it
is impossible for identical hyperplane generation to occur in practice (this is not the case
incidentally), this would still yield a convergence probability of 0.33 - well below the measured
0.85. Clearly then, the only other explanation is that two hidden units influence each other's
behaviour during training and restrict the positioning (and orientation) of hyperplanes generated
by their neighbours.
Average convergence time as a function of hidden layer size for standard and cascade MLPs leaming XOR
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FIGURE 4-1 7 : GLOBAL MINIMUM CONVERGENCE TIME AS A FUNCTION OF THENUMBER OF HIDDEN
NEURONS FOR STANDARD AND CASCADE MLPs LEARNING THEEXCLUSIVEOR FUNCTION.
Figure 4-17 shows the average convergence times of both standard and cascade MLP's
learning the XOR function against the number of hidden layer neurons. It can be readily observed
that there is no significant advantage to be gained in using either scheme since with the
exception of 1 hidden neuron (for which no valid standard MLPexists), both networks converge in
4 Using a similar 2:2: 1 network with random initial conditions, Rummelhart et.al. executed BackProp
"hundreds of times ... in only two cases the system encountered a local minimum".
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similar times. Of particular interest however, is that the convergence time of the standard MLP
2:2:1 network is approximately 3,000 iterations. Yves Chauvin, a student of Rummelhart et.a!.'s,
found the convergence rate to be approximately 245with a gain, 11,equal to 0.25 [23]. Increasing
our gain to 0.25 did speed up convergence, but not sufficiently to match Chauvin's result.
Indeed, where Chauvin was using a learning threshold of 0.01 per pattern we used a learning
threshold of 0.1 overall RMSerror to produce an average convergence time of 1,323 iterations.
Even if Chavin counted an iteration as an entire presentation of the training set, this would reduce
our convergence time to 330 iterations indicating that Chauvin's implementation converged
(with a lower training threshold) in about three quarter's the time taken by our BackProp
algorithm. Further tests have lead us to believe that the error measure used by Chauvin differs
substantially from the RMSmeasure used in our experiments. With an error of 0.01 per pattern,
output's must be either 0.99or 0.01 to satisfy the training threshold. At such a point, the gradient of
the sigmoid non-linearity is0.0099.Furthermore, error terms are very low (99xlO-6in magnitude) and
a gain of 0.25 makes any output neuron weight no greater than 24.75x10-6(ignoring momentum
term). Clearly such a weight change is so small as to be insignificant in altering network
performance, since even if the network were at a position of high gradient (which isnot the case),
the neuron output would not differ significantly from such a small weight change. The point here is
that if Chauvin measures errors using the same technique as ourselves, there is no conceivable
way that BackProp could converge in so few iterations. It is interesting to note that earlier
discussionsby Rummelhart et.a!. have described considering outputs equal or above 0.9 to be 1
and those equal or lower than 0.1 to be O. It is possible that Chauvin has carried these ideas over
and that his0.01 error criteria actually corresponds to 0.11.This,in conjunction with epoch update
would bring our experimental resultsin line with those of Chauvin.
Finally, to demonstrate the similarity of training time between standard and cascade MlP's
learning the XOR,figure 4-18presents a graph of standard MlP convergence time against that for
a corresponding cascade network.
0.98
0.92
0.9
0.88 j~_~ __ -+-.__ -+--_--I __ -+-__ -; ,__ --+- __ -+- __ +-- __ ~ --t-_---:
2 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Pbnbar of hidden unHs
FIGURE4-18: AVERAGE STANDARD MLP CONVERGENCE TIME AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGE
CASCADE MLP TRAINING TIME
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4.5 Discussion.
Despite offering increased computational power the MLP has been demonstrated to
complicate certain aspects of neural training; and unlike the single layer systems.MLPscan
converge to local minima even when the network architecture is capable of supporting the
problem.
Functionality analysis has shown that the training vectors (Le. the problem being learnt) can
cause regions of zero gradient in the error surface. In the XOR example. this minimum occurs
where all network weights are zero and is shown to greatly increase training times even when
weights have small random values. Thisphenomena was due to non-unateness of the learning
problem and was labelled as crosspattern interference to indicate that training vectors worked in
competition with each other. thereby reducing weight magnitude changes. Where functions are
non-linearly separable but unate. cross-pattern interference could still occur - such situations
would correspond to conflicting weight magnitude requirements (e.g. w ~ 5 and W:5: 3). Should a
weight. w. be midway between two such constraints. the gradient of the error surface should be
zero. From this.we infer that non-linearly separable functions can cause zero gradient regions in
arbitrary positions in weight/error space. Furthermore. using functionality information from the
training vectors. it may be possible to anticipate where such zero gradient regions lie and
develop weight constraints (e.g. w ~ 1) to ensure that the network always remains outside such
minima.
In addition to minima caused by cross-pattern interference. the sigmoid non-linearity has been
shown to create additional regions of (near) zero gradient on the error surface where the error is
very high. Theoretically. the gradient of the error surface can never be zero at such points, but it
can become so minute that arithmetic rounding errorscan result in zero weight change. thereby
trapping a network in a non-optimal state. It is important to note. however, that these regions are
not local minima, and that a well parameterised BackProp algorithm starting with a correctly
initialised MLPshould never enter such areas of error space.
Finally,a second type of local minimum was described that was generated by the learning of
valid but incompatible internal representations. Here. a graphical representation of learning was
presented showing possible hyperplane decision boundary placement. A probability of global
minimum convergence was calculated for a 2:2:1 MLP learning the XOR at 0.25. Experimental
results indicated a global convergence probability of 0.85 implying that many of the possible
minima either did not exist or were located in areas of the error surface which a network with
small random weights was unlikely to traverse. Theoretically. the described minima should exist
and additional experiments were performed to test the hypothesis. Networks were started in
positions corresponding to the aforementioned minima and BackProp learning executed with
epoch update and gain/momentum values 0.1/0.9 respectively. In all cases, no weight changes
occurred indicating that the network was stuck in a local minimum.
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The cascade MLP architecture was introduced for the XOR problem which, experiments
showed, was incapable of converging to a local minimum created by incompatible internal
representation. Thisresult isconsistent with theory since only one internal representation isallowed
and so no such minimum exists.
Training times were analysed and a conflict in results between those presented in our
simulations and those from earlier published analyses by Chauvin was apparent. It was
concluded by analysis of possible weight change characteristics that Chauvin's error criterion
could not be equivalent that of our own. Furthermore, by assuming that Chauvin had carried out
rules developed earlier by Rummelhart et.ol.. it was found that our resultscould be considered
comparable.
Overall, the analysisof functionality information from the XORtraining data suggest that. since
parametric requirements of networks were easily identified, such data could form the basis of a
scheme to learn non-unate, completely specified training sets.
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Chapter Five:
Multi Layer Sensitised Path Techniques
5. Multi Layer Sensitised Path Techniques
Thus far this thesis has introduced some of the most fundamental theoretical aspects of
feedforward neural computing with single and multi-layer perceptron networks. By representation
of functionality as propagations of binary transitions from input to output. implied parametric
descriptions of neural network requirements have been shown to existwhere the learning function
is linearly separable and completely specified. The CoDaSiL algorithm provided a simple non-
iterative means of determining network parameters (Le.weight and threshold terms) but failed to
provide a sensible solution to the XOR logic function. Chapter four investigated. among other
things. the reasons behind representational failures when learning the XOR problem by both
CoDaSiLand BackProp techniques.
Thischapter introduces more powerful schemes that not only handle non-unate problems such
as the XOR. but can extract functionality information from training sets that are incompletely
specified. Following from the earlier work in chapter four. a method is presented that allows
completely specified non-unate function implementation by neural network. Thisscheme. referred
to as the NuCoDaMuL - an acronym of non-unate complete-data multi-tayer training scheme.
presents BackProp with a set of weight constraints which must be adhered to in order to ensure
function support and the circumnavigation of any local minima on the error surface. Further
extensions are then addressed to allow functionality extraction from incompletely specified
training sets. Here. the emphasis is on generating a hardwired feature-level network whose
outputs create a linearly separable learning problem for BackProp. Thistraining scheme isreferred
to as the NuMuLand incorporates five different operating modes. The first two rely on BackProp to
complete the training process whilst the latter three. referred to as recursive NuMuL require no
additional training algorithm.
5.1 Introduction
Several of the weaknesses of BackProp highlighted in chapter four are well recognised and
documented [67]. and questions still regularly appear regarding the nature of MLPerror surfaces
[68]. [69]. Many scientists have invested their efforts in attempts to develop BackProp
enhancements which reduce or remove such problems. but no unified BackProp algorithm exists
that can guarantee global convergence to an arbitrary function in a single training attempt.
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Popular examples of BackProp enhancements include weight smoothing to improve
generalisation [70]. second order gradient descent [71]. and dynamic leaming rates [72] to assist
convergence. plus a host of other techniques [73]. [74]. Other scientists have proposed extensive
data pre-processing to assist in the leaming of pattems where geometrical transformations are
commonplace [75]. [76]. [77] and mathematical analysis on BackProp architectural requirements
have been presented to assistnetwork designers [78]. As observed in chapter four. increasing the
number of hidden units will. to a point. improve the chances that BackProp will converge to a
global minimum and one suggestion is to train large networks and prune redundant neurons from
successful solutions [79]. [80]. It is important to understand that. with the exception of data pre-
processing. none of the above techniques takes any account of the nature of the training data.
Furthermore. where data pre-processing is performed. the network designer must have a good
understanding of the data set itself - otherwise there would be no guarantee that such pre-
processing would assistthe leaming mechanism.
It is interesting to observe that in many instances the fundamentals of network functionality and
switching theory have been ignored. Despite the recognised similarity between artificial neurons
and threshold logic units. many paradigms still rely upon training schemes that leam by
minimisation of error and take no account of the information they are attempting to leam. One
explanation of this could be the enthusiasm for continuous or analogue neural signals. Thisstems
largely from many scientist's desire for biological plausibility; the human brain. it is well known. is
not a digital neural computer - human neurons output continuous stimuli and. by definition. must
also therefore receive continuous stimuli from other cells. Thisthesis suggests that there may be
more issuesinvolved: for instance. if biological plausibility is the key to intelligent automata. then
why is a mechanism such as BackProp so popular - there is no evidence that human brain cells
have any error backpropagation and differentiation capabilities? Perhaps it is more so the idea
of a physical interpretation that is so attractive - the BackProp analogy of a ball rolling down an
incline to describe leaming clearly has very" natural" characteristics.
Networks do exist that transmit purely digital signals between processing units although it can
be argued that since weights in such systemsare continuous they are not truly binary networks.
The single layer perceptron and Madaline networks belong to this category. as do networks
trained by the CoDaSiL and multi-layer enhancements. Hopfield networks are binary systems
demonstrating characteristics of associative memory. All of these systems however. should be
regarded as hybrid networks since they are only binary in the transmissionof their signals - inside
the neurons. continuous mathematics determines signal dynamics before transmission.Just as it is
important to differentiate between continuous nets such as the MLPand pseudo-binary nets such
as the Madaline. it is equally important to recognise the difference between pseudo-binary and
binary networks.
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True binary networks do not contain the continuous valued weight or threshold terms of other
nets and are often, consequently, referred to as weightless neural nets. Just as continuous
networks have many candidate application areas, so do binary nets. Examples include the
WIZARDnetwork which excels in pattern recognition tasks [81], and ADAM, a binary associative
memory [82], [83]. Although these paradigms do not directly relate to the work contained in this
thesis, it is important to understand that purely binary neural nets can be constructed and that
consequently switching theory can play a significant role in the understanding of neural nets in
general.
Thissection now aims to extend the capabilities of the CoDaSil single layer algorithm. Firstly,a
weight constraint generation scheme is addressed which manipulates the simultaneous
inequalities formed by substitution of training samples unit Hamming Distance apart into the
standard model operation equation. The technique is demonstrated with the XOR problem:
weight constraints and network architecture are generated and passed to a modified BackProp
engine in the form of a constraint database. BackProp executes in the normal manner, but
checks each gradient descent based weight change against the constraint database. Should
BackProp attempt to modify the weights in such a way as to violate any constraint. the weight
change is aborted and constraints are applied to the entire network to ensure consistency with
the database. The aim of this experiment is to demonstrate the role of switching theory in
continuous neural net (in this case the MlP) training and to act as a feasibility study for future
paradigms.
Following the work of constraint based training, neuron weight strengths are implied by an
enhanced algorithm where the training set isincompletely specified.
5.2 Concepts of Monotonicity.
Although linear separability isa well recognised requirement for single standard-model neuron
implementation, this thesis has concentrated on the implications of such a requirement. For
example, the first sensitised path training scheme began by analysing vectors unit Hamming
Distance apart assuming linear separability existed in the training set. Failure to recognise non-
separability was shown to result in networks that either encoded no information (i.e. NUll networks
where all weights and threshold were zero) or represented the training set inadequately (i.e. did
not produce architecturally optimal solutions like the pocket algorithm for instance). Asoutlined in
the introduction of this section, the algorithms in this thesisaim to provide network solutions to non-
separable problems by analysisof training set functionality. Such a method dictates the necessity
of recognising non-separable training sets and taking appropriate steps to learn linearly
separable subsets of the data providing a set of stimuli that can be mapped to the correct
corresponding target response by a threshold logic unit or perceptron. Clearly, the first step is to
understand the functional characteristics of an arbitrary Boolean function that belongs to the
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non-linearly separable class. Thisis attempted by utilising the concepts of monotonicity which is
developed in the following definitions.
[-De~~~; g2~~, and only if, any x satisfying f(x)=l also satisfies g(x)=l,but not necessarily conversely. Denoted in this thesis by £ ~ g. [64J
Definition 28: ]
if £ ~ g or g ~ £ then £ and g are said to be comparab~e. [64J
----------------------------------
The following definitions relate to logic functions consisting n variables.
Definition 29:
k-assignment is an assignment of binary values 0 and 1 to k out of n
variables. [64 J~---
Definition 30:
f is k-cOlZ!Parab~e if ei ther fA c fA or fA C fA holds for each k-assignment
to A out of n variables. [64J
Definition 31:
f is m-monotonic is f is k-comparable for all k such that 1 S k s m. If
m=n, f is said to be completely monotonic. [64]
Although all threshold (Le. linearly separable) functions are completely monotonic. non-
threshold functions exist that also exhibit the same property. Consequently. complete
monotonicity is a necessary but insufficient condition for linear separability. A stronger condition.
known as asummability. existswhich has been shown to be both a necessary and sufficient for
linear separability [47].
Definition 32:
A function is k-summa.b~e if for some k (2 s k s n) the vector sum of k
vectors from the true set is equal to the vector sum of k vectors from the
false set. Otherwise, the function is said to be k-asummable. [47]
It has been shown [65] that complete monotonicity isequivalent to 2-asummability and that for
n ~ 8. complete monotonicity isa necessary and sufficient condition for linear separability [47]. For
n = 9. however. there are completely monotonic functions that are not-linearly separable [66].
Asummability is a computationally expensive property to check for and once determining that a
function is non-separable due to k-summability. one has little idea how to circumvent the
problem of finding a linearly separable subset of the function. Monotonicities. however. specify a
direct ordering of threshold gate weights and so a failure of a function to be m-monotonic implies
a breakdown in the ordering relationship. Furthermore. because the majority of functions that are
completely monotonic are linearly separable [47]. we assume non-separability will also result in a
detectable non-monotonicity. This simplifies the requirements of any training mechanism
developed to circumnavigate problems associated with monotonic violations and resultsin much
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more time efficient algorithms at the expense of being unable to completely guarantee problem
support.
To begin solving non-linearly separable problems, the property of non-unateness is first tackled
by relationship to monotonic characteristics.
Rule 11:
Unate functions are i-monotonic and non-unate functions are not i-monotonic
(i-non-monotonic) .
Rule 11 isof prime significance since it isessential that non-unateness be understood in terms of
a concept that can be expanded to encompass other characteristics that make functions non-
linearly separable. It may be easily proved as follows:
Proof 2: Equivalence of unateness and 1-monotonicity.
Consider an arbitrary logic function, f(x). If f(x) is positive in a given
variable, Xj, then in any complete assignment f- cf «:> otherwise, if f (x) is
x} - j
negative in that same variable then Ix. cI;- i.e., in either case f(x) is 1-
} J
comparable. A function unate in Xj therefore has the condition that I~~I~
or I~ c;; Ix}' and a non-una te function the condi tion tha t Ix} et:. I~ and
I~«t, (i.e. f(x) is not i-comparable).
The definition of i-monotonicity states that f(x) must be i-comparable and
therefore that functions which are not i-monotonic are also not 1-
comparable. Clearly then, unateness, l-comparability and l-monotonici~ are
equiva~ent concepts.
5.3 Non-unate Complete Data Sensitised Path (NuCoDaMuL).
The NuCoDaMuL (firstpresented in (84]) isa scheme developed to generate weight constraints
for use by modified traditional learning schemes. It is designed purely for manipulation of
completely specified Boolean functions, and isa precursor to more powerful learning mechanisms
that are developed throughout this chapter. Although any traditional weight update scheme can
be used with NuCoDaMul, BackProp has been chosen since it is a popular scheme capable of
learning non-linearly separable problems. The aim of the NuCoDaMuL is, in this instance, to
improve the learning characteristics of BackProp and prevent local minimum convergence.
Inspired by the CoDaSiL the NuCoDaMuL maintains emphasis on functionality represented as
propagations of binary 0/1 transitions but avoids use of the point counting scheme. Instead,
utilisation of the sensitivity matrix generated by the modified Boolean Difference approach in
conjunction with network dynamics and operational inequalities allows relative weight strengths
to be computed.
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Once weight constraints have been calculated, they are fed to a modified BackProp
algorithm in the form of a constraint database. BackProp isexecuted in the normal manner, gain
and momentum parameters being unrestricted and chosen as normal. BackProp weight changes
are applied as dictated by gradient descent but a supervisor process checks network/database
consistency upon each weight modification. Should the supervisor detect a conflict between
network weights and database constraints, BackProp is temporarily halted while the supervisor
adjusts the network weights so that they no longer violate any constraint in the entire database.
Once all database violations have been removed, BackProp is returned control of the network
and continues either until convergence or another weight constraint violation occurs.
5.3.1 Algorithm Description and Relevant Theory.
Section 3.5 showed that by analysing training vectors unit Hamming Distance apart, all the
necessary information to encode a completely specified separable function into a neural
network could be extracted. There is no reason to suggest that such sensitivity information cannot
be extracted for completely specified non-separable problems. It was shown, however, that the
point-counting scheme employed in the CoDaSiL failed to produce a set of weights that could
support the XORfunction. Further examination of the CoDaSiL result revealed that much of the
necessary information required to implement the XORfunction was present in the sensitivitymatrix
but had been incorrectly interpreted by the point counting mechanism. In particular, the stimulus
equation (equation 3-9) that had been used to generate the sensitivity matrix was completely
ignored. Rule4, the stimulus-type determination rule, has a direct correlation with the implication
relationships of comparability and, therefore, to separability. To clarify this point, rule 4 is now
reformulated to address unateness separability issues.
Rule 12:
If a given variable, a, has exc2usive2y excitatory properties in a
function, f, then f(a) increases with a, i.e. f is exc2usive2y positive in
a, f..;;J f.. Conversely, for exc2usive2y inhibi tory a, then f (a) decreases
with increasing a, i.e. f is exc2usive2y negative in a, f. k f•.
Figure 5-1 presents the truth table and corresponding sensitivity matrix for the XOR logic
function. It is clear that the function is neither exclusively positive nor negative in either input
variable XI, X2, and istherefore not l-comparable, l-monotonic, unate, or linearly separable.
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TRUTH TABLE SENSITIVITY MATRIX
F(XJ
X, X2 = X,X2+X,X2
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
X, X2
+ +
- +
+ -
- -
FIGURE5-1 : XOR TRUTHTABLEANDCORRESPONDINGSENSITIVITYMATRIX.
The analysis of MLP functionality in chapter four demonstrated that by learning linearly
separable subsets from a set of training vectors it was possible to create a linearly separable
feature-level problem space. However, in the case of BackProp, one problem was shown to be
the possible learning of separable subsets from the training set that failed to produce a
corresponding separable problem space at the hidden layer. Such learning is characterised by
the ignorance of at least one of the input sensitivities present in the function Is corresponding
sensitivity matrix. Clearly, in a situation where we wish to support a non-unate function, we must
recognise that the function is both positive and negative in the corresponding input variables.
Failure to recognise such a fact wi" prevent realisation. In simple terms, by ensuring that a"
positive and negative sensitivitiesare propagated to the output layer, we are guaranteed to
create a linearly separable problem space at the outputs of the hidden layer (provided no higher
order monotonicity violations exist). There are many ways to achieve this, but the simplest is to
propagate a" positive sensitivities through one neuron and a" negative sensitivities through
another. Thisissummarised by a rule as follows:
Rule 13:
Non-unate function support by MLP may be achieved with the generation of
two neurons in a hidden layer for an arbitrary output. Ensuring propagation
of positive sensitivities through one of these neurons and negative
sensitivities through the other will result in a linearly separable,
feature-level problem space.
The key phrase in rule 13 is "ensuring propagation ...". One way of achieving this is to identify
the linearly separable subsets of the training data and use the method of simultaneous
inequalities to determine weight requirements for a TLU.Clearly, these linearly separable subsets
will be characterised by the l-comparability relationships implied by the type of sensitivity (i.e.
positive or negative) being propagated. Two functions therefore must be produced from the
original training set that are linearly separable and, together, represent a" input sensitivitieslisted
in the sensitivitymatrix. Byensuring positive sensitivitypropagation through one hidden neuron we
create an excitatory (or positive) node and likewise, an inhibitory (or negative) node is created
by ensuring negative sensitivity propagation through the remaining neuron. In such an instance,
we are guaranteed that the functions provided by the hidden nodes are l-comparable (i.e. fA;;;
fA for an arbitrary I-assignment in the positive neuron and fA s: fA for an arbitrary l-assignment in
the negative node). Consequently, there is no requirement for a search in the training vectors for
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linearly separable subsetsthat match the comparability relationships - by ensuring propagation of
all sensitivities,we are guaranteed to generate such subsets. In essence, the training vectors may
be split into two separate sets,one set for each neuron. In the case of the excitatory neuron, all
training vectors and their sensitivities from the original set are copied across that possess any
positive input sensitivities.Should any of these vectors possessnegative sensitivities as well, they
are still copied but respective negative sensitivities are ignored (i.e., negative sensitivities are
regarded as non-sensitivities) to maintain consistency with the l-monotonicity requirement of
linear separability. Similarly,vectors possessingnegative sensitivities are copied into the set for the
inhibitory hidden neuron, ignoring any positive sensitivities present in the vectors. This is
demonstrated in table 5-1 for the XORproblem.
EXCITATORYNODE(POSITIVES NSITIVITIES) INHIBITORYNODE(NEGATIVES NSITIVITIES)
A B OUTPUT A B OUTPUT
0+ 0+ 0 0- 1 1
0 ,+ 1 , 0- ,
1+ 0 , ,- ,- 0
TABLE5-1 : HIDDENNEURONTRAININGVECTORANDSENSITIVITYASSIGNMENT.
It can be appreciated that 1-comparability exists in both neuron training subsets and that 1-
monotonic violations therefore do not occur. Generation of weight constraints for an MLP from
these training subsetscan now be accomplished using the method of simultaneous inequalities.
As an example, the extraction of weight constraints for the inhibitory hidden neuron is
presented. Taking an example training vector (0- 1 I 1) for the inhibitory node, it is clear that
negative sensitivity propagation requires negative weight on the respective connection(s}. Thisis
clarified as follows:
0- 1 I 1 ~ 1- 1 I 0
The above statement is read as "input vector XI=O, X2=1 has TRUEoutput and negative
sensitivity on the first input thereby implying input vector xI=X2=1produces a FALSEoutput".
Substitution of the known and implied input vectors and their corresponding outputs into the
standard model inequality produces:
W2 + Bias> 0
WI + W2 + Bias < 0
By analysing the inequalities above, it is easy to appreciate that the weight on input XI (wI) is
negative and that other constraints can be extracted from these two vectors as demonstrated in
table 5-2.
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X, X2 F(x) EQUATION& WEIGHTCONSTRAINTS
WB+ BIAS>0
:. BIAS>WB
0- 1 1 WA+WB+BIAS< 0
:. WA< 0
1- 1 0 0+0 + BIAS>0
:. BIAS>0
WA+WB+BIAS< 0
:. BIAS< WA+WB
TABLE5-2: EXAMPLEWEIGHTCONSTRAINTEXTRACTION.
Performing the same analysis on all the other vectors for both this node and the excitatory
node provides the weight constraints in table 5-3.
NEURONH1 (POSITIVES NSITIVITIES)CONSTRAINTSNEURONH2 (NEGATIVESENSITIVITIES)CONSTRAINTS
TRAINING
VECTOR WI W2 BIAS(e) WI W2 BIAS(e)
+VE +VE -VE
00 >e >8 <WI N/A N/A N/A
<W2
+VE
01 N/A +VE -VE -VE N/A >W2
>e <W2 <8 <WI+W2
+VE
10 +VE N/A -VE N/A -VE >WI
>8 <WI <8 <WI+W2
<WI+WZ
11 N/A N/A N/A -VE -VE >WI
<8 <8 >W2
TABLE5-3 : NON-UNATEWEIGHTCONSTRAINTGENERATIONFORXOR FUNCTION.
In practice, just satisfying the above constraints will not guarantee that input sensitivities shall
be propagated through the hidden layer to form an appropriate linearly separable feature
space. The reason for this is that the above analysis applies accurately only to sensitivity
propagation through perceptrons with T-Iogic threshold functions. Naturally, with the MLP, hard
limiters are replaced with sigmoid non-lineorltles which vary continuously with net input value.
Sensitivity propagation through a threshold logic function is simply a matter of ensuring that
certain weights are greater than others, the amount by which they are greater is not important
since the switching region is discontinuous. With the sigmoid function, this is not the case and
constraints should, therefore, include a constant discrimination factor to ensure that opposite
class vectors are sufficiently distant in net input space to allow the sigmoid room to switch - this is
demonstrated in figure 5-2.
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In figure 5-2, it can be appreciated that for
the output to switch between 0 and 1, the net
input must vary by an infinite amount. With the
MLP, however, neuron outputs below 0.1 are
generally considered as class 0 and values
greater than 0.9 are considered as class 1: to
switch between these values requires net input
changes in the order of 5.0.
As a consequence of this, when a weight constraint such as W, > 0 exists, to guarantee
sensitivitypropagation through a sigmoid threshold neuron we should reformulate this as :
-2. s 2.'
By adhering to these modified constraints, we are guaranteed that all sensitive paths for a
given training vector are stimulated when that vector isapplied.
NttInput
In this experiment. the intention is not to produce a hardwired separable feature level input
space, but to allow BackProp complete freedom of operation yet preventing local minima
convergence. This is achieved by enforcing weight magnitude constraints only when polarity
constraints are violated. For example. in table 5-3 there is a bias constraint such that e must be
negative and greater in magnitude than either input weight but less than their sum. Weight
constraints are loaded into the backprop weight adjustment code and during training, the
weights are checked against their polarity constraints. If a polarity constraint is violated, then the
weight polarity and magnitude constraints are applied to the offending weight such that the
weight value just satisfies required conditions: this technique is referred to as minimal required
disturbance. The order in which weights are disturbed is not important since, after several
iterations, all weights should be within their polarity constraint limitsI.
5.3.2 Simulation Results.
In figure 4-14 backprop was shown failing to converge to a global minimum when leaming the
XOR.Simulation resultsfrom running the same problem under identical conditions with sensitised
path weight constraints are now presented in the following passages.
I All simulations results have been obtained by modifying input weights first (WI, W2, .. ) then the bias
(e).'The excitatory node is considered before the inhibitory.
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(A). UNASSISTEDBACKPROPRMSERRORPLOT. (B). CONSTRAINEDBACKPROPRMSERRORPLOT.
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FIGURE5-3 : RMS ERRORPLOTSFORNORMAL AND ASSISTEDBACKPROPLEARNING"XOR".
Figure 5-3a shows the RMS error plot from unassisted backprop (Le. backprop without
functionality constraints): after several thousand iterations, it is apparent that the network has
reached a local minimum since further training iterations fail to reduce the network error any
further. The RMS error plot shown in 5-3b is taken from running the same experiment under
identical conditions but with the inclusion of functionality constraints. It can be appreciated that,
where backprop previously failed, functionality constraints have enabled convergence to a
global minimum. Additionally, it is interesting to note that assisted backprop converged to a
global minimum in fewer iterations than taken by unassisted backprop in finding a local minimum.
In fact, the inclusion of functionality constraints has made backprop behave much the way it
would when learning a separable function : the plateau region has been removed to leave the
characteristic exponential error decrease typically found when learning separable functions.
(A). UNASSISTEDBACKPROPWEIGHTVALUEPLOT. (A).CONSTRAINTEDBACKPROPWEIGHTVALUEPLOT.
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FIGURE5-4 : WEIGHTVALUEPLOTSVS. TRAININGITERATIONFORNORMAL AND ASSISTEDBACKPROP
LEARNINGuXOR".
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Figure5-4presentsplots of network weights as a function of training time. In the unassistedcase
(5-4a), weight changes are seen to be smooth and in some cases monotonic. Initially, we see
smallweight changes being made for about the first 1,000iterations causing the plateau region in
the unassistedbackprop RMSerror plot. The reason behind these small weight changes is cross-
pattern interference, where weights are being modified firstlyin one direction only to be changed
back upon the application of a later training sample. Thisis a predictable result from sensitivity
theory: where an input is known to have both positive and negative sensitivitiesit follows that it
requires both positive and negative weight. BackProp has no prior knowledge of such a
requirement however, and simply moves the weight backwards and forwards in weight space.
Although, with random weights, the "pull" in one direction should be slightly larger than in the
other, the weight changes largely cancel out until the effect of the smaller modifier diminishes.
Once the network's behaviour becomes dominated by one of the attractive forces (these
modifying 'forces' are often referred to as basins of attraction), we begin to observe much larger
weight changes and corresponding drop in RMSerror.
In the assistedbackprop case, none of the plateau characteristics appear in the weight plot.
Modifications are seen to be made in all hidden layer weights within the firstfew training iterations
and thereafter smooth, completely monotonic changes to output layer weights. Although not
presented here, graphs of constraint violations against training iteration have shown that
although the vast majority of violations (and therefore constraint applications) take place during
the first50 training iterations, violations do occur throughout the whole training cycle.
Finally, the arrival of a local minimum in the unassisted backprop case can be observed as
each hidden layer neuron generates a valid hyperplane location. The gradient of the error
surface at this point becomes progressively closer to zero corresponding to smaller weight
changes and a reduction in the rate of RMSerror decrease. Eventually, the hidden layer ceases
training altogether (characterised by the levelling out of several weights in the plot) while the
output layer attempts to find a solution from the decision boundaries generated by the hidden
neurons. Unfortunately, no such solution existsand although the output layer weights continue to
change, no further drop in RMSerror isnoticed.
The previous plots showed a decrease in the number of training iterations required by
backprop to learn the XOR function when provided with sensitivity analysis constraints. For
completeness, plots are provided showing the number of training iterations required by backprop,
in both assistedand unassistedcases, for a variety of gain and momentum values.
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(A). UNASSISTED BACKPROP CONVERGENCE SURFACE. (B). CONSTRAINED BACK PROP CONVERGENCE SURFACE.
Momentum
FIGURE 5-5: CONVERGENCE SURFACESFOR (A). UNASSISTEDBACKPROP AND (B). CONSTRAINED
BACKPROP LEARNING XOR.
The convergence surfaces provided in figure 5-5 show that the inclusion of weight constraints
provide more robust performance which is influenced to a lesser extent by gain and momentum.
It is interesting that the normal backprop convergence surface has numerous ravines (where
convergence to a global minimum occurred) flanked by plateau regions where local minima
were encountered. This demonstrates that backprop is highly sensitive to gain and momentum
values (at least in the case where the target function is non-unate) and that these relationships
are highly complex and non-linear. Examination of the assisted convergence surface shows a
monotonic 'time' decrease with gain and momentum increase. The relationships between
convergence time and gain and momentum appear to be fairly simple over the region of
interest: an analysis involving several points suggested a negatively proportional relationship with
momentum and a negative inversely proportional relationship with gain, i.e. :
Convergence Time o:
1
Gain
oc - Momentum
Figure 5-6 shows (a) the assisted convergence surface model and (b) the deviation of this
model from the simulation results. A total of three points were used to construct the model as
follows, denoted in the form (Gain, Momentum) : (0.1,0.0), (0.2,0.0) and (1.0,0.1).
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Mathematically Modelled Assisted Convergence Surface
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FIGURE 5-6: MATHEMATICALLY MODELLED CONVERGENCE SURFACE AND ITS DEVIATION FROM
SIMULATION RESULTS.
Inspection of the mathematically modelled convergence surface reveals very similar
characteristics beiween the predicted and observed cases. Naturally, any errors in the model
should produce greater deviations as we obtain predicted times for points progressivelyfurther
away from the reference points used to generate the model. Deviations should also be more
noticeable at these points due to the fact that any inaccuracies will be more noticeable where
the predicted and observed value are both small.We therefore believe our model to be of some
interest since predicated values fit closely to observed resultsover a large range of gain and
momentum. As the value of momentum is increased from 0.8 to 0.9, a sharp deterioration is
noticed for values of gain greater than 0.5 suggestinga breakdown in the convergence surface
model for large values of momentum. Theoretically, it should be possible,however, to predict the
convergence time for any value of gain and momentum provided that the starting weights are
known (although the model will become especially complex as we increase the range of our
predictions). In the real case, initial weights are random which creates a problem due to
BackProp's sensitivityto these initial values. Thismakes convergence time prediction, even with
functionality constraints, impracticable and has been included here only to highlight the stable
behaviour of assistedbackprop.
5.4 Non-Unate Multilayer (NuMul.J Sensitised Path Techniques.
In the previoussections,functionality information has been extracted from training vectors unit
Hamming distance apart. Byexamining such pairs of training vectors, sensitivepath requirements
were easily identified and methods for handling linearly separable and non-unate functions have
been described which detect functionality requirements and generate appropriate supporting
architectures. Forthese methods to function, however, a complete training set isrequired so that
no ambiguity as to an input's sensitivityexists.Where complete training setsare not available (as is
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the general case), these methods fail since there is no way of computing the Boolean Difference
when more than one dynamic literal is involved. In this section, the problems of handling
incomplete training setsare addressed and extensions are presented that allow sensitivity analysis
of partial training setsusing modified Boolean Difference methods.
There are currently five different versionsof NuMul. versions I (presented in [85], [86]) and II build
purely feature level networks which require further training by a traditional weight update
scheme, while versions III through V build completely trained nets. Within these two categories,
other features have been incorporated: versions II, IV and V remove redundant neurons from
networks as they are trained, and version V includes layer promotion - a technique that moves
neurons in a hidden layer that support an output to the uppermost layer of a network.
There are essentially seven theoretical areas behind the NuMul training schemes, listed as
follows:
I. Sensitivityanalysis for arbitrary Hamming separation.
II. Functionality Fusionby Hamming Sensitivities
III. Hyperplane Component Search Schemes
IV. Handling non-unate data (architecture definition)
V. Biascalculation
VI. Neuron pruning
VII. Training Completion / RecursiveNuMul
5.4.1 Sensitivity Assignment for Incomplete Training Sets.
VECTOR A B OUTPUT
1 0 0 0
2 1 1 1
TABLE5-4: SAMPLEVECTORS2 UNITSDISTANTINHAMMINGSPACE.
Table 5-4 presents two sample vectors with inputs A and B which are two units distant in
Hamming Space. It can be appreciated that no concrete sensitivity information exists with
respect to an individual input, the standard Boolean Difference approach being unsuitable for
application where the Hamming Distance between vectors is ~ 2. However, in the case of
(Hamming Distance) HD=2, there are only 3 valid ways of assigning sensitivities to individual
inputs:-
A B. AB
The above states that inputs A and B can be exclusively or mutually sensitive in so far that the
output reacts to only one input or to both inputs. In general, it ispossible to calculate the number
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of possible ways in which inputs may be arbitrarily labelled as sensitive or insensitive for an n-literal
problem using the formula in equation 5-1:
EQUATION 5- 1
where Nsa is the number of possible arbitrary assignments of sensitivity to an n
literal problem.
The reason for subtracting one is to remove the instance where no inputs are flagged as
sensitive: since there isa change in output state, there must be at least one sensitive input.
In order to design an algorithm capable of handling incompletely specified functions, it is
paramount that we determine which of all Nsa possible assignments to utilise in the general case.
Thisis important since each assignment scheme will imply a different corresponding logic function.
Returning to the 2-literal example, there are a total of four logic functions which provide the same
input/output mapping for vectors A=B=Qand A=B=l:
Fl (A, B) =A
F2 (A, B) =B
F3 (A, B) =A. B
F4 (A, B) =A+B
To recap, the possible sensitivity assignment schemes are:
a). A alone sensitive
b). B alone sensitive
c). A and B sensitive
Assignment scheme a can realise only function F I, scheme b can realise only function F2, whilst
scheme c can realise both F3 and F4. The mechanics behind this statement shall be discussed
shortly, but it is because of this property, and that there is no information to imply that any input
should be treated differently from another, that equal sensitivity is applied to all involved inputs.
The reason why assignment scheme c can realise two functions is because there are two different
valid bias levels. For example, if weights were assigned (on the basis of sensitivity) as +1 to each
input. then a bias level of -0.5 would implement an OR gate (t» while a bias level of -1.5 would
implement an AND gate (X).
S'(x) = VI (x). v2(x) + VI (x). v2 (x)
= VI (X) El:) v2 (X)
for 1 S x S n
Rule 14:
For a pair of opposi te class vectors denoted in array form as '17'1 (x) '17'2 (x)
and separated n uni ts in Hamming Space, the pattern of applied input
sensitivities ((x) is given by (from equation 3-9):
Rule 14 simply states that if two vectors of opposite class exist. then to support the output
mapping between the vectors one assignssensitivities to each literal that switches. Thisis referred
to as complete sensitivity assignment.
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In the general case, where vectors are separated by HO units in Hamming Space, HO different
logic functions can be implemented if all inputs are considered equally sensitive.Thiscan be
clarified by considering unity weight assignment to all inputs on the basis of sensitivity, the net
input to a node generated from comparing two vectors HO units distant in Hamming Space can
range between 0 and HO. Biaslevelsfor such a systemcould take magnitude values between 0.5
and HO-O.S: providing a total of HO different logic functions. Thus,as the unspecified problem
space increases,complete sensitivityassignment improves linearly in comparison to any single
sensitivityassignmentscheme.
5.4.2 H-Space Sensitisation.
In practice, sensitivityextraction will need to be performed for many pairs of training vectors.
As of yet. it has not been described how training vectors are linked together and marked for
sensitivityanalysis- thisshall be dealt with in the next section. For the time being, it need only be
appreciated that an algorithm must attempt to fuse the data from as many vector pairs as
possible into one neuron to avoid generating a huge network that over-fits the data. In order to
facilitate functionality fusion, the sensitivityassignment procedure must be extended to reflect the
number of paths being sensitisedat anyone time. Thisshall be demonstrated by example, but
essentially, input sensitivitiesmust be mapped into switching space to reflect the strength of
weight required on any individual input. Consider now two vectors 8 Hamming units distant from
one another and another two vectors 4 Hamming unitsapart :
FIGURE 5-7: SAMPLE 4 VECTOR TRAINING SET.
From the two sets provided in figure 5-7, the only information available regarding the
candidate logic function is: a switch from 0 to 1 across bits 2 through 9 causes a transition in
output from 0 to 1, as does a similar switch across bits 11 through 14. Using the previous
weight/sensitivity assignment scheme with the point counting technique would provide the
following final values for the input weights.
TABLE 5-5: TLU IMPLEMENTATION WEIGHT STRENGTHS USING CODASIL POINT COUNTING ON
SENSITIVITIES FROM THE TRAINING DATA FROM FIGURE 5-7.
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The failing with the CoDaSiLweight assignment scheme is that there is no account made of the
number of bits required to cause an output transition. For instance, if the assumption that a
change on bits 11 through 14can cause the output to switch as can a change on bits 2 through
9, a flaw can be seen in the weight assignment scheme. In the first instance, the output changes
when just four bits toggle (bits 11- 14),while in the second case, 8 input switches are required: the
output must therefore, be considered more sensitive to the values on bits 11- 14 than on bits 2 - 9.
Thisis particularly important when considering generalisation to new data: ideally, if there existsa
set of vectors Hamming Distance n apart, an ideal network should to be able to generalise in a
manner where the n intermediate (unspecified) input patterns have equal numbers of 0 and
outputs (Le.n/2 0 class vectors and n/2 1class vectors).
Where the Hamming Distances differ between two sets of vectors, different bias levels will be
implied meaning that fusing the functionality from both vector pairs into one neuron model will
either cause representational failure or poor generalisation. To clarify this point consider the bias
settings produced from unity weight assignment to the example from figure 5-7.Set one demands
(for optimal generalisation) a bias level of -4 while set two demands a bias setting of -2: these
resultsare simply formed from halving the sum of weights involved in each set and are valid since
equal sensitivity is assumed on each input involved in the switching operation. Clearly, if a bias
setting of -4 were to be chosen, the positive vector from set two would be misclassified.
Conversely, if the bias weight was chosen to be -2, 6 of the 8 intermediate patterns between the
vectors in set one will be classified as posltlves, Naturally, these results are not satisfactory and
result directly from an assumption that sensitised weight values are independent of Hamming
separation.
To remedy these problems, a modification in weight assignment is made by producing an
intermediate weight matrix of dimension (number of inputs) X (number of training vectors) which
holds Hamming Space-weighted input sensitivities.Essentially,the more bits required to switch the
output state, the lower the sensitivity on the individual bits: the Hamming Sensitivities are
calculated using the following equation:
1
H.S.=--
H.D. EQUATION 5-2
where H.S. is the Hamming Sensitivity, and
H.D. is the Hamming Distance between the two comparison vectors.
Rule 15:
For two arbitrary opposite class vectors n units distant in Hamming Space,
sensi tivi ties are mapped into swi tching space to reflect the analogue
output sensitivity to an individual input. These Hamming-sensitivities are
given by equation 5-2 and are equal for all dynamic input literals in the
two arbitrary vectors.
2 The term 'positive' is used here to refer to an input vector which produces an output of 1 . vectors
producing 0 output are referred to as 'negative'
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Usingthisstrategy on the sample data set (figure 5-7) yields the Hamming sensitivitiesshown in
table 5-6.
TABLE 5-6: HAMMING SPACE SENSITIVITIES FROM EXAMPLE PROBLEM IN FIGURE 5-7.
The Hamming sensitivitiesformed for a pair of vectors of arbitrary separation in Hamming
Space are equivalent to the single sensitivitiesextracted by the CoDaSiL for vectors of unity
separation in Hamming Space. Consequently, the standard CoDaSiL point counting scheme is
appropriate for the generation of weight strengths if Hamming sensitivitiesare used for vectors of
arbitrary separation. Using the CoDaSiLpoint counting scheme on the Hamming sensitivitiesof
table 5-6provides the network weights of table 5-7.
Rule 16:
For incompletely specified (Boolean) functions, point counting of Hamming
sensitivities is equivalent to the CoDaSiL point counting of single literal
sensi ti vi ties from completely specified functions. The opera tion therefore
results in candidate TLU weights for function implementation by neural
network.
o .125 .125 .25
TABLE 5-7: TLU WEIGHT STRENGTHSGENERATED BY CODASIL POINT COUNTING OF HAMMING SPACE
SENSITIVITIESFROM TABLE 5-6.
The final stage involves bias level calculation and is performed in an identical manner to that
described for the CoDaSiL.
5.4.3 Hyperplane Component Search Schemes
The previous sections of this chapter have described the means by which the Boolean
Difference single literal sensitivityextraction approach can be enhanced to provide sensitivity
assignment to several literalssimultaneously.Also shown is that by scaling sensitivitiesin relation to
the Hamming Distance between the vectors from which they were assigned, the standard point
counting technique can be used to generate weight values.
To summarise, the main motivation for equal sensitivity assignment is that by using such a
technique, one allows for the maximum number of possible logic functions to be realised that tit
two given samples. Furthermore, Hamming sensitivitiescan allow multiple sets of functionality
information to be fused into a single neuron without causing representational problems. In all
cases, it is ensured that in a single sensitisationno active (Le. sensitised)literal isweighted more
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heavily than another. Final weights are calculated using the point counting technique on the
Hamming sensitivities.
Although there is no obvious reason why one should use any other sensitivity assignment
technique, the equal assignment scheme is capable of representing only a fraction of all the
possible logic functions that reside between two samples n units distant in Hamming Space. An
analysis is now presented of the logic domain between two arbitrary vectors to assessthe amount
of coverage the assignment schemes can provide.
Consider a threshold logic function with n inputs, all of which are equally sensitive and have
been scaled to become Hamming Sensitivities.Any bias level can be considered as a separating
variable, that is, it causes a logic unit to switch between states when the net stimulus to it reaches
a certain level. Now, since there are n input variables, the net input magnitude can range
between 0 (no stimuli) and n (all inputs active). A separating variable can, therefore range
between 0.5 and n-O.S in unit intervals and at the same time facilitate some form of switching
octlons. The total number of possible bias levels is, therefore, n.
Now consider a similar logic function for which there are n literals, and has complementary first
and last truth table entries. It is possible to calculate the number of possible logic functions that
match these known entries whilst providing a unique pattern of intermediate states. This is simply
the number of different possible zero/one combinations in an n state space, given as follows:
However, two of the input/output mappings are known and must be adhered to; this reduces
the number of valid states by a factor of four (only half the table will contain the correct output
state for the first entry, and only half of these will contain the correct state for the last entry). This
provides the total number of different possible logic functions that will support the known data.
Thisfigure, NSA, isgiven as :
Thiscan be re-written by replacing n with HO where HO is the hamming distance between two
given vectors from an arbitrarily sized logic function:
The number of possible logic functions will always be larger than the number of mappings
realisable by a threshold logic based neuron for HD > 1 (some intermediate pattems will belong to
the non-linearly separable problem class), so this number acts as an upper bound on function
availability .
3 We choose constant adjustment terms of 0.5 so that a separating variable will sit in-between any two
adjacent stimulus levels.
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It has been shown that in an n-dimensional switching space, a total of n functions can be
generated using equal Hamming Sensitivity assignment. An equation has been derived to
calculate the number of possiblevalid logic solutionsto an n literal logic problem with 2 known
values. The proportion of all possible functions that can be realised with equal sensitivity
assignment (and therefore probability that our scheme can generate an arbitrary known logic
function that isunspecified beyond two samples)isgiven, simply,as follows:
n
P( Covered) = -
NSA
HO
.. P(Covered) = -H-D-22 -2
Figure5-8presentsplots of these two parameters asa function of Hamming Distance (HD).
knO'N n values.
Proportion of possible valid sautions to an n-dimeosionallogic problemw ith 2
know n values that can be supported w ith equal sen-sitivty assignment.
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FIGURE 5-8 : GRAPHS OF NUMBER OF POSSIBLESENSITIVITYASSIGNMENTS AND PROBABILITYOF
CORRECT CHOICE AGAINST HAMMING DISTANCE
The above plots and equations have been provided to show that as the problem space
increases in dimension, the number of possible structures that can support two given samples
increasesexponentially. Thishas important implications: if an attempt ismade to fuse functionality
information from many sets of vector pairs, the search for a mutually compatible supporting
architecture is intractable for sparsely specified functions. Consequently, it is advantageous to
assign sensitivities based on training vectors separated by the smallest possible Hamming
Distance.
5.4.3.1 Nearest Neighbour Hyperplane Search Scheme.
It has been shown that the closer two vectors are in Hamming Space, the better the
information they provide. Closer vectors provide greater certainty of an individual input's
sensitivity and there are fewer possible supporting logic functions (and therefore neural
architectures) from which to choose. As a consequence of this, the vector linking scheme used
(referred to as a hyperplane search process) starts by listing each vector along with its closest
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neighbours of opposing output class. A hyperplane component (Le. a link) comprises the
following information:
Training vector I.D.
Neighbor vector I.D.
Ha~ning Space separation between the two vectors.
A simplified process flow chart of this operation is provided in figure 5-9 for an N vector
problem.
/ '\
Set Hamming Distance
cutoff(Hdc) to N / 1J, / 1Set vector counter Calculate (HE) Hamming
n to zero Set search counter r to Distance Between n and r r In+l Clear Link List for n
J. J, 'rJ. ySelect n'h vector IsHD<Hdc? I SetHdctoHD ISelect Ih vector
\ 71\ ./ J, NV
Are n and r of opposite ~ ){ "'\ class? ,iI y
IsHD=Hdc? r Add r to Link List for n I
Increment n N .iN 7y J, _,r-
Is n<N?
N Increment r
y J,
I Isr<N?
***END***
.iNSend link data to \...
assignment
schemes
***END***
- .FIGURE 5 9 . SIMPLIFIED HYPERPLANE SEARCH PROCESS MODEL
Using the technique depicted in figure 5-9 guarantees that vital functionality information will
not be missed.In effect, a hyperplane isgenerated between every training vector and it's nearest
opposite class neighbours in Hamming Space. It is because logic problems are in a quantised
domain that the search need only be made locally for each vector. It is now demonstrated that
although this technique can fail in a continuous space, a quantised space cannot generate
mappings complex enough to cause representational failure.
Figure5-10shows two problem spaces. In 5-10a the 3-dimensional problem space is quantised
such that only binary co-ordinates exist in the function. In 5-10b, the space is continuous, 2-
dimensional and co-ordinates can be any of an infinite number of real values in the range 0 to 1.
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CONTINUOUS SPACE.
In the continuous domain, the current assignment schemeswould label only input Bas sensitive
since there would be no linksformed where the value of A varied between the vectors. Ascan be
appreciated, input A is sensitive, albeit somewhat lessthan B. and failing to sensitisethis input
would result in representational failure after fusing the B functionalities into a single node. Notice
that in the quantised case, there is no possible way that a similar scenario can be constructed
irrespective of dimensionality.
The local hyperplane search will. however, make linksbetween vectors that are unnecessary.
For example, back-referencing links can be deleted; back-referencing links are those where a
vector x links to another y, when a link existsbetween vectors yond x. For completeness, an
example isprovided to illustrate local hyperplane searching.
4. . .
5 1
6 0
FinalListof Pattern Comparison Linksafter back-reference removal
5.4.4 Non-unote Architecture Definition.
Sensitivitieswere shown to have an associated polarity. These polarities are labelled as
excitatory (or positive) and inhibitory (or negative) in reference to the type of connection
required to propagate the sensitivity forward through a neural network. Where an input has
sensitisedpath requirements of both excitatory and inhibitory nature the problem is non-unate.
The key to realising non-unate functions is the recognition that sensitivitieshave a direct bearing
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on the sign of weight required for connection: clearly it is non-sensical to suggest a connection
from an input to a neuron be both positive and negative which therefore indicates the need to
propagate sensitivitiesto different nodes according to their polarity. Earlier,the exclusive OR- the
classic non-unate, non-linearly separable function, was used to demonstrate that both inputs
require positive and negative connections to higher level neurons.The solution proposed in [841
was to produce two hidden neurons, each dedicated to propagation of a specific sensitivity
polarity. Thistechnique hasbeen carried over to the NuMul.
The Hamming Sensitivitymatrix which holds Hamming Distance scaled sensitivitiesfrom vector
comparisons is processed into two ivse-phased-curovs' which ultimately describe input weight
strengths required for the two hidden neurons generated for a non-unate problem. Thisis now
demonstrated with the logic XORfunction.
TRUTH TABLE HYPERPLANE COMPONENTS HAMMING SENSITIVITY MATRIX
The information from the Hamming Sensitivitymatrix is then split, according to polarity into two
phased arrays by summing positive sensitivities into one array and negative sensitivitiesinto
another for each input. Thisisdemonstrated in Table 5-8.
TABLE 5-8 : LOGIC EXCLUSIVE OR PHASED ARRAYS.
Thepoint counting technique demonstrated above converts Hamming Space sensitivitiesinto
unate feature level input weights. Notice that this technique scales up to any number of outputs,
two neuronsbeing generated for each output classthat isnon-unate.
5.4.5 BiasLevel Calculation.
At this stage, a partially programmed neural network has been created. Where the training
data isnon-unate (or non-unate in at least one output), a feature level network will existthat has
input weights but no threshold settings. Thissection describes how bias levels are set for each
sensitisedpath trained neuron.
4 so called because the data is created by fusing Hamming Sensitivities 180 degrees out of phase from
each other into two separate arrays thereby resulting in two one-dimensional arrays.
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To understand how bias levels are set, it is important to recognise the functions of each non-
unate feature-level neuron. In essence, where two neurons are generated, a net input space is
developed that correctly maps a portion of the required problem mapping. This is illustrated in
Figure 5-11 for the exclusive OR function.
Feature Level Net Input
2000
Positive sensitised neuron
1000
.Negative sensitised neuron
I 2 Summed Input Stimulus
FIGURE5-11 : NON-UNATEFEATURELEVELNETINPUTASA FUNCTIONOFTOTALINPUTSTIMULUSFORTHE
EXCLUSIVEOR.
In figure 5-11, we see the net input to the two sensitised path neurons (y-axis) against summed
input stimulus (x-axis). Two linear characteristics are observed in the plot. one for each neuron in
the unate feature layer: the shaded area represents the summed stimulus values for which the
output class is TRUE (1). It can be appreciated in figure 5-11 that the logic problem is non-
monotonic because, for continuously increasing summed stimulus, the output class is seen to rise
from 0 to 1 (at stimulus of 0.5) then from 1 to 0 (at stimulus of 1.5). Essentially, the positively
sensitised neuron is designed to map the positive output switching stage (output of 0 to output of
1), while the negatively sensitised neuron is designed to map the negative switching (output of 1
to output of 0). It is important that bias levels reflect this property: Figure 5-12 demonstrates this
point graphically in unate-neuron net-input space.
Positively Sensitised Neuron Negatively Sensitised Neuron
Key:
x
FIGURE5-12: SWITCHINGREQUIREMENTSFORNON-UNATEFUNCTIONREALISATION.
In practice, an algorithm to determine correct bias level settings must ensure that it always
correctly supports the switching actions described above. Notice that sensitised neuron net-input
space is complementary for positive and negative nodes in that as the net-input stimulus
lncreoses. the positive neuron net-input increases while that of the negative node decreases. The
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method of setting the bias level involves the guarantee that any given sensitisedneuron always
supports the correct mapping for logic 1 outputs (i.e. wherever the desired output is a 1, both
neuronswill respond with a 1).
To achieve this, the entire training set is applied to the neural network so far developed, and
sensitisedneuron net inputs are calculated to each vector application. Thisis demonstrated in
Table 5-9.
TABLE 5-9: SENSITISED NEURON NET-INPUT FOR EACH EXCLUSIVE OR TRAINING VECTOR.
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FIGURE 5-13 : GRAPHICAL DEMONSTRATION OF DUAL BIAS LEVEL FITTING.
Figure5-13graphically demonstratesdual bias level fitting. Fromhere, a simple solutioncan be
seen that correctly setsthe appropriate bias levels for both neurons using the same technique.
Basically, one need only search the neuron's net input space for the minimum net input that
maps to a '1' output, and then the maximum net input below this that maps to a '0' output. The
bias level should be set to the negated value of the mid-point of these two levels. This is
demonstrated in table 5-10which liststhe minimum' l' and lower-maximum '0' for each sensitised
neuron along with the required bias level.
BIAS
TABLE 5-10 : DUAL BIAS CALCULATION FROM NEURON NET-INPUT SWITCHING POINTS
5.4.6 Polarity Fusion and Neuron Pruning.
Sometimeseven where a mapping operation is monotonic, two nodes will be built by the
NuMulsensitisedpath algorithm where only one isneeded. Thisisdue to one or two reasons:the
first over-sensitisation(which cannot always be avoided), may lead to unate variables being
flagged as non-unate causing two nodes to be generated where one will suffice. The second
problem occurs where variables are flagged as unate, but some of one polarity and some of
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another. In such an instance, two neurons would still be built despite the fact that one neuron is
capable of supporting the functionality constraints with appropriately signed connections.
Despite the fact that there is no evidence that building two neurons where only one is required
will cause representational failure, networks will be larger than necessary without improving
performance. In this section, solutions are proposed to each of these problems resulting in more
efficient networks.
5.4.6.1 Unate Variable Polarity Fusion.
Unate variable polarity fusion provides a means of preventing two neurons from being built
where all variables are flagged as unate but not all of the same polarity. Let us consider an
example where polarity fusion will reduce architecture complexity with the unate F = A + B logic
function.
TABLE5-11 : UNATEBI-POLARVARIABLELOGIC FUNCTION.
Clearly, input A will be marked as positively sensitive (compare vectors 00 and 10) while input B
will be negatively sensitised (compare vectors 00 and 01). Although the described sensitised path
would build a valid architecture (figure 5-14) that is unate at the feature level, two neurons are
unnecessary since a single architecture with weights (+ 1, -1) and bias 0 will support the mapping.
o +2000
FIGURE5-14 : STANDARDNuMuL SUPPORTFORUNATELOGIC PROBLEMWITHMIXEDPOLARITYINPUTS.
Polarity fusion functions by generating a mixed polarity node where each input variable is
weighted unately. The resulting neuron for the previous example would have weights +2000, -2000
and a bias of O.
5.4.6.2 Neuron Pruning.
Considerable research has been conducted into determining the size of neural network
required to solve a particular problem. Because there is no simple answer to this [79], and that
training too small a network results in failure to learn, networks are often chosen that are larger
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than required. Naturally. such networks process data slower on the von Neumann machines
which are still the predominant neural net platform. Of particular importance. however. is the
belief that networks should use the smallest possible architecture in order to obtain good
generalisation [80]. Consequently. a popular method of training is to use larger than necessary
networks and then. after the network has learnt the problem. remove the parts that are not
needed - this process isreferred to as pruning.
There are a variety of pruning schemes. some revolve around the detection of weights that do
not significantly decrease network accuracy when removed [80]. but the majority remove
redundant neurons [87]-[89]. Here. the emphasis is on detecting the sensitivity of network error to
the removal of neurons in the network: if the error does not increase significantly. it is argued. then
the neuron may be removed.
Because error analysis plays no part in the sensitisedpath training schemes. the NuMuLutilisesa
different approach that is similar in nature to that presented in [79]. Before discussing the
mechanics behind the pruning scheme employed by the NuMuL. it is important to understand the
reasons for its incorporation.
When a partial data set is presented that sparsely specifies the problem space. Hamming
Distances tend to be large between opposite class vectors. Thiscan indirectly lead to larger than
necessary architectures for unate problems. Typically. where a unate function is sparsely
specified. input variables will be flagged as positively and negatively sensitive. Under such
conditions. the NuMul has no alternative than to build a unate feature level by splitting sensitivities
into two groups and programming them separately into two neurons.
Furthermore. during experiments using complex problems involving many variables. two
neurons have frequently been produced. Sometimes. either or both of these neurons can support
the desired output mapping implying that two neurons are not required to support the problem.
Due to the inherent nature of NuMuL to build networks larger than required when learning
sparsely specified functions. it was decided to incorporate a simple pruning mechanism.
In this. a test isperformed to determine which (if either) neuron supports the function best. Thisis
measured in two ways: firstly, both neurons are tested with the training vectors; if one neuron
correctly maps all training vectors but the other fails on at least one such vector then the failing
neuron isremoved from the network. If both neurons support the training vectors, a second scan is
made to determine the class separation provided by each neuron. The class separation is
basically the distance in net input space between the closest two vectors of opposing class and is
therefore a measure of how well a neuron has separated the output classes in relation to another.
If both neurons provide identical class separation. either may be removed (although it should be
added that generalisation to new data may suffer) without a reduction in performance on the
training set. Otherwise. the neuron with the lowest classseparation isremoved from the network.
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5.4.7 The NuMuL Training Algorithms
At this point. it has been described how a partially specified separable or non-unate problem
may be processed to produce a feature level trained neural network. The purpose of this section
is to describe the algorithms developed to utilise such techniques and train non-unate data sets.
A total of five NuMuL algorithms exist. each with specific properties. The first two algorithms
(denoted NuMuL Mk. I and NuMuL Mk. II) generate a hardwired feature level network (Le., a
network for which only the hidden layer has been trained). The mark I uses the above described
Hamming sensitivity point counting scheme and the non-unate architecture definition rules.
NuMuLMk. II, usesthese same techniques, but also incorporates the neuron pruning scheme. Both
of these algorithms require a conventional weight update scheme to complete training of the
network's output layer and may be referred to as serial NuMuL since they execute only once on
the training vectors.
Advancements have been included to provide an additional three NuMuLvariants: the marks
III, IV and V. Theseall generate completely sensitisedpath trained neural networks and, therefore,
do not rely upon a conventional weight adjustment technique. The mechanics behind the latter
three NuMuLschemes are simple and rely upon executing the serial NuMuL scheme several times
to generate additional neuron layers - these schemes are referred to as recursive NuMuL. The
three recursive NuMuLvariants include Mk III which is the multi-layer equivalent of Mk. I, Mk IV the
multilayer equivalent of Mk II, and Mk. V. NuMuL Mk. V adds an additional option by enabling
neurons in a hidden layer that support a mapping for all training vectors [l.e.. a neuron that
completely represents one of the training set outputs) to be promoted to successively higher
layers.Thisscheme also utilisesneuron pruning techniques.
Recursive NuMuLworks by building one layer at a time. The first layer is trained by analysis of
the training vectors themselves as is the case for serial NuMuL. Progressivelyhigher layers are then
generated (if necessary) by building a set of pseudo-training vectors using the activations of the
neurons in the layer below as input stimuli. Thisis achieved by applying each real training vector
to the input layer of the network and forward propagating through to the highest existing
(trained) layer. Each neuron activation from the uppermost layer isstored in the form of a training
vector which is then used to train an additional layer. This process repeats until one of two
scenarios arise. There is some inherent error checking capability inside the recursive NuMuL
schemes: should two opposite class input vectors generate identical hidden layer activations,
then the algorithm states that complete representation cannot be attained by NuMuL.The user is
given the option to abort or continue. In the event of the user electing to continue the training
process, NuMuL continues as normal (Le. as if it had never detected duplicity of opposite class
vectors). When the number of units in the uppermost layer of a NuMuLnetwork equals the number
of outputs in the training set. training will cease and a check ismade to determine if the problem
issupported by the network.
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Thischapter has extended the sensitisedpath theory to enable non-unate and incompletely
specified functions to be realised using multi-layer perceptron-like networks. Although the initial
extension to detection of l-monotonicity violations is of little practical interest due to the
NuCoDaMuL inability to handle incompletely specified functions, it has demonstrated that
BackPropcan be assistedwhen given prior information [26] [73].
Laterdevelopments have enabled incompletely specified functions that are 1non-monotonic
(Le. non-unate) to be handled thereby providing the NuMuL schemes. NuMuL algorithms
represent the first practicable sensitisedpath training schemesand, in principles, any n-variable
incompletely specified function that is k-monotonic (for 2 :s; k :s; n) can be trained using these
schemes.
Procedurally the NuMuLalgorithms are relatively simple, a block diagram of NuMuLoperation
isprovided in figure 5-15.
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FIGURE 5-15: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF NuMuL OPERATION.
To summarise, table 5-12 presents a brief description of each NuMuL architecture, marks I
through V.
51gnoring the fact that non-linearly separable functions exist. which are completely monotonic.
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TABLE5-12: OVERVIEWOFNuMuL ALGORITHMVARIANTS.
The NuMuLsensitisedpath training algorithms presented in this chapter have been developed
from a perspective of generating neural network architectures using functionality information
extracted from binary vectors. Unlike earlier schemes, the NuMuL variants can provide network
weights from incompletely specified training sets. Furthermore, by associating desired 0/1
transitionswith neural weight requirements, l-monotonicity violations in training vectors can be
detected and circumvented by the generation of additional neurons in a hidden layer. Such
constructive techniques enable networks to grow to a size where they become capable of
supporting a set of 1 non-monotonic training vectors. The schemes then choose weights which
propagate conflicting 0/1 propagations through different branches of the network architecture.
Where desireable, NuMuL schemes can be used to generate feature-level trained network
architectures which may be passed to conventional weight update schemes such as
BackPropagation. Provided that initial training setscontain only 1monotonicity violations, partially
trained nets transform the conventional weight update learning problem to that of training a
single layer of output nodes with a linearly separable pattern set.Alternatively, later versionsof the
NuMuLalgorithms, allow neural nets to be trained using functionality information alone. Here, the
basic NuMuL scheme is executed recursively, generating additional layers of neurons until
problem support occurs. When a layer of neurons isgenerated consisting of the same number of
nodes as there are outputs in the training set, NuMuL terminates with a fully trained neural
architecture which correctly maps the entire training set.
In the instance where NuMuL cannot learn the training set, hidden layer neural activations
produce identical patterns when presented with opposite class input vectors. Thisallows the
schemes to detect setsof vectors for which it cannot produce a valid supporting architecture.
By utilising techniques such as neuron pruning and layer promotion, NuMuL schemes can
produce more compact networks whilst maintaining the same performance on the training set.
Neuron pruning reliesupon the detection of redundancy in hidden layer neural activations and
attempts to identify nodes whose removal imposes no penalty to network performance on the
training set. Layerpromotion allows the detection of hidden layer neuronswhich correctly map all
input vectors for a given class.Such neurons are then moved into the output layer of the neural
network.
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Schemes.
Chapter Six :
Rotation Invariant Character Recognition
using BackProp and Sensitised Path Training
6. Rotation Invariant Character Recognition using BackProp
and Sensitised Path Training Schemes.
The pattern recognition abilities of neural networks are well known and numerous papers exist
in the literature describing such applications [22]. A popular application of neural nets is
character recognition [43][90][91] and this section applies the NuMuLnetworks to recognition of
characters independent of rotation. Thisis a harsher test than many character recognition tasks
since it iswell known that neural nets find spatial invariance hard to achieve [75]. The training set
used is binary and consistsof character image data in a 16x16pixel format. Fourcharacters, "A",
"B", "C" and "D" are covered by the training set under a range of different rotation angles. In
essence, each upright character is subjected to rotations between 0 and 360 degrees in 20
degree intervals. A total of 72 binary training vectors is thereby generated; four of these vectors
are presented in table 6-1.
0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000
0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000
000 000 0000 000 000 000 000 000
0000 000 0000 000 000 000 000 000
0000 000 0000-.0000..0000 000 000 0000 Imo
000 000 ooo~oo~ooo 000 000 000 000
0000-.0000-.0000 000 000 ooo~noooooo ooo~ooo..oooo
0000-.0000-.0000 0000 000 ooo~ooooooo oooo-.ooo~ooo
0000 000 000 000 ooo~ooooooo 0000-.0000-.0000
0000 000 000 000 OOOO...-Dooooooo 0000-.0000-.0000
0000 000 oooo-.ooo~ooo 000 000 000 000
0000 000 0000-.0000-.0000 000 000 000 000
0000-.0000-.0000 000 000 000 000 000 000
0000-.0000-.0000 000 000 000 00 000 000
0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000
0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000
CHARACTER 'A' CHARACTER 'B' CHARACTER 'C' CHARACTER'D'
1000 0100 0010 0001
TABLE 6-1 : EXAMPLES OF ROTATION INVARIANT CHARACTER SAMPLES.
The primary aims of the character experiments are two-fold. Firstly,rotation invariance is, in its
own right, an interesting property and analysis of trained networks may provide insight into how
such properties are supported. Secondly, for a 256 input Boolean problem, there are a total of
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2256= 1.158x1077distinct input combinations. Specification of only 72 of these resultsin a very sparse
representation of any candidate supporting logic function, and is therefore a good indicator of
sensitisedpath ability to handle incompletely specified problems.
From the previous training vector specification it is clear that a neural network trained to
support the set of vectors must have 256 inputs to accommodate the pixel image. With binary
outputs, at least two output neurons are required to enable the recognition of the four characters
by binary coding. The output topology used in these experiments, however, is perhaps the most
common choice of using a single output to recognise each character. All networks developed in
this section therefore consist of 256 inputs and 4 outputs, along with appropriately sized hidden
layer(s). Thistraining set and topology has been used extensively throughout the development of
the sensitisedpath theory, and resultshave previously been presented in [85] and [86].
Experiments have been categorised to highlight specific properties or add support to certain
theories of neural network learning and operation.
The convergence surfaces provided earlier in chapter five for networks leaming the XOR
problem demonstrated not only speed of convergence but algorithm stability and likelihood of
global minimum convergence. Similar surfaces are generated in this section to ensure that the
improvements observed earlier by including functionality constraints were not a result of
complete function specification.
One way of determining how a neural network supports a given function is to analyse the
weights connecting neurons to each other and to input variables. Clearly if a weight connecting
two neurons together is large (sign ignored) then the first neuron has considerable influence over
the second neuron Isoutput state. Byplotting the weights connecting hidden neurons to the input
layer in a 3 dimensional space, it is possible to visualise on which areas of the input (image) grid
each hidden layer node concentrates. Such plots can be very useful in determining how a
network supports a given function.
Perhaps the most crucial performance criterion of a neural network is its inferential capability
Le. its ability to generalise to previously unseen data. This is currently a very popular area of
research [70] and much emphasis isplaced upon the generalisation of networks to data for which
they were not trained. In this section, two methods are used in assessing how well a network
generalised to previously unseen data. The first revolves around presenting corrupted versions of
the training set, where a simulation is made of propagating the input samples along a noisy
transmission line. The second technique introduces new rotations of the characters for which the
network was not trained to classify. It is common to see discussionswhere network generalisation
capabilities are expressed as a percentage of correct classifications from a given set of test
vectors [43][63]. Unfortunately, while useful for gaining an overall idea of how well a network
classifies a given set of test vectors, no indication is given as to how well a network output
responds when presented with data from only one class (Le., "TRUE"or "FALSE").Consequently,
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our analysis of generalisation is extended in later subsections to address these issues by
introducing measures of the percentage of all correct positive and negative network responses
from a given test set.
Additional measurements are then made to highlight any intrinsic tendency of a network to
make errors in a particular direction. For example, networks can be in error by misclassifying '0'
vectors as '1' vectors or vice versa. Measurements of these errors do not directly indicate the
likelihood of when a network will misclassify, but the likelihood of a particular error it will make.
Such analyses are of importance if the network is responsible for the control of a safety critical
process for example.
A final experiment aims to gain a better insight into network errors by measuring the frequency
with which network outputs appear confused regarding an input sample's class.
All of the above experiments have been conducted for a variety of networks. The classic MLP
trained by BackProp (referred to MLPIBackProp hereafter) provides a benchmark for the NuMuL
algorithms developed in the thesis, of which five exist. The first two networks utilise BackProp to
train the output layer of hardwired feature-level networks, and are consequently denoted as
NuMuL/BackProp nets. Latter NuMuL algorithms are complete training schemes in their own right
and generate networks referred to simply as NuMuL.Often, to distinguish between NuMuLvariants
that incorporate neuron pruning schemes etc., the version number of the algorithm is included in
the description, e.g. NuMuL(II)/BackProp refers to a network of which the first layer was trained by
sensitised path techniques, pruned, and then passed to BackProp for training completion.
6.1 Algorithm Convergence Properties.
Of the seven networks produced during simulations, only three utilise an iterative training
procedure. It is only possible therefore, to examine the convergence properties of the networks
which utilised BackProp. The three networks trained either wholly or partially by BackProp are
listed as follows:
• The standard MLP/BackProp network comprising 256 inputs, 8 units in one
hidden layer and 4 outputs.
• The NuMul MK I which comprises 256 inputs, 8 sensitised path feature
detectors and 4 BackProp trained outputs.
• The NuMul MK II comprising 256 inputs, 6 sensitised path feature detectors
and 4 BackProp trained outputs.
The choice of architecture for the MLPIBackProp network was derived from sensitised path
experiments and the NuMul MK I topology. All networks trained by the NuMul MK I will, in the
likelihood of the function being non-unate, generate two hidden layer neurons for each output
node. For a realistic comparison of sensitised path and BackProp networks, no advantage must
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be given to an individual network: the NuMul MK I consists of 8 hidden neurons which necessitates
that same number of MLP/BackProp hidden processors for a fair comparison. Figure 6-1 presents a
schematic of the MLP/BackProp trained network.
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FIGURE 6-1 : CHARACTER RECOGNITION MLP /BACKPROP NETWORK
To assess the ability of networks to converge to a global minimum as a function of gain and
momentum values, several test runs were made using BackProp on a 256:8:4 network with various
gain and momentum values. Each run utilised a different set of initial random weights, and the set
that most reliably converged to a global minimum was stored. Using these stored weights, 1782
training attempts were made using different values of gain and momentum. BackProp was
allowed 30,000 iterations to find a global minimum. If such a minimum was found, the training time
(measured in training iterations) was stored as a point on a surface corresponding to the gain and
momentum specified. By sweeping the gain between 0.1 and 10.0 (0.1 steps) and the momentum
between 0.0 and 0.9 (0.05 steps), a convergence (time) surface was generated showing the
number of iterations taken by BackProp to converge to a global solution.
Two such surfaces have been generated, one for the purely BackProp trained MLP and
another for the NuMuL Mk. 1; these are provided in figure 6-2.
(A). MLP CONVERGENCESURFACE (B). NuMuL/BACKPROP(I) CONVERGENCESURFACE
FIGURE 6-2: CONVERGENCE SURFACESFOR MLP AND NuMuL MK. I NETWORKSLEARNING THE
CHARACTER DATA USING BACKPROPAGATION.
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By observation of figure 6-2a, it is apparent that BackProp and the MLPtogether form a system
that is highly sensitive to the values of gain and momentum. For the majority of the plot BackProp
fails to find a suitable MLP solution, characterised by the plateau region in figure 6-2a. By
removing the necessity for BackProp to train a multiple layered network with the NuMuL Mk. I, a
system is observed (figure 6-2b) that is relatively unaffected by gain and momentum terms.
Exceptions do arise, particularly at low values of gain and where the momentum is very high, but,
on the whole, BackProp demonstrates exceptionally stable leaming characteristics for the NuMuL
networks.
Result 1:
NuMuLIBackProp networks are more likely to converge, and in fewer
iterations, to a global minimum than MLP networks. NuMuLIBackProp nets are
also less sensitive to values of gain and momentum.
This result is significant because it also demonstrates that sensitivity analysis and weight
generation has allowed the problem to become separable to a single layer of output neurons.
Confirmation of non-separability has been achieved by attempting to train single layer systems
with the character data. All single layer schemes described in this thesis have failed to leam the
character problem.
Result 2:
Sensitised path theory enabled the generation of a unate, linearly
separable, feature space.
6.2 Problem Support and Feature Detectors.
Definition 33:
Feature detectors are neurons in the hidden layers of MLP-type networks
which respond to occurrences of certain features (or patterns) in the input
data.
This section describes the MLP/BackProp and NuMul networks produced during training
simulations. The overall aim is to present an analysis of network size,structural properties and how
a given network supports the rotation invariant character data.
A schematic for the MLP/BackProp network has been presented in Figure 6-1: it has 256 inputs, 8
hidden units (or feature detectors), and 4 outputs. Only NuMul MK 1utilisesthe same topology, this
network providing a basis for the BackProp network size to allow fair comparison of the algorithms.
Before describing the structure of each produced network, a useful characteristic is investigated
that provides insight into problem support.
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FEATURE DETECTOR 1 FEATURE DETECTOR 3
FEATURE DETECTOR 4
FEATURE DETECTOR 2
FEATURE DETECTOR 5 FEATURE DETECTOR 6
FEATURE DETECTOR 7 FEATURE DETECTOR 8
FIGURE 6-3 : MLP /BACKPROP
FEATURE DETECTORS
Network feature detectors often provide a good insight to the internal mechanics of how a
neural net solves non-separable problems. Unlike the simple logic exclusive OR function. the
character data hyperplanes are not 2-dimensional and so decision boundaries cannot be shown
usingsimple 2D lines.In reality. the character data hyperplanes are 256dimensional meaning that
no practical geometric representation of decision boundaries can be made. The weights within
network feature detectors (Le.hidden neurons) can in thiscase be plotted in a three-dimensional
space that resembles the input data structure. Theseplots are useful since they indicate the areas
of the image that the neurons concentrate upon and therefore indicate how a given area of the
input image relates to the recognition of a character.
Plots are provided in figure 6-3 from the BackProp network and figure 6-4 presents plots of
sensitisedpath NuMul feature detectors.
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Result 3:
MLP/BackProp feature detectors display no characteristics of rotation
invariance and consist largely of noise.
The feature detectors from the MLP/BackProp network are presented in figure 6-3. Examination
of these plots provides little insight into network functionality, most feature detectors apparently
consisting largely of noise. Furthermore, none of the MLP/BackProp feature detectors display any
significant characteristics of rotational invariance. Thisis an unexpected result since any intrinsic
(spatial) features of the data will rotate with the input images and, therefore. one would expect a
network to make use of this property. By virtue of the MLP/BackProp feature detectors not being
rotationally invariant. problem support must have been achieved by some other means. With the
exception of feature detector" 1". however. no indication isprovided as to that means of support.
Although not rotationally invariant. feature detector "1" does appear to concentrate upon the
centre image pixels: this would clearly help to distinguish between characters with "cross-bars"
(such as "A" and "B") from those with none (such as "C" and "D"). Three hypotheses are now put
forward as to the internal representations generated by BackProp for the MLPnetwork.
Hypothesis 1:
The large number of hidden units in the MLP/BackProp network have produced
a system that has characteristics of Rosenblatt's random perceptron [16].
In such an instance, problem support is attained mainly by fitting the
noise present in the training vectors.
Hypothesis 2:
Due to the large number of MLP/BackProp feature detectors, it is possible
that several such units are redundant playing little or no part in the
recognition process. Consequently, the apparent noise in the feature
detectors could be due to redundancy and a multiple feature support in
several units.
Hypothesis 3:
BackProp has produced feature detectors that are distributed, causing input
image features to be extracted by the combination of several hidden units
together. Thus, the feature detector plots do not yield patterns which are
easy to recognise by eye.
Figure 6-4 presents plots of the 8 sensitised path (NuMuL) generated feature detectors. In
contrast to BackProp, the resultant detectors are both largely noiselessand rotationally invariant.
Additionally. functionality of hidden layer neurons is far easier to recognise. and image areas
which play no part in the recognition process are ignored. Thislatest point can be appreciated
by observing both the feature detector plots and the training vectors presented in Appendix B;
regardless of rotation angle. the outer limit image pixels never appear set (they are. therefore.
redundant in the recognition process) and this is consistent with their zero weight values in the
feature detector plots.
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Result 4:
NuMuL feature detectors are rota tionally invariant and largely noiseless.
Furthermore, functionality of these neurons lS apparent by observation
alone.
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FIGURE 6-4: NuMuL FEATURE
DETECTORS
It should be appreciated that the NuMul feature detector plots in Figure 6-4 are not a true
representation of the internal network structure. Notice that around the edges of each plot there
are many zero valued weights. In reality, the inputs that these weights would connect to are non-
sensitive,playing no part in the recognition process,and are hence not connected to the hidden
layer neurons. Thesezero value weights have been included merely to maintain the geometric
relationship of the hidden neurons to the input samples.
Let us now consider the ease with which we can visualisethe operation of the sensitisedpath
feature detectors by example. Take, for instance, the character "0"; regardlessof rotation angle,
the centre image pixels will be un-set with a region of encompassing black (set) pixels.
Examination of the two feature detectors for character "0" reveals that the excitatory feature
detector will output maximally for characters that are enclosed such as "8" and "0": the inhibitory
detector will clearly output maximally for characters with no centre pixelsset such as "C" and "0".
The recognition of character "0" can therefore be realised simply by a logical "AND" operation
of.the two feature detectors - a linearly separable operation.
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When discussing the MLP/BackProp feature detectors earlier, some doubt existed as to how the
network supported the training vectors. Several hypotheses were presented such as near random
detectors that have made the problem separable at the output layer, detector redundancy and
distributed feature detectors. A means of testing the aforementioned theories has been presented
in figure 6-5 where the usefulness of a detector is measured as a function of its connection
strength to a given output neuron. Plots are presented for MLP/BackProp and the
NuMul(l)/BackProp networks.
MLP/BACKPROP
Feature Detector
8
Charact •.r
Output
NuMuL(I)/BACKPROP
7
Feature Detector
Character
Output
FIGURE 6-5: FEATUREDETECTORUSAGE BY MLP/BACKPROP AND NuMuL(I)/BACKPROP.
Upon examination of the MLP/BackProp feature detector usage, it is apparent that no
detector is redundant. This follows as each detector has weights to output neurons way above
the random assigned magnitude (-1 to + 1) which can only occur if the detectors assist in the
classification process. Clearly then, this result shows hypothesis two to be incorrect and adds
support to hypotheses one and three. With near random feature detectors, the weights in the
hidden layer of the network should have values between ±1.0 (i.e., the values they were assigned
before training). Examination of the MLP/BackProp feature detector plots, however, shows that
many hidden layer weights have values outside this range. Consequently, this suggests that some
learning has taken place in the hidden layer and, therefore, that the feature detectors are not
random. Furthermore, for a network with random weight feature detectors, one would expect all
hidden units to play some part in the recognition of all characters. This is clearly not the case. For
example, character "A" does not use feature detectors 4 or 8. Consequently, the most likely
scenario is described by hypothesis three - that of distributed feature detectors.
Result 5:
No MLP/BackProp feature detector is redundant and there is little evidence
to support the hypothesis that the detector weights are random.
Consequently, the most likely scenario is that described by hypothesis
three in which the feature detectors are distributed.
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Result 6:
BackProp does not use the sensitised path feature detectors as expected.
Often, detectors designed specifically for the recognition of a character
are completely ignored by the NuMuL/BackProp networks (characterised by
zero connecting weight).
The usage plot from the NuMul Mk. I shows an interesting point - one would expect BackProp to
weight most heavily the purpose built feature detectors for each individual output.
Hypothesis 4:
Sensitised path (NuMuL) feature detectors generated for an individual
arbitrary output do not sufficiently separate the training vectors to
enable BackProp to converge using those detectors alone.
As described in hypothesis 4, one might infer that the feature detectors generated for each
character cannot solely make the training vectors separable for the respective output. To test this
theory, a network was presented to BackProp with restricted output layer connections as
presented in Figure 6-6. In this scenario, each character output can only connect to the feature
detectors that were explicitly built for it and so a failure of these detectors to make the problem
separable will cause network representational failure (Le. BackProp will fail to converge).
y
Feature Detectors
for Character "A"
y
Feature Detectors
for Character "B"
y
Feature Detectors
for Character "C"
y
Feature Detectors
for Character "D"
FIGURE6-6: SCHEMATICOF NuMuL MK IWITHRESTRICTEDOUTPUTLAYERCONNECTIONS.
Result 7:
With restricted output layer connectivity, BackProp managed to converge to
a global solution. Sensitised path feature detectors, therefore,
sufficiently separate the training vectors of the rotation invariant
character set to enable realisation using each output's purpose built
feature detectors alone. Hypothesis 4 is incorrect.
The above result proves that each set of sensitised path feature detectors manages to make
the problem separable for all outputs (and also implies that there are no monotonicity violations
greater than type 1 in the training vectors). This thereby proves hypothesis 4 to be incorrect.
Finally, a schematic of each NuMul architecture is presented in table 6-2. The development
stages are as follows:
The NuMuL schemes produce two unate feature detectors for each output to produce the
network architectures for the NuMul versions 1 and 3. Network pruning removes both the inhibitory
detector neuron for character "B" and the excitatory detector for "0" producing the networks for
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versions 2 and 4. Finally, with the layer promotion scheme, the excitatory neuron developed for
character "B" and the inhibitory neuron for "0" are promoted to the output layer because they
fully support the required mappings. It is interesting to note from the neuron pruning and
promotion schemes that the training vectors are separable for characters "B" and "0".
The schematics presented in table 6-2are arranged such that the output nodes correspond to
character outputs "A", "B", "C" and "0" reading from top to bottom. Similarly, the feature
detectors are labelled as excitatory or inhibitory by "+" and "-" signsrespectively and correspond
to the neurons generated for characters "A", "B", "C" and "0" reading from top to bottom.
Where neuron pruning techniques have been used such as with NuMul versions2 and 4, gaps are
seen in the hidden layer corresponding to the position of the pruned neurons. The dashed lines in
the NuMul Mk. V schematic are used to illustrate that the appropriate neurons to which they
connect are promoted to the output layer with their original connections intact.
NuMuLMKI NETWORK
256
Inputs
4 Outputs
(A,B,C,D)
NuMuLMKII NETWORK NuMuLMKIII NETWORK
256
Inputs
8 Feature
Detectors
NuMuLMKIV NETWORK
256
Inputs Detectors
NuMuLMKV NETWORK
-
Detectors
40utputs
(A,B,C,D)
TABLE6-2: NuMuL CHARACTER
RECOGNITION NETWORK
SCHEMATICS.
256
Inputs
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6.3 Generalisation Analysis.
Perhaps one of the most important qualities of neural networks is their ability to generalise to
previously unseen data. Let us consider the importance of this quality by example. In the digital
domain, one may use techniques such as Quine-McClusky to develop logic circuits that correctly
map a set of given vectors from a partially specified problem to given output patterns (as occurs
with trained neural networks). The unspecified input vectors that can be presented to such a logic
circuit will produce an identical output vector regardless of which unspecified vector is applied.
Clearly, this detracts from generalisation since these unspecified input vectors have been
artificially designated a target output pattern. Neural networks, on the other hand, do not suffer
from this drawback meaning that unspecified vectors can present a range of different output
patterns upon their application. In principle this means that if one were to apply an untrained
input pattern to a neural network that was similar to a trained vector, the network might respond
by presenting the trained vector output.
Two methods of testing the generalisation capabilities of the trained networks are used in this
section: the first generates test data by corrupting the training samples with noise. A second
method of generating test data applies previously unseen rotations of the character data to the
network inputs.
6.3.1 Noise Corrupted Training Set Classification Rates.
Here, the generalisation of the trained networks to new data is assessed by the addition of
simulated noise to the training vector pixel data. In the simulations, noise is measured in terms of
the percentage of pixelswhose values are toggled from one state to another (i.e. black to white
or white to black). Thismay be considered as a simulation of transmitting the training vectors
down a noisy binary transmission line before presentation to the neural network. In practice, a
given noise level is provided by using a pseudo-random binary number generator. Thisresults in
each image pixel having a given percentage change of being toggled in state. For instance, with
a noise level of 5%,exactly 5%of all pixelswould have their values changed. For each noise level
applied, 100 runs where made to ensure that a good spread of different image pixels were
affected by the disturbance.
To provide a clearer picture of the effects produced by the addition of noise to the training
samples, Table 6-3 presents character "A" at zero rotation angle distorted by 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%
and 20%noise levels.
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TABLE 6-3 : EXAMPLES OF CHARACTER "A" AT ZERO ROTATION ANGLE SUBJECTED TO NOISE LEVELS FROM
0% TO 20% IN 5% INTERVALS.
Definition 34:
A network's c~asBi£ication rate is the percentage of total classifications
made that are correct.
We firstlyconsider the classification rate of a neural network as the percentage of vectors in a
test set for which the network responds correctly. It should be stressedthat this does not imply how
well a network recognises a given class, nor how well a network rejects samples from foreign
classes.To illustrate this point, let us consider a set of 100 test vectors for 25 of which a given
output should be "true". Should, for instance, the given output never respond "true" during the
whole of the test set the recognition of that classwould be 0% (of the 25 for which it should be
"true"). However, because the output would have produced 75 correct "false" responses, then
the classification rate would be 75%(Le.,it produced correct responsesto 75%of the test set).
Because noise can affect an input sample in many different ways (except for 0% and 100%
where no or all pixels get switched), it is not possible to guarantee whether or not a noisy pattern
will be correctly classified. Consequently, the plots presented in figure 6-7 show average
classification rates as a function of applied noise. Classification rates of an output n for a given
noise level Q, (denoted CR;) are calculated using the following equation:
CRn = Total Number of correct network responses by output It nit for noise level Q
Q Total Number of input patterns presented for noise level Q
Noise levels ranged from 0%to 75%and measurements were taken in 5%intervals.
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BACKPROPNETWORK NuMuLMK I NuMuLMK II
NuMuLMK III NuMuL MKIV NuMuLMK V
FIGURE6-7 : NETWORKCLASSIFICATIONRATESFORA VARIETYOF NOISE LEVELS.
The classification rate plots presented in figure 6-7 all display a drop in network performance as
input samples are corrupted by successively higher noise levels. In the case of the MLP/BackProp
network, this degradation has a roughly linear characteristic in all characters, whilst the overall
NuMul trend is an exponential decrease.
Result 7:
All networks experience a drop in classification rate as the level of noise
increases. The NuMuL Mk. V network produces the least robust performance,
followed the MLP/BackProp, NuMuL/BackProp and pure NuMuL.
Result 8:
MLP/BackProp recognition versus noise plots are roughly linear but are not
smooth in na ture (i ,e. curves are noisy). NuMuL plots are smoother and
mainly demonstrate negative exponential decays to static values where
further noise increases have no effect.
In each network, there is usually at least one predominant output class that is most affected by
the application of noise. In the case of the MLP/BackProp network, for example, it is noticed that
the output for character "C" fails to correctly classify the test data even when there is no noise
present in the image. It comes as no surprise then that this output generalises less well than others
in the network over the majority of applied noise levels. Of all the outputs, the MLP/BackProp
network supports the character "0" most effectively when distorted by high noise levels: at 75%
distortion, the characters "A", "B", and "C" have classification rates below 50% whilst that of "0"
remains around 75%. Another interesting point regarding the MLP/BackProp network classification
onolvsis is that the classification rate curves are not particularly smooth in nature - nor do they
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decrease monotonically as one would expect. Forexample, the classification rate of output "C'' is
seen to improve as the noise level increases beyond 60%.At around this noise level. output "C"
begins to generalise to new data better than output "B" which isseen to decrease almost linearly
as the noise level intensifies.
When sensitisedpath programming is introduced to the hidden layer of an MLPas is the case
with the NuMul MK I and II. an immediate improvement is seen in the majority of output
classification rates. In the case of the NuMul MK I. all outputs appear to display some negative
exponentially based relationship with the level of applied noise. The classification rate curves are
considerably smoother than in the case where BackProp alone has trained the network, and
each curve ismonotonic in nature. It is interesting to note that the performance of the NuMul Mk I
and II networks showsa relatively rapid decrease in classification rate followed by a static region
where further noise increases fail to degrade the network performance. With the NuMul MK I.
character classification rates for outputs "A", "C", and "0" all drop to approximately 75%at 15%
distortion, whilst output "B" classifications drop to 25%at around 35% distortion. The inclusion of
neuron pruning techniques in NuMul MK II appears to cause an improvement in classification rate
for output "B" and a significant decrease in that for character "0". Thisisan interesting result since
these are the characters for which pruning has occurred. By removing the inhibitory feature
detector for "B", we appear to have improved the generalisation of that output to noisy data.
The removal of character "O'''s excitatory neuron, however, has degraded the generalisation
ability of output" 0" to noisy data. Overall, classification rates are approximately the same for
both the MK I and II NuMul networks and so it seems likely that the responsibility of poor
performance for one character lieswith BackProp which completes the NuMul training cycle. This
may be argued from the point that the Mk " is a reduced version of Mk I (i.e. two hidden layer
neurons have been removed) and so the information to train "B" effectively must have been
present in the NuMul MK I. It can, therefore, only be a failure on the part of BackProp (to
sufficiently train the output layer of the NuMul MK I network) that leads to the poor classification
rate of output "B". Naturally, the same cannot immediately be applied to the classification rate of
output" 0" ..from the resultsso far discussed,one could equally assume that the excitatory neuron
for character "0" should not be removed from a generalisation point of view.
Result 9:
The inclusion of the neuron pruning process has unexpected effects on the
NuMuL/BackProp networks but does not affect the purely NuMuL trained
networks .._----- -------_ .._---_._-------------------__j
Upon the removal of BackProp from the NuMul scheme, an improvement in performance
against noise is observed. The NuMul Mk. III performs very well on all character outputs although
"D" performs less well and has a slightly noisy classification curve. The improvement in
performance afforded by the removal of BackProp affirms the suspicion that it was the ineffective
BackProp output layer training that degraded network performance - not some intrinsic problem
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with the sensitised path algorithms. The addition of neuron pruning (moving from NuMul MKIII to
MK IV) causes virtually no degradation in classification rate by removing redundant hidden layer
neurons. This is an interesting observation and validates the inclusion of the pruning process.
Result 10:
The sensitised path layer promotion scheme produces more compact networks
at the expense of generalisation to noisy data.
Finally, with both neuron pruning and layer promotion, the NuMul MK V provides the least noise
resistant of all the NuMul training schemes. The classification curve for output "0", which is
supported by a neuron promoted from the hidden layer, remains the same as that from the
NuMul MK III and IV. The promotion of the hidden layer neuron which was generated as an
inhibitory feature detector for character "8" is less well able to classify the character than when
other feature detectors are included in its recognition process. This demonstrates an important
property of layer promotion: that although a problem can be sufficiently supported using the
technique, generalisation to new data may suffer.
As a conclusion to the classification rate analysis, figure 6-8 presents the average classification
rates for each network (generated by taking the mean of all output recognition rates for a given
noise level).
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Ignoring the case where layer promotion has been utilised, sensitised path
theory improves the performance of network generalisation to noisy data for
the rotation invariant character set. The best performance is attained when
sensitised path training is used in isolation (NuMuL III and IV).
In summary. by contrasting the network classification curves presented in figure 6-8. it is
apparent that the inclusion of sensitised path techniques improves the performance of BackProp
trained networks in terms of the restricted definition of classification rates that we have observed -
particularly at high noise levels. For lower levels of noise. BackProp can be seen to outperform
versions 1and 2 of the NuMul algorithm: the extension to recursive NuMul (version 3). reverses this
by outperforming BackProp for all levels of distortion.
6.3.2 Network Recognition and Rejection Rates.
As mentioned previously. simply measuring the classification rate of a network will not
necessarily imply how well a network will recognise. say. a noisy "A" as belonging to class "A".
Neither will classification rates imply how well a network will recognise that. say. a noisy "B" is not
an "A". Consequently. our previous analysis of network generalisation capability is extended to
directly address these issues.
Definition 35:
A true positive occurs when a network cox re at.Ly responds wi th a TRUE (+1)
output to a given test sample.
Definition 36:
A true negative occurs when a network correctly responds with a FALSE (0)
output to a given test sample.
True positive measurements provide a means of quantifying how well a network responds when
presented with data for which it should output a "true" value. For example. it directly measures
the percentage chance of recognising a noisy version of. say. character IIA" as belonging to class
"A". Conversely. true negative measurements indicate how well networks reject noisy samples. for
example a noisy "B" does not belong to class "A".
A false positive and false negative analysis is now presented for the rotation invariant
character data under different values of applied noise level. As in the classification rate
measurements. noise levels are applied in the range 0%to 75%in 5%intervals.
6.3.2.1 True Positive Classification Rates.
True positive classifications can be thought of as a measure of the percentage chance of
recognising a corrupted input pattem as itsnon-distorted training sample. In essence. an example
would be the presentation of a noisy "A". and the TRUE(+1) response of the character "A" output
neuron. It is. therefore. appropriate to regard true positive classifications as character recognition
rates. More formally. a true positive classification rate isgiven by the following equation:
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T
N _ Number of correctly classified true vectors by output" N" lOOo/
pas - x /0
Total number of true vectors in test / training set
BACKPROPNETWORK
Figure 6-9presentscharacter recognition rates for each network as a function of applied noise.
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FIGURE6-9: TRUEPOSITIVECLASSIFICATIONRATESFORTHEROTATIONINVARIANTCHARACTERDATA.
Result 12:
The ability of networks to recognise corrupted characters decreases as the
level of noise increases. NuMuL networks are affected to a larger extent
than the MLP/BackProp net.
The MLP/BackProp true positive curves in figure 6-9 show a degeneration in network ability to
recognise the characters as the applied noise level is increased. Although the average trend is
seen to be an approximately exponential decay in recognition, the individual curves for each
character differ substantially from one another. The BackProp curves are also noisy and, in some
cases, non-monotonic.
When Sensitised Path theory is introduced to the hidden layer of a network, producing the
NuMul MK I and II, the true positive classification curves become far smoother following an
exponential decay more closely, and are generally monotonic. Of particular interest is the
recognition curve for character "8" in the NuMuLMK. I network, and that for character "D" in the
MK II net. Here, the recognition curves remain at 100%for almost all noise levels which implies that
these neurons may be consistently responding "TRUE"irrespective of the class of input sample
applied. Such network dynamics may be considered as similar to the logic stuck at faults
described earlier in chapter three since, for the given test set. outputs are seen only to produce
one response (in this case, "TRUE").Examination of the classification rates for these characters in
figure 6-7 adds support to this stuck at fault hypothesis: the classification rates are seen to rapidly
decrease to 25%,consistent with neurons that consistently output TRUE(recall that each network
output should respond TRUEfor 25%of the test set). Apart from the recognition curve of "B" in the
N!JMuLI. and that for "D" in the NuMuL II. all other character recognition curves are seen to
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decay exponentially with the level of applied noise. Of all the character outputs in the NuMuL I
and II networks, the neuron for character "C" (in the Mk I) and that for character "B" (in the Mk II)
perform leastwell: both are seen to very rapidly decay to zero. Notice that the inclusion of neuron
pruning techniques improves the recognition of character "C" but severely degrades that of
character "B". This,however, may be due to the poor hyperplane positioning by BackProp, as
described in the following passages:
Hypothesis 5:
The predominant factor in the NuMuL/BackProp network's recogni tion
abilities is the placement by BackProp of the output neuron hyperplanes.
In the NuMuLMk I, character "B" isseen to have a recognition rate of almost 100%irrespective
of the level of applied noise. Thishas been suggested to be due to a stuck at fault where the
neuron firesirrespective of the data presented at the input layer. Although the classification rates
in figure 6-7 show this not to be the case for low levels of noise, such stuck at faults may exist at
higher distortions. One other possibility to consider is that the character hyperplanes are very
distant from their TRUEclass clusters in decision space as shown in figure 6-10. In such instances,
the addition of noise to the training vectors can be viewed as enlarging the class clusters in
decision space.
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In figure 6-10,the decision boundary denoted by the dashed line liesvery close to the region
of decision space where the character "B" output neuron is trained to respond FALSE.Thiscan
arise from the operation of the BackProp algorithm where hyperplanes slide through decision
space until opposite classinput clustersare separated. The result is that the presentation of a "B"
character from the training set will always result in a neuron output value close to 1.0 - this is
reflected in figure 6-10(right)where the range of neuron activities generated by each cluster are
presented. It can also be observed that the presentation of all the "A", "C" and "0" characters
from the training set will produce a range of neuron outputs, the upper boundary of which is
closer to 0.5. Thismay be of no consequence until we begin presenting the network with new
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data for which it has not been trained to classify. It can be appreciated that a given point in
decision space will map to an individual point in neuron activation space. Furthermore, an
individual point in neuron activation space will map to a region of points in decision space.
Now consider the application of a TRUEtest vector which the network did not encounter
during training. Although the neuron may produce a response that is correct lie., it correctly
responds TRUE),it is unlikely that the new sample will map to the same point in decision space as
any trained vector. In essence, this generally corresponds to an enlargement of the class clusters
in decision space. Now, if the decision boundary generated by a given output is sufficiently
distant from both class clusters, their enlargement should pose no penalty to the classification or
recognition rates. BackProp, however, slides the hyperplanes to fit the training samples implying
that many decision boundaries will lie closer to one class cluster than another. One may clearly
infer from this that the generalisation capabilities to one class of data (i.e., TRUEor FALSE)will be
significantly better than the other. Thisfollows since an expansion of a cluster close to the decision
boundary will cause leakage of vectors in that cluster to the opposite side of the decision
boundary. It should be stressed, however. that this description of hyperplane positioning in
decision space does not explain any existence of stuck at faults. Clearly. the addition of noise is
assumed to enlarge clusters in all dimensions - not just in the direction of the decision boundary.
Such a quality is important since it implies that irrespective of the extent of class enlargement.
some of the vectors contributing to the expansion will still map to the correct region of decision
space. Consequently. this means that for a cluster exhibiting leakage into the erroneous region of
decision space. some of the vectors contributing to the cluster's enlargement will be correctly
classified by the network.
Let us now. for convenience, label the two clusters produced by each output neuron as TRUE
and FALSE. Table 6-4 presents the characters that map into each cluster according to the neuron
under examination.
A B C D
CLUSTER TRUE FALSE TRUE I FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE
CHARACTERS A BCD B I ACD C ABD D ABC
TABLE6-4: CHARACTEROUTPUTCLASSDESIGNATIONS.
Let us also. designate the two regions lying either side of 0.5 in neuron output (activation)
space as 0 and J. The 0 region corresponds to neuron output values in the range 0 to 0.5 and the
J region corresponds to neuron outputs outside this range.
Retuming to the true positive classification rates in figure 6-9. one can now visualise a neural-
property that explains the very high true positive rates observed in some characters for the
generated networks. For instance. the high rate for character" BIfin the NuMul MK I. implies that
the hyperplane decision boundary is placed far closer to the FALSE cluster than the TRUE cluster
since the noise related cluster expansion does not result in the TRUE cluster leaking into the 0
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neuron output space. Thisproperty is implied again in the NuMul MK II,where the character 0 has
consistently high true positive classifications. Additionally, the hyperplane sliding property could
explain the low true positive classification rate of character "B'' in the NuMul MK II. The removal of
a neuron will, naturally, alter the layout of the n-dimensional decision space at the output. In this
case, the removal of character "B"s inhibitory neuron and "O"S excitatory node reduces the
space from 8 to 6 dimensions (the bias not constituting a true dimension, merely affecting the
hyperplane position). This altered decision space may have resulted in BackProp placing the
decision hyperplane for character "B'' close to the TRUE class allowing noisy Bsamples to leak into
the neuron ISO activity region.
Upon the removal of BackProp from training, the NuMul MK III adds evidence to support the
hyperplane sliding consequences of using the algorithm in the earlier NuMul architectures.
Generally, all the character true positive curves are consistently decreasing with applied noise
implying a more reliable positioning of the hyperplanes in decision space. It must be appreciated
at this point. however, that from the information presented provides no concrete evidence to
completely substantiate either the hyperplane sliding hypothesis or the stuck at fault hypothesis.
The inclusion of neuron pruning techniques for the purely sensitised path trained networks
provides the jump from NuMul Mk. III to NuMul Mk. IV. It is interesting to notice that the neuron
pruning scheme has improved the noise generalisation of character "B''. bringing it in line with the
other character curves. It is likely that this result is caused by the pruning scheme which has
removed the character B inhibitory neuron. Thispruning occured because the excitatory neuron
provided a better class separation (i.e. the distance in neuron activity space between the two
data clusters was greater) for character "B" than the inhibitory neuron; it is reasonable to assume
therefore, that more noise is required to move data from a cluster generated by a neuron with a
larger class separation across the decision boundary. Notice also that there is no evidence
contrary to this hypothesis since the move from NuMul MK III to MK IV does not decrease the
recognition ability of character" 0" (from which a neuron was pruned).
The inclusion of neuron promotion in the NuMul MK V causes a significant increase in the
recognition for noisy character B samples. This implies that the excitatory neuron for B has a
tendency to fire when any noisy sample ispresented (i.e., a stuck at fault).
To summarise the network true positive analysis, a plot is provided in figure 6-17which presents
the average true positive classification rates from each network. Theseaverage true positive rate
curves all follow an approximately exponential decay with respect to noise level. It is interesting to
notice that the networks generated either wholly or partially by BackProp have higher recognition
rates - particularly at high noise levels. Where layer promotion has not been utilised, the true
positive classification rates decay to zero relatively rapidly at around 50 % image distortion. The
inclusion of layer promotion has resulted in BackProp-type recognition characteristics, i.e. higher
rates of recognition and a decay to approximately 40 % recognition at 50 % noise level.
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FIGURE 6-11 : AVERAGE TRUE POSITIVE CLASSIFICATIONS RATES FOR EACH NETWORK.
6.3.2.2 True Negative Classification Rates.
A true negative classification may be seen to be the presentation of a noisy training sample for
which an output must respond FALSE,and the correct FALSEresponse from that output. An
example may be the presentation of a noisy character "B" and the FALSEresponse from, say, an
output trained to recognise instances of character "A". Consequently, true negative
classifications may be regarded as false sample rejections. True negative classification rates are
given by the following equation:
TN = Number of correctly classified FALSE vectors by output" N" x 100%
NEG Total number of FALSE vectors in test / training set
Figure 6-12 presents plots of the true negative classification rates for each network developed
from learning the rotation invariant character data.
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BACKPROPNETWORK NuMuLMK I NuMuLMK II
NuMuLMK III NuMuLMK IV NuMuLMK V
FIGURE 6-12 : TRUENEGATIVE CLASSIFICATION RATEPLOTSFROM THEROTATION INVARIANT
CHARACTER DATA.
The BackProp network demonstrates an almost linear characteristic of true negative
classifications against noise level. This means that as noise corrupts the training data, the networks
are less able to correctly reject samples from the FALSEset. In other words, this relates to samples
from FALSE clusters leaking into the TRUE region of neuron activation space characterising an
enlargement of clusters with noise level. This is demonstrated graphically in figure 6-13.
FIGURE 6- 13 : HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLEOF NOISE RELATEDCLUSTEREXPANSION IN DECISION SPACE
RESULTINGIN A REDUCTION IN TRUENEGATIVE CLASSIFICATIONS.
In figure 6-13, the original FALSE cluster is seen to expand in decision space due to the
generation of noisy test samples. The conjunction of this enlarged FALSEcluster with the region of
decision space where the output responds TRUE causes some FALSE input vectors to be
misclassified. These misclassifications account for the reduction in true negative classifications
seen in figure 6-12.
Notice that, in the general case, NuMuL networks have very high true negative classification
rotes, Exceptions do arise, and these correspond to the outputs and networks which produced
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unusually high true positive classifications. Thisis an interesting result since it adds support to the
hypothesis that certain neurons are exhibiting stuck at faults. More specifically, examine the very
low true negative classifications for character output" 8" in the NuMuLMk I. It was seen in figure 6-
12that this output had very high true positive classification rates, and it was hypothesised that the
neuron was exhibiting a stuck at fault. The true negative plot for this node confirms that a stuck at
fault existssince both show a neuron responding TRUEto both classesof test vector (Le.,TRUEand
FALSE).
Earlier in the true positive analysis, an explanation was given as to why the simple proposal that
noise causes cluster expansion could not account for stuck at faults. A modification to the cluster
expansion theory, used in conjunction with hyperplane positions in decision space, is proposed
here which can be used to explain the existence of stuck at faults. Here, it is proposed that the
addition of noise to the training set causes a movement of class clusters in decision space (this is
not mutually exclusive to cluster expansion, the theory also works if expansion is incorporated into
the model).
FIGURE6-14: HYPOTHETICALEXAMPLEOFNOISERELATEDCLUSTERTRANSLATIONI DECISIONSPACE
RESULTINGINNETWORKSTUCKAT1 FAULTS.
In figure 6-14,the original FALSEcluster generated by a neuron output from the training vectors
is translated (and enlarged) such that it now resides in the TRUEregion of decision space. Notice
that any movement or enlargement of the original TRUEcluster does not cause any TRUEvectors
to leak into the FALSEdecision region. Consequently, any vector applied to the network inputs
from the test set generating the clusters depicted in figure 6-14will result in TRUEneuron responses.
Thus,the network can be described as exhibiting a stuck at 1 fault due to the translation of the
FALSEcluster into the TRUEregion of decision space.
8y considering both the true negative results presented in this section and those from the true
positive measurements in the preceding section, it is possible to identify those network outputs
which exhibit stuck at faults. Clearly, a node exhibiting a stuck at 1 fault will have a 100 %
chorccter recognition (Le., true positive) rate and a 0 % sample rejection (Le., true negative) rate.
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Similarly, a stuck at 0 fault is indicated by a true positive rate of 0% and a true negative rate of
100%.Using these criteria in the search for stuck at faults provides the results described in the
following paragraphs.
The MLP/BackProp network isseen to display no stuck at fault characteristics: no outputs have
either 0% or 100%true positive or negative measures. The NuMuL Mk. I is seen to have stuck at
faults on all outputs at some stage. Character "A", "C" and "0" outputs all exhibit stuck at 0 faults
once the noise level approaches 50%, although output "0" exhibits these faults far earlier at
about 20%noise. The NuMuLMk. I output for character "B" exhibits a stuck at 1 fault upon the
onset of 40%noise which isof the opposite type to the other nodes in the network. The NuMuLMk.
II network outputs experience similar stuck at faults although character "B"'s output is stuck at 0
whilst that for character "0" isstuck at 1.
Upon the removal of BackProp from the training cycle, all networks have outputs with stuck at
o faults with the exception of the NuMuLMk. V which has a stuck at 1 fault on output "B". The fully
trained NuMuL networks are seen, therefore, to regularly exhibit stuck at 0 faults whilst those
trained additionally with BackProp demonstrate occasional stuck at 1 faults. The resultsobtained
here, do not apply merely to the networks trained with the rotation invariant character data:
examination of the true positive and negative plots for the font invariant numeral data in
appendix C show networkswith similar stuck at 0 fault characteristics.
Algorithm
Noise Level ('Yo)
FIGURE6-15: AVERAGETRUENEGATIVEMISCLASSIFICATIONRATESASA FUNCTIONOFNOISELEVEL.
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Figure 6-15 plots the average true negative classification rates as a function of applied noise. It
can be seen that the inclusion of sensitised path techniques improves BackProp true negative
classifications. Removal of BackProp from the training procedure is shown to further improve the
true negative classifications although the layer promotion scheme degrades performance to a
level comparable with that of the MLP/BackProp network.
6.3.3 Rotation Generalisation Analysis.
To assess the level of each network's rotational invariance, new test vectors were generated
from the training set using rotation angles not presented during network learning. For each
character, "A", "B", "C", "0", 360 test vectors were generated using rotation angles between 0
and 359 degrees in one degree intervals. This created a total of 1440 test samples; 1368 of these
the network had not seen during training.
CHARACTERCLASSIFICATIONRATE(%)
NETWORK A B C 0
BACKPROP 94.93 93.82 89.1 98.06
NuMuLMK I 98.89 100 97.64 93.82
NuMuLMK II 95.07 95.97 99.1 99.1
NuMuLMK III 95.97 100 100 100
NuMuLMK IV 95.97 100 99.653 100
NuMuLMK V 95.97 100 96.67 100
TABLE6-5: TABLEOF NETWORK CLASSIFICATION RATESFOR THEEXTENDEDROTATION TESTSET.
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FIGURE 6-16: PLOTSOF NETWORK GENERALISATION TO NEW ROTATION ANGLES.
The results obtained from testing the trained networks on unseen rotations of the training set
show the MLP/BackProp network to provide the poorest classification ability to new rotations. This
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is predictable from result 3 where the MLP/BackProp feature detectors were noted to lack
rotational invariance. Sensitisedpath feature detectors are rotationally invariant and pruning and
layer promotion do not significantly degrade network recognition ability to new rotations of the
original set.
Result 13:
The rotationally invariant sensitised path (NuMuL) feature detectors
provide a much greater generalisation capability to new (unseen) rotations
of the character set.
6.4 Network ErrorAnalysis.
Earlier descriptions of network generalisation capabilities have revolved around observing the
effects on classification rates when presenting noisy versions of the training set to network inputs.
Later analyses extended this concept by introducing measures which reflected the likelihood of
correctly classifying TRUEand FALSEsamples from the test set. Thiswas used to demonstrate the
onset of stuck at faults where some NuMuL network outputs were seen to produce the same,
typically FALSE,value irrespective of the class of test sample applied. The traditional idea of
clusters expanding in space by the generation of test data was shown to be incapable of
producing the results observed in the NuMuL networks. Instead, it was shown that in order to
support the results obtained, the introduction of noise to the training data must cause some
movement of one cluster across the decision boundary into the incorrect region of decision
space. Clearly although any movement or expansion of sample clusters in decision space will
affect network performance (e.g. classification rates etc.), other factors such as decision
boundary placement relative to the training set clusters are involved. Although it is possible to
infer hyperplane decision boundary placement by observing the true positive and negative
classifications in conjunctions, a more direct approach is to perform an analysis of network error
types.
Although a network output from a BackProp trained network can take on any value in the
range 0 to + 1. they are generally trained to respond only TRUE(+ 1) or FALSE(0). As such, it is valid
to assume that a network output has made an error if its activation is greater than 0.5 away from
the target state. In such an instance, the indication is that the respective output iscloser in neuron
activation space to the erroneous binary state than the target response. By assuming there are
two valid (binary) output values and quantising output layer node activations such that values
below 0.5 become FALSEand all others become TRUE.two distinct error categories emerge. These
error categories are referred to as false positives and false negatives, as described by definitions
37 and 38.
Definition 37:
A £a~se positive is a network misclassification to a training vector where
the network output is TRUE (+1) and the target response to that same input
pattern is FaLSE (0).
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l Definition 38: -~~A fa~Be negative is a network misclassification to a training vector wherethe network output is EaLSE (0) and the target response to that same inputpattern is TRUE (+1).----- --~- -..--- ..---.- ..---------.-.-------~.-.-----------------_--- -
Although presented from a stance of understanding network decision making processes, false
positive and negative measurements have practical uses. Indeed, they may be of crucial
importance to a designer, particularly if the application is safety critical. Take a hypothetical
example of the control of an atomic reactor. Supposing that one were to train a neural network
to monitor sensors (such as coolant flow and core temperature) from the reactor to determine if
an emergency shutdown was required to prevent a core explosion. Although in an ideal situation,
a network should never make mistakes, this cannot be guaranteed in practice. Furthermore, the
type of error made by the network is of crucial importance: a false positive would result in the
unnecessary shut down of the reactor, while a false negative would allow the reactor to operate
when an emergency situation had arisen. Clearly then, although no error is desirable, certain
errors may be lessso than others.
In this section, an analysis of network errors is made with the goal of implying hyperplane
positioning in decision space. Although straightforward misclassification rates can be implied from
the classification rates presented earlier in figure 6-7, these provide no information regarding the
types of error made by the network during testing. Furthermore, by assuming that noise addition
will affect TRUEand FALSEclusters in decision space similarly, it is possible to imply hyperplane
positions by examining the probabilities of networks making specific forms of error. Although the
sizesof the two clusters are unequal (the FALSEset being 3 time larger than the TRUEset), the
measures presented will still imply hyperplane positioning provided that the two clusters expand
by equal amounts. Thisshould be the case since the samples towards the midpoint of the clusters
should still lie closer to the midpoint than the samples at the cluster extremities when noise is
added. Consequently, although a greater proportion of samples belong to the FALSEset the
addition of noise should expand the clusters in all directions. Thisshould mean that equal amounts
of each cluster will leak into the opposite region of decision space with a hyperplane placed
midway between the clusters.
Suppose that an arbitrary network isshown to have equal probability of making a false positive
or negative misclassification. Additionally, assume also that the addition of noise affects TRUEand
FALSEclusters in decision space in a similar manner (Le., similar scaling and translations). Clearly,
this implies that hyperplane decision boundaries lie roughly mid-way between the TRUEand FALSE
clusters in decision space. This follows since each cluster has effectively leaked by an equal
amount into the opposite portion of neuron activation space. By making the aforementioned
assumptions, false positive and negative misclassification rates can be used to imply hyperplane
positions relative to TRUEand FALSEclusters in decision space. It should be appreciated, however,
that the error analysis presented in this section cannot be used to observe network stuck at faults
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since no information is present regarding the behaviour of the network when correct
classifications are made.
As in the classification rate measurements, noise levels range between 0% (no image distortion)
and 75% in 5% intervals. For each noise level. 100 different combinations of pixel alteration are
applied to each training vector to ensure a good representation of network error dynamics as a
function of image distortion.
6.4.1 False Positive Analysis
To appreciate a false positive misclassification of the rotation invariant character data,
consider applying a noisy "B": if the network's "A" output became "high" (Le. close to 1.0), then
this would be a false positive. The false positive misclassification rate is the percentage chance
that an error made by a network will be of the false positive type, Le.
F: _ Number of false positive misclassifications by output" n" 100 0.1
Pos - X 1'0
Total number of misclassification made by output" n"
False positives are, therefore, measured as a percentage of total error count. Consider for
instance that a network output made 100mistakes (i.e. misclassified the input data): if 25 of these
error were false positives, then the false positive misclassification rate would be taken to be 25%.
Now, each network output produces a false negative misclassification curve as a function of
noise level (Q). Each curve is, therefore, mathematically equivalent to the evaluation of F:OO(Q)
over the range 0 sQ s75 in intervals of 5.
A false positive analysis is now presented for both BackProp and sensitised path networks that
were trained on the rotation invariant character data.
Figure 6-17 presents plots of false positive misclassification rates against noise level for each
trained network. One important point must be stressed before considering these plots which has
already been implied in earlier paragraphs. This is that a high false positive (or negative)
misclassification rate does not necessarily imply a network which fails to reject a high proportion
of FALSE(or recognise TRUE)input samples. A high false positive misclassification rate merely
means that of all errors made by a network, a high proportion of these belonged to the false
positive class (and also means that a greater proportion of the FALSEcluster has leaked over the
decision boundary than the TRUEcluster). As stressed earlier, it is important to note that the
conclusions drawn relating to hyperplane positioning assume that the addition of noise to the
training set affects TRUEand FALSEclusters in a similar manner.
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BACK PROP NETWORK NuMuLMK I NuMuL MK II
NuMuLMK III NuMuLMK IV NuMuLMK V
FIGURE 6-17: FALSE POSITIVE MISCLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS FOR THE CHARACTER RECOGNITION
DATA.
I
FALSE region of Decision Space I TRUE region of Decision Space
I
FIGURE 6-18 : GRAPHICAL DEMONSTRATION OF HIGH FALSE NEGATIVE, LOW FALSEPOSITIVE
GENERATION DUE TO DECISION BOUNDARY PLACEMENT
Before considering the results in figure 6-17, let us consider how the false positive
misclassification rates can be used to imply hyperplane placement in decision space. Suppose,
for example that an arbitrary network correctly classifiesall vectors in the training set but that the
addition of, say, 5%noise produces a false positive misclassification rate of 10%.Thismeans that of
all errorsmade by that output at that level of noise, 10%of these will be of the false positive type
whilst the remaining 90%of the errors will be false negatives. Clearly, this means that a greater
proportion of the FALSEset has leaked into the TRUEregion of decision space than vice versa.
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Assuming that the addition of noise will cause each cluster to expand equally, then the decision
boundary must lie closer to the TRUEcluster in decision space than the FALSEcluster. Figure 6-18
depicts a hypothetical decision space which would generate such a false positive
misclassification rate. Now, irrespective of the amount of noise added to the training set. for
equally expanding but static (i.e., non-moving) clusters in decision space the false positive
misclassification rates should remain static. Thisfollows since although greater amounts of each
cluster may leak into error space, no cluster expands more rapidly with increasing noise and, as
such, the false positive rate should remain constant. Should, however, one of the clustersmove as
the noise level is increased such that it not only expands across the decision boundary but
translates as well, then a false positive misclassification rate that varies with noise should be
exhibited (this assumes,however, that the other cluster remains static or translates further away
from the decision boundary).
Examination of the MLPIBackProp network false positive misclassification rates in figure 6-17
shows that the addition of noise to the training set does not alter the false positive misclassification
rate (and therefore does not affect false negative rates either). Thisimplies that no movement of
clusters occurs in decision space or that both clusters equally translate across the decision
boundary. The false positive misclassification rate of approximately 50% for output "A" implies a
decision boundary lying midway between the TRUEcluster (i.e., that containing "A" samples) and
the FALSEcluster (i.e., that containing "B", "C", and "0" samples). Output "B" is seen to make
about 70% of its errors when classifying FALSEsamples (Le., false positives). This implies that the
hyperplane decision boundary generated by the "B" output lies closer in decision space to the
FALSEcluster than the TRUEcluster. Similarly, output "C", with 80% of all errors belonging to the
false positive class, should have a hyperplane lying closer to the FALSEcluster set than the TRUE
cluster set. Output "0", however, is seen to make only 20% of the total errors when classifying
FALSEsamples which implies that the network misclassifies TRUEsamples more frequently.
Consequently, this can imply a hyperplane which lies closer to the TRUEcluster than the FALSE
cluster.
The introduction of sensitisedpath techniques generally tends to produce false positive curves
which change with the level of noise applied to the test set. Thiscannot easily be explained unless
some movement of the clusters in space occurs or some kind of change in cluster density (i.e.,
samples bunching together into the portion of the cluster which lies over the hyperplane). Since
the stuck at faults described earlier also required some translation of clusters to facilitate the
results,the explanation of cluster translations seemsmore credible.
The NuMuL Mk. I network (output layer trained by BackProp), shows false positive
misclassification curves that, with the exception of that for character "B", drop with increasing
noise. Thisresult can imply that either the FALSEclusters are moving away from the hyperplanes
deeper into the FALSEregion of decision space or that the TRUEclusters are moving across the
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hyperplane into that same (FALSE)region. Examination of the true positive classification rates in
figures 6-9 shows a reducing likelihood of correctly classifying TRUEsamples implying that the TRUE
cluster does translate into the FALSEregion of decision space. No conclusions, however, can be
drawn as to the nature of any translation of the FALSEcluster. Since the true negative rates
increase by only a small amount. it seems likely that there is far lesstranslation of the FALSEcluster.
Unlike all other outputs, that for character "8" makes consistently high false positive
misclassifications irrespective of the level of applied noise and earlier analyses showed this node
to be exhibiting a logic stuck at 1fault. The only explanation for this is for the FALSEcluster to have
translated completely into the TRUEregion of decision space whilst the TRUEcluster has either
remained static or translated deeper into the same TRUEregion. In terms of decision boundary
placement. the initial 60% false positive measurement implies that the "A" decision boundary lies
slightly closer to the FALSEcluster than the TRUEcluster in decision space. Similarly, the very high
false positive rate for output "8" implies a decision boundary that almost touches the FALSEcluster
in space (and also explains how the translation of this cluster required to generate the stuck at 1
fault occurs whilst the true positive classification rates remain at 100%).In contrast to the outputs
for characters "A" and "8", those for "C" and "0" have initial false positive misclassification rates
of lessthan 50% which implies that the hyperplanes generated both lie closer to the TRUEcluster in
space than the FALSEcluster.
Moving to the NuMuL Mk. IV network, the use of neuron pruning is seen to have some rather
interesting effects on the false positive misclassification rates. Neuron pruning removes character
"8"'s inhibitory feature detector and character "D"'s excitatory feature detector. In the case of
character "8"'s output with both feature detectors (NuMuL Mk. III), the level of applied noise has
little effect on the false positive rate. The removal of the inhibitory detector, however, produces
an output whose false positive misclassification rate initially risesto about 20%at 20% noise level.
before decaying to zero as the level of noise intensifies. Recall that the inhibitory feature detector
for "8" isdesigned to output TRUEfor any character not resembling "8". Clearly, it's removal might
make the output for this character more likely to fire on the FALSEtest data, and this is confirmed
in the false positive plot. Notice, however, that the removal of character" 0'" s excitatory detector
has not increased the false positive misclassification rate, and the earlier true positive
classification graphs (figure 6-9) showed no deterioration in network ability to recognise "0"
samples.
The inclusion of layer promotion resulted in the excitatory feature detector for character "8"
and the inhibitory detector for "0" being moved to the output layer. This is seen to have a
dramatic effect on the false positive rates for character "8", producing a false positive curve
which is identical to that from the NuMuL Mk. I. Thisdemonstrates that the NuMuL Mk. I has largely
ignored all feature detectors in the network with the exception of the "8" excitatory node. Earlier,
figure 6-5 presented plots of feature detector usage by the NuMuL Mk. I: re-examination of this
figure confirms this suspicion.
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Perhaps the most confusing aspect of the NuMuL false positive results is that even though
hyperplanes are shown to be relatively well placed in respect to the two sample clusters, low
levelsof noise are seen to confuse the output nodes into believing they have seen a TRUEsample
when in fact they have been presented with a FALSEvector. Due to the nature of the training
data, however, it ispossiblefor even very low levelsof applied noise to corrupt samplessuch that
they resemble others of a different class.Table 6-6 presentsexamples of the characters "A", "B",
"C", and "D" at zero rotation angle after having 5% of their pixel states toggled by hand.
Although in general, low noise levels are seen to reduce the classification rate by only a small
amount (seefigure 6-7),certain instancesof noiseaddition can distort the input data to an extent
where even a human would be unable to correctly classify the sample. As the level of applied
noise is increased, sensitisedpath based networksgenerally become far lesslikely to make false
positive misclassifications.Thisis an interesting result since it is similar to what one would expect
from a human assigned to perform the same classification task. For instance, any character
distorted by a high level of noisewill be practically un-intelligible (see figure 6-3At 20%noise for
example). Naturally, no human would characterise such noisy pattems as belonging to bitmap
representations of alphanumeric characters, and so all outputs trained to detect such pattems
should have FALSEoutput. Thiscorresponds to the stuck at faults described earlier in the true
positive/negative analyses and describes the operation of many output nodes in the NuMuL
networks.
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TABLE 6-6 : EXAMPLES OF CHARACTERS ARTIFICIALLY MADE TO ApPEAR AS OTHERS By ADDING 5%
NOISE DISTORTION
6.4.2 False Negative Analysis
Aswith false positives,false negatives are measured as a percentage of total error count Le. a
network output making 100 mistakes, 30 of which are false negatives gives a false negative
misciassification rateof 30 %. The equation to calculate the false negative misclassificationrate
for a given output, ti. istherefore:
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F" _ Number of false negative misclassifications by output" n" 0
N[W - . . . x 100 Yo
. Total number of rnisclassifications by output" n"
Although a false positive analysis has already been provided that implies the resultsobtained
for a false negative analysis, these results are used to build up a comprehensive analysis of
hyperplane decision boundary placement and cluster motion in decision space. False negative
misclassification plots are presented for each network trained on the rotation invariant character
data in figure 6-19.
BACKPROPNETWORK NuMuLMKI NuMuLMKII
NuMuLMKIII NuMuLMKIV NuMuLMKV
FIGURE6-19: FALSENEGATIVEMISCLASSIFICATIONA ALYSISFORTHECHARACTERECOGNITION
TRAININGDATA.
Result 14:
The NuMuL networks produce higher false negative misclassifications than
the MLP/BackProp net for hi h noise levels.
Clearly, a false negative misclassification occurs when a network output fires in response to an
input vector for which it should not. In reference to the rotation invariant character experiment,
an example of this could be the presentation of a noisy "B" character failing to be recognised as
a "B''. The overall picture of the NuMul networks is a rapid rise in false negative misclassification
rates as the noise level increases. TheMLP/BackProp network, however, does not demonstrate this
characteristic: the curves for this network generally follow a rapid rise from 0 to relatively static
values. Thisis in common with the false positive misclassification rate curves from the BackProp
network presented earlier in figure 6-10. At zero noise, the MLP/BackProp network can be seen
failing to recognise the "A" samples correctly whilst the other networks provide zero false negative
misclassifications on all characters.
Using the same arguments put forward regarding the relationship between false positive
misclassifications and hyperplane positioning/cluster translation, a table is built for each network
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detailing, where possible, the position of each output hyperplane and the translation (if any) of
clusters across it. Where translations of clusters occur across the decision boundary, stuck at faults
arise (see earlier true positive and negative classification analyses). In cases where the TRUE
sample cluster translates into the FALSE region of decision space, stuck at 1 faults occur and,
where FALSEsample clusters translate into TRUEdecision space, stuck at 0 faults arise.
TABLE6-7: HYPERPLANEAND SAMPLE CLUSTERDESCRIPTION OF MLP /BACKPROP NETWORK
TABLE6-8: HYPERPLANEAND SAMPLE CLUSTERDESCRIPTION OF NuMuL(I)/BACKPROP NETWORK
TABLE6-9: HYPERPLANEAND SAMPLE CLUSTERDESCRIPTION OF NuMuL(II)/BACKPROP NETWORK
TABLE6-10: HYPERPLANEAND SAMPLE CLUSTERDESCRIPTION OF NuMuL (III) NETWORK
TABLE6-11: HYPERPLANEAND SAMPLE CLUSTERDESCRIPTION OF NuMuL (IV) NETWORK
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OllTE'UT
DECISION .••BOUND~~t.~l';,\FFi~I~J~!
R.8iATIVElTO SAMPp~Ci.US.TERS····
A MIDWAY ~ FALSE DECISION SPACE
B VERY CLOSE TO FALSE NONE-> TRUE DECISION SPACE
c TOUCHES FALSE NONE ~ FALSE DECISION SPACE
D VERY CLOSE TO TRUE ~ TRUE DECISION SPACE BEGINS ~ FALSE SPACE
TABLE6-12: HYPERPLANEANDSAMPLECLUSTERDESCRIPTIONOFNuMuL (V) NETWORK
6.5 Confusion Analysis
A method is now presented which demonstrates that the BackProp hyperplanes inadequately
separate the training vectors. This confusion analysis measures the number of times that each
output neuron emits a signal that is between 0.25 and 0.75 which have been used here to
represent indecision on the point of a neural network. The higher an output neuron's confusion
curve is, the lesscertain it isof the data it is attempting to classify. Confusion curves are presented
in figure 6-20 as a function of noise level and have been compiled for MLP/BackProp,
NuMuL/BackProp and NuMuL networks. In the case of the NuMuL networks, the threshold logic
operations were replaced with the sigmoid non-linearity to generate NuMuL networks capable of
producing any output in the range 0 to 1.
BACKPROPNETWORK NuMuLMK.I NuMuLMK.II NETWORK
~ i!: ~
! ! R;3
j j !J
Ch<;roc'.,
tlO •• Level !'l.)
NuMuLMK. III NETWORK NuMuLMK.IV NETWORK NuMuLMK.V NETWORK
~ ~ ~
l ! t6
J 1 j
Chcxoe .... ChoIoe'.'
FIGURE6-20: CONFUSIONPLOTSFOREACHNETWORKTRAINEDWITHTHECHARACTERDATA.
The results depicted in figure 6-20 suggest that although sensitivity analysis assistsBackProp to
converge reliably and quickly, network confidence can be significantly lowered when presented
with noisy training samples. It is important to note this phenomenon since previous results have
indicated that the NuMuL/BackProp networks generalise to noise better than the BackProp
network in that they make fewer misclassifications. The confusion analysis results indicate that
contrary to NuMuL/BackProp networks making fewer misclassifications, there is a tendency for
neuron outputs to respond with values close to 0.5.
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NuMuL/BackProp plots are now disregarded, and the recursive NuMuL confusion results are
plotted on the same axesalong with resultsfor the pure BackPropnetwork in figure 6-21.
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FIGURE 6-21: GRAPHS DEPICTING AVERAGE "CONFUSED" OUTPUT OCCURRENCES AGAINST NOISE
LEVELFORTHEBACKPROP AND RECURSIVE NuMuL NETWORKS.
The fact that the later NuMuLnetworks have very low confusion rates in comparison to the
MLP/BackProp net indicates that any cluster expansion must not generate samples that lead to
output values close to 0.5. Clearly, this means that when NuMuLnetworks make errors,they are
relatively confident as to the class of sample being applied. Conversely, the plot for the
MLP/BackProp network states that at high noise levels, approximately 8% to 10% of the errors
occur when the network isactually confused about an applied sample Isclass.
6.6 Discussion of Results.
This chapter has demonstrated that sensitised path techniques can effectively learn real
classification problems and produce networks that generalise well to both noisy input and
previously unseen rotations. Furtherexperiments have been conducted usingnumeralsof different
typeface in an attempt to assesshow effectively sensitisedpath techniques can handle more
complex geometric transformations. Theseresultsare presented separately in Appendix C, and
can be seen to confirm the validity of our conclusions relating to sensitisedpath and BackProp
learning techniques. A discussionis now presented relating to both the resultspresented in this
chapter and the resultsprovided in Appendix C.
Overall, the sensitised path NuMuL algorithms have been shown to scale up to sparsely
specified and large input dimensionality problems, and the performance of the generated
networks is encouraging. The usefulness of sensitised path training schemes has been
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demonstrated by contrasting their performance with the popular BackProp algorithm: resultshave
indicated that NuMul produces superior networks to BackProp for a variety of learning problems.
Although very popular, the drawbacks of BackProp and related approaches are well known.
Of particular significance is the critical choice of architecture which must be specified before
training commences. local minima are another problem facing these gradient descent
techniques, as is the computational expense which increases rapidly with the number of network
inputs [92]. Sensitisedpath schemes automatically ignore redundant inputs and. therefore provide
more compact networks than BackProp. Additional neuron pruning schemes have been
presented that increase compactness further by removing hidden layer neurons whose
functionality are supported by other nodes. Finally. the layer promotion technique allows neurons
that support a given output to be moved into the uppermost layer of a neural network. This
reduces the number of weights and neurons required to support that given output. Perhaps the
most salient point. however. is the constructive nature of the NuMuL schemes: network
architectures need not be specified before training as the algorithms themselves generate
neurons and hidden layers as required. Many other constructive algorithms exist such as the Oil
Spot [92]. Tower Algorithm [93][94][95] and BlTA [96].
Sensitisedpath techniques have been used to enhance BackProp performance characteristics
preventing such problems as local minimum convergence. This follows from the fact that the
NuMuLlBackProp networks generate linearly separable feature level activations. and that local
minima do not exist for linearly separable functions [20}. Furthermore. training times are much
reduced and the values of gain and momentum are far less significant for NuMul/BackProp
training than for pure BackProp learning. Global minimum convergence is. in essence. far more
reliably attained by NuMul/BackProp.
One particularly interesting aspect of BackProp learning is that smoothing weights (i.e.• by low-
pass filter methods) can improve network generalisation capabilities [70]. Examination of
BackProp feature detectors by 3-dimensional plots showed BackProp network weights to be noisy
in nature whilst NuMul feature detectors appeared largely noiseless. The improvements in
generalisation to noisy samples and new rotations by NuMuL networks indirectly matches the
resultsin [70] since weight smoothing reduces noise characteristics of feature detectors. Thus.the
implication is that smooth or noiselessfeature detectors generalise to new data better than do
noisy feature detectors - a result confirmed by our experiments. One further point of interest is that
BackProp can suffer from overtraining which is generally regarded as a side-effect of too low a
training threshold error criterion. In such instances. it is believed that BackProp fits noise from within
the training set which results in poor generalisation to new data. The error threshold used
throughout this thesishas been 0.1 - a value suggested by many scientists.Should our networks be
overtrained. then a sensible question would be "what is the minimum allowed learning threshold
that guarantees the avoidance of overtraining?".
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It has been shown that by incorporating sensitised path training into BackProp, certain
improvements in generalisation to noisy samples and new rotations are apparent. The NuMuL
neuron pruning scheme appears to be of little, if any. detriment to overall generalisation
performance (Le. taking all outputs into account) but produces unexpected results when
BackProp completes training. Removal of BackProp from the training cycle (l.e.. switching to
recursive NuMuL) has been demonstrated to provide vastly superior generalisation performance,
and neuron pruning does not decrease classification ability of noisy test sets. Thissuggests that
BackProp does not use the NuMuL feature detectors effectively and merely slides its output
hyperplane decision boundaries until the data classes are separated. Analyses have been
presented to show how hyperplane sliding can be detrimental to the generalisation abilities of a
neural network. Network classification rates have demonstrated that the NuMuL networks have a
tendency to exhibit stuck at faults when presented with very noisy data. Thisis a useful property
since the general case is for all outputs to consistently respond FALSEwhen presented with un-
intelligible test data.
Analysis of network misclassifications to noisy input samples has shown that recursive NuMuL
networks rarely make false positive misclassifications. This characteristic is also exhibited when
leaming font-invariant numeral recognition (please see Appendix C for further details). BackProp
networks, on the other hand, are seen to have roughly equal chances of producing false positive
and false negative misclassifications indicating that BackProp may not be suitable for designing
safety critical neural systems.Bymaking assumptions about the way in which clusters will expand
and translate by adding noise to the training vectors, an analysis has been made to suggest
possible hyperplane placement in decision space.
Earlier chapters verified that single layer gradient descent in LMSspace does not guarantee
that the maximum number of training samples will be correctly supported for a non-separable
function. Further resultsin this chapter have indicated that although a small training threshold can
be met by BackProp, the resulting networks can still fail to correctly map all training vectors. If one
were to regard network outputs of 0.9 or above as indicating a TRUEclass vector and outputs of
0.1 or below as indicating a FALSEclass vector, then it is possible to calculate a leaming threshold
that guarantees all training vectors will be supported.
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Rule 17:
In the general case of a system with n outputs and t training vectors, the
maximum allowed sigmoidal error on any vector must be no greater than 0.1
(samples are generally considered classified as 0 if the output is 0.1 or
less, and as 1 if the output is 0.9 or greater [23]). If all training
vectors were to produce sigmoidal errors on all outputs (en(t» of 0.1, the
RMS error would be as follows :
n-I I-I
LLen{t)2
RMSerror = 11 0 0
~ nt
n-I I-I
LLO.OI
= ~ 0 ~t
=~O.Olnt
nt
= 0.1
Clearly, the problem with the BackProp algorithm is that it fails to take
into account that many of the errors, en(t), could be very low and that the
bulk of the RMS error magnitude may therefore be comprised of just a few
large error terms. In a worst case analysis, one must assume the error to
be zero on all vectors and outputs except for one training vector where one
output misclassifies the sample. To ensure that the algorithm iterates
until this one sample has a maximum error of 0.1 on the failing output, the
maximum RMS error must be :
In the case of the rotation invariant character data, this maximum training threshold equates
to 0.00589 - a practically unrealistic value.
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Chapter Seven:
Constraint Matrices, Montonicity Checks
and Constructive Sensitised Path
7. Constraint Matrices, Monotonicity Checks and Constructive
Sensitised Path.
Earlier chapters have concentrated on sensitivity point counting techniques and their use in
neural network training. Initially. sensitisedpath theories were only capable of generating neural
architectures for linearly separable and completely specified functions. Extensionsthen addressed
handling non-unate. completely specified problems by generating appropriate weight
constraints for a BackPropagation algorithm. Chapter five introduced the most powerful sensitised
path algorithms with the NuMuLwhich have been shown to be suitable for training several real.
partially specified. problems. Unfortunately. the NuMuL is only capable of learning k-non-
monotonic functions for k s 1. Should a training set be unate but non-linearly separable. for
example. the NuMuL will fail. Furthermore. the sensitised path schemes are limited to learning
Boolean functions and cannot. therefore. handle continuous training data.
This chapter introduces some of the further work undertaken to extend the sensitised path
schemes to handle general non-monotonic functions (i.e. functions that may be unate but not
completely monotonic). Other areas of research include processing continuous valued input
data by binarising inputs using a thermometer coding scheme.
7.1 Introduction.
Thisthesishas introduced techniques based around modified Boolean Difference methods that
are capable of learning linearly-separable and non-unate binary mapping problems. In the case
of dealing with non-unate problems. it was shown that at least two hidden neurons are required
to support such a function by neural network. and attempts are now made to advance this idea
to handle higher order monotonicity violations (i.e.. handle k-non-monotonic functions for k ~ 2).
A characteristic of the NuMuL algorithms that has been ignored by earlier chapters is the
constructive nature of their operation. Clearly. these algorithms rely upon detecting neural
parametric requirements that cannot be met by a single cell. and growing additional processing
nodes to cope with the functional demands. Such operations can be considered constructive
since neurons are introduced into networks as and when dictated by the functionality
requirements of training sets. Constructive neural network training algorithms have recently
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become very popular, and several examples exist that enable arbitrary problems to be learnt
without specifying a neural architecture beforehand.
In general, the current constructive algorithms are based upon the idea of trying to classify, at
each step, as many examples of one class as possible while keeping all examples of the other
class correctly classified [92]. One such algorithm is based on the original principles of Boolean
algebra with additional rules referred to as selected extensions [96]. Thisalgorithm, the BlTA trains
a 4-layer neural network with binary to binary mappings and, unlike traditional logic circuit
building techniques, the BlTAiscapable of generalisation to new data.
A more recent algorithm is the Oil Spot [92] - another binary training scheme which develops a
more compact two-layer network capable of supporting any arbitrary binary mapping operation.
In many respects, the Oil spot issimilar in nature to the NuMul from an ideological sense.The main
emphasis ison the generation of a single hidden layer of neurons which may then be connected
to a simple output gate (in the case of the Oil Spot, the output neurons implement an OR
function) to realise the desired binary to binary mapping. It is important to understand, however,
that the two techniques differ substantially in their conception: the NuMul is derived from training
vector and neuron functional characteristics whilst the Oil spot is based around graph theory
solutions. More specifically, the Oil Spot constructs a layer of hidden units in an iterative manner
generating new neurons under the strategy of finding the largest linearly separable region of the
remainder of the input hypercube.
Another significant constructive algorithm is the tower algorithm of Gallant [93]. Here, cascade
mlp-type networks are produced such that the first neuron sees all the inputs whist all other cells
see the input cells plus the cell directly beneath it. Each neuron is trained using the pocket
algorithm with ratchet [26] - a scheme described earlier in this thesis. Gallant introduced
extensions to the tower algorithm enabling newly generated cells to see every other cell in the
network, this isreferred to as the pyramid algorithm [93].
Although the constructive nature of NuMuL implies that sensitised path schemes may be
derived capable of learning any arbitrary binary training set, the current state of sensitised path
training is limited to linearly separable and non-unate problems. Perhaps the most significant
weakness, therefore, of the sensitised path training schemes is their inability to handle functions
that are k-non-monotonic for k ~ 2. Although the two practical problems addressed in chapter six
and appendix C are both handled adequately by the NuMuL algorithms, there is no evidence to
suggest that NuMuLwill behave quite so well for all problems. Essentially,the NuMuL schemes base
their operation on assuming that any non-separability will be due to non-unateness. By designing
techniques to detect requirements of positive and negative weight. non-unate and, therefore, 1-
non-monotonic learning problems can be successfully supported by neural network using NuMuL.
In the general case, however, problems may be 2-non-monotonic, 3-non-monotonic or indeed k-
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non-monotonic for 2 ~ k ~ n-1 (where n=the number of inputs) [47]1. Clearly then, to extend
sensitised path to handle k-non-monotonicity, it is vitally important to understand how such a
condition would manifest itself in terms of neural parametric requirements. Constructive
techniques must then be developed that enable the generation of networks capable of
supporting such requirements.
Thischapter introduces several sensitised path extensions that enable monotonicity checks to
be performed by analysing the required ordering of weight magnitudes for a single neural
solution. By assuming linear separability of a training set, relative input weight magnitudes are
implied for a single neuron or threshold logic unit, and conflicting weight constraints are used to
detect a breakdown in weight ordering requirements. Since monotonicity specifies an ordering of
TLU/neuronweights [47], a breakdown in monotonicity (Le.a feature of the training set that makes
a given problem non-monotonic) will result in a breakdown in the ordering of weights. By
searching for conflicting requirements in groups of weights, monotonicity checks are made
possible by enhanced sensitisedpath techniques. Once the problem of detecting monotonicity
violations are addressed, the next problem is to determine how such weight constraint conflicts
may be resolved by multi-layer neural network. This is a study that remains incomplete, but
heuristics have been developed and applied with some success.The theories involved in weight
relationship generation, monotonicity checking, constructive heuristics and simulation resultsare
described in the following sections of this chapter.
7.2 Vector Weight Constraint Matrices: Specifying an ordering of
TlU/Neural Network Weights.
Since, by definition, monotonicity implies an ordering of network weights [47], a decision was
made to extend the NuCoDaMuL capabilities to detecting breakdowns in such orderings.
Although it iswell known that weight constraints can be extracted by solving the system of linear
inequalities, this is an arduous and time consuming task [47]. Consequently, techniques are
presented for determining an ordering of weights for a given TLU/neuron implementation
problem. Such weight constraints are, hereafter. referred to as relative weight constraints since
they specify a value relationship between two weights: for example, a typical constraint would be
WI> wJ(Le..weight "i" isbigger than weight "j").
Definition 39:
Re~ative weight constraints specify a vector magnitude relationship (i.e.,
sign included) between two given weights Wi, Wj'
Firstly,relative weight constraint generation is discussed in terms of neuron inequalities (i.e.,
using equation 2-1). From here. an altemative means of extracting constraints is presented using
1 Although it has been shown by Winder [117] that any n/2-monotonic function is completely (i.e. n-l
monotonic) - this enables us to restrict our search to [n/2] where [x] is the closest integer to, but not
greater than x.
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input sensitivity information and truth table input/output conditions: this technique allows the
generation of relative weight constraints without solving the systemof simultaneous inequalities.
7.2.1 Extraction of Relative Weight Values.
By solving the system of inequalities characterising a standard model neuron, exact weight
magnitudes can be determined for a completely specified Boolean function [47]. However, it is
possible to specify whether each individual weight is greater or smaller than each of the others
merely by input/output observation, without solving this system of inequalities. This is possible by
taking neuron functionality into account when analysing vectors of a given logic function.
Although our proof relies upon the manipulation of neural simultaneous inequalities, the
techniques developed require no such manipulations.
Let us take a set of variables, X=XI, X2, •.• r x-. which may be arbitrarily assigned values 0 and 1. It
can be appreciated at this stage that such an assignment corresponds to the generation of a
binary (input) vector. Furthermore, let us assume that x controls the presence of variable W=W, ,W2,
•••, Wn in a system of simultaneous inequalities such that when x=I. w appears in the formula (e.g. if
XI=]. then w, appears in the formula). The above description directly correlates with a neural
inequality being presented with binary data (x).
Let us now consider the parametric requirements in x to enable a constraint such as w, > W2 to
become apparent. Introducing additional notation, l;, to represent x after the removal of
variables XI and X2 (Le., l; contains no information regarding the state of Xl or X2), and '1', to
represent wafter removal of w, and W2 and substituting into the neural inequality yields:
IF THE ASSIGNMENT OF BINARY VALUES TO~, Xl AND X2 CORRESPOND TO A TRUE(1)
VECTOR.
IF THEASSIGNMENT OF BINARY VALUES TO~, Xl AND X2 CORRESPOND TO A FALSE(0)
VECTOR.
The above equations may be re-written as follows for TRUEand FALSEclass input vectors
respectively:
EQUATION 7-1
EQUATION 7-2
It should be clear from equations 7-1 and 7-2 that for any comparison between WI and W2 to
be possible, the term l;'I' must remain constant while different (binary) values are assigned to Xl
and X2. In this instance, then, a rule is to be enforced stating that for comparison of any two neural
weights, only 2-assignment may be performed in x.
Further rules exist. however, and these may be understood from simple mathematics. Let us
translate the ~'I' term to the left side of the inequalities 7-1 and 7-2 and replace the resultant -e-~'I'
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term by Z. This yields the following inequalities representing TRUEand FALSEclass input vectors
respectively:
EQUATION7-3
EQUATION7-4
Naturally. for a relative weight constraint such as W,>W2. two different inequalities are required.
i.e. two different binary 2-assignments of X,X2. In one instance. w, must appear in isolation. and in
the other. W2must appear in isolation. This corresponds to 2-assignments of (0.1) and (1.0) to X'.X2.
Let us consider two such assignments that constitute two TRUEclass vectors.
It should be easily apparent that no possible relative weight constraint can be appropriated
by two vectors of the same output class. Clearly. then. weight constraints can only be produced
from input vectors corresponding to different classes such as in the following example.
The above inequalities can be seen to indicate that. without doubt. weight WI is greater than
weightw2.
The previous analysis can be summarised by a single rule that defines the input/output
conditions required to generate an arbitrary weight constraint.
Rule 18:
For relative neural weight (signed) magnitude determination involving
weights wl, w2, the 2-assignment A={xr-+O, x2~1} must be made to the input
vectors and the output state, f, must be bound by the condition t,=r, or
lA ciA'
Suppose the conditions specified in rule 18 exist and that for a 2-assignment A = {XI -+- 0, x2 -+- I} •
fA Ch then there must be some instance of 1; where the assignment cornpletlone
A = {XI -+- 0,x2 -+-l} produces an output 0 when the assignment it = {XI -+-1,x2 -+-o] produces an
2 Recall that l; relates to an (n-2)-assignment of n literals and that A relates to a 2-assignment in the
remaining 2 (unassigned) literals. A can therefore be regarded as making S a complete assignment, i.e.
an assignment to all n literals.
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output ]3. In terms of the standard neural inequality this equates to an instance of W2 yielding an
output 0 and an instance of WI yielding an output l. Le.
W2 <Z
WI >Z
:. WI> W2
Conversely if, for the same 2-assignment h c fA then W2 > WI. Rule ]8 may be extended to
encompass these conditions as follows:
Rule 19:
For the 2-assignment A={xr-+O, xr~l}, if the condition fA =r, holds then
for neuron weights WI, W2 connecting to i.nputs XIX2, WI > W2. Conversely, if
for tha t same assignmen t the condi tion fA C fA holds, then W2 > WI.
It can be appreciated that implementation of rule 19 requires no manipulation of a system of
simultaneous inequalities and can be executed solely by input/output observation of a Boolean
function.
7.2.2 Weight Constraint Extraction By Sensitivity Analysis.
This section transforms rules 18 and 19 such that 2-assignments and implication checks are
expressed in terms of training vector and input sensitivity requirements.
The first necessary condition is that one must choose two n-literal vectors for which the 2-
assignments A = {Xi -+ O'Xj -+ I} and A = {XI -+ l,xj -+ o} are apparent. Such a requirement is met by
choosing two vectors that are identical in all x except literals Xi and Xj. Furthermore, one vector
must have a FALSE(0) value for Xi and TRUE(]) value for Xj while the other has a TRUEvalue for Xi
and FALSEvalue for Xj.
The second necessary condition is that for the above 2-assignments some ~ must exist such that
the assignment completion by A yields a vector of opposite output class to the assignment
completion by A. A simple way to guarantee such a condition is to locate a training vector that
has at least one input flagged sensitive, and one other flagged non-sensitive in the corresponding
sensitivity matrix. In finding a vector with such sensitivities, two other vectors will be implied that
are of opposing output class to each other.
Rule 20:
Relative weight constraints can only be generated (from an arbitrary
training vector) between sensitive and non-sensitive inputs.
3 Recall that the condition fA chis a stronger condition than fA ~ h and necessitates that h has a
1"ALSEvalue for at least one instance where fA is TRUE.
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Simply satisfying rule 20 will not facilitate weight constraint extraction. Although identifying a
candidate vector with appropriate input sensitivities ensures that two implied vectors will be
generated of opposite output class, the 2-assignment A={xi-X), xj-41} must apply to one of these,
and A to the other for constraint generation between WI and Wj. If all these conditions are met,
then relative constraints between weights WI and Wj can be extracted. Let us now consider the
demands this condition places on the search for an appropriate vector from which to extract
weight constraints using an example vector and sensitivity row.
Xl
1
X2
o
INPUT LITERAL LOGIC STATES SENSITIVITIES
~ I ~4 I ~s I ~ I X7 F~) Xl X2 I X3 I X4 I Xs
FIGURE7-1: EXAMPLEINPUTVECTORANDSENSITIVITIES.
X7
Clearly, the sensitivity on literal X7 implies that vector x=1001100 has an output, f(x}=l (and
therefore that any weight connecting to X7 must be negative). The fact that all other literals are
non-sensitive means that the 6 other implied vectors have corresponding output states, f(x}=O. By
definition, we can only extract relative weight constraints when the two implied vectors obey the
2-assignment rule. Now, imagine that we wish to generate a relative weight constraint between
the weights connecting to literals X7 and X6 (W7, W6) . The two implied vectors are:
Clearly, this does not satisfy the 2-assignment condition so no relative weight constraints can
be extracted between W6 and W7. Take another example of attempting weight constraint
assignment for Ws and W7 (Le. the weights connecting to literals Xs and X7). The two implied vectors
are:
Clearly, these implied vectors do obey the 2-assignment condition and relative weight
strengths can be extracted between Ws and W7. In essence, it is only possible to extract relative
weight constraints between a sensitive and non-sensitive input if those sensitivities relate to an
input vector where the candidate inputs are of the same logical state.
Rule 21:
For a given input vector of n literals XUX2,X3,'" ,Xn weight constraints
between two weights connecting to a sensitive Xj (1 S j S n) and non-
sensi ti ve x, (1 s k s n) (where j ;t! k) can only be extracted if Xj = Xk'
Now that vector search parameters have been defined, it is only a matter of interpreting the
respective truth-table and sensitivity matrix entries. By analysis of the four possible output state
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combinations where literals Xi, Xj are sensitive and non-sensitive respectively, a simple rule is
discovered that determineswhether connecting weights Wi, Wj satisfyWi > Wj or Wj > w;
Rule 22:
For a given vector with literals Xi, Xj both ~n binary state ZEO,l, and
posit;ive~y sensitive Xi, insensitive Xj, connecting weights Wi, Wj must
satisfy Wi > Wj. Conversely, wi th identical condi tions but negat;ive~y
sensi ti ve Xi, weigh ts mus t sa tisfy Wj > Wi'
It is vital to guarantee that, should any arbitrary weight constraint Wi > Wj exist for a given
Boolean function to be realised by a single TLU/neuron,then that constraint will be identified by
sensitisedpath techniques. A proof is provided to demonstrate that sensitivityanalysiswill detect
any weight constraint required to support an arbitrary Boolean function.
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Proof 3: For any required constraint wi > wj, a corresponding entry is
guaranteed in the Constraint Matrix.
Suppose a TLU of n-inputs requires some (non-zero) Wi > Wj to implement a
switching function, f(x), then the requirement exists for the contribution
to TLU net-input of literal Xi to be greater than that of Xj. Thus, there
must be a requirement for some x such that net (xi=l, Xj=O) > net (Xj=O,xj=l)
with all other literals static. Such a requirement can only exist if an
output transition is necessary between net (xi=l, Xj=O) and net (Xi=O, xj=l).
Since the former is the larger, the output must be 1 for x i=I , Xj=O and 0
for Xi=O, xj=l. Consequently, 2-assignment to A={xi-+O,xj-+1j will yield
fA cIA for some x, i. e.
x xi=l Xj=O produces output 1
x Xi=O xj=l produces output 0
Although no indication is given as to the output patterns for Xi=O, Xj=O and
xi=l, xj=l, there are only four possibilities:
It should be realised that regardless of which condition applies,
sensitised path theory will isolate the constraint Wi > Wjif it exists.
7.2.3 Constraint Matrix Generation: Vector Constraint Matrices.
Definition 40:
A vector constraint matrix specifies an ordering between two TLUlneuron
weights taking their signs into account. For an n weight system, a table of
n rows and n columns is created whose elements are addressed by specifying
the row number, r (1 ~ r ~ n), then the column number, c (1 ~ c ~ n). A
marked element, i:j (1 ~ i,j ~ n: i ~ j), indicates that weight "i" is
greater than weight "j", while elements i: i (1 s i ~ n) specify the sign of
weight "i" (positive="+", negative="-").
Vector constraint matrices provide a simplemeans of containing all relevant weight constraints
extracted from a given, completely specified, Boolean function. Foran n-literal problem, a table
of n rows and n columns isgenerated, one column and row for each candidate weight. Notice,
that constraint matrices assume linear separability of a problem since only one weight is
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generated per input literal. Although instances arise where functions are non-linearly separable
but require only one weight per input literal (an example is the Boolean function f(X)=X1X2+X3X4),
sometimesmore than one weight isrequired per input (for instance, f(x) = Xl X2 + X1X2) • Each row in
the constraint matrix corresponds to a given weight, Wi, and entries along that row are used to
indicate that Wi, islarger than the column weight. Thediagonal of the matrix (Le.entry i:i for 1 ::;;i ::;;
n) is used to indicate the required polarity of a given weight (Le. entry i:i contains the polarity of
Wi). An example constraint matrix ispresented in figure 7-2for clarity.
FIGURE 7-2: CONSTRAINT MATRIX STRUCTURE WITH EXAMPLE ENTRY.
The matrix is read horizontally; 0 entries are used to indicate a weight ordering whereby the
row weight is greater than the column weight. An example entry has been included in figure 7-2
indicating that W3 is positive and greater in (signed)magnitude than ws.
A constraint matrix is built up by scanning each row of the sensitivity matrix. Any
positively/negatively sensitiveinput, x, can be said to require greater/smaller weight than a non-
sensitive input. Xk (j cF k) provided Xj = x, in the corresponding row of the truth table. Weight
polarities (Le. positive or negative) can be determined for any given sensitive input using the
stimulusequation presented in chapter three (equation 3-9).
7.2.4 Example Constraint Matrix Generation.
To clarify the earlier description of weight constraint matrix generation, a simple example is
provided with the Boolean f(X)=Xl+X2X3function. Figure7-3a presents the truth table representation
of thisfunction, and figure 7-3bpresentsthe corresponding sensitivitymatrix produced by CoDaSiL
sensitivityextraction techniques.
<x{}·•.•••<.*i({.)G{ ·.·.·tJXl.••
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 1 0 f)
o lOO C)
o 1 1 1 0
lOO 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 G
1 1 1 1 0
FIGURE 7-3: TRUTH TABLE AND SENSITIVITY MATRIX OF THE F(X)=Xl+X2X3 BOOLEAN FUNCTION.
A). Truth Table 8). Sensitivity Matrix
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Processing is performed in rows designated 0 through 0. Each row of the truth table and
sensitivity matrix is analysed to produce constraints where possible. Table 7-1 presents a list of
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each input vector with superscript + or - to denote positive or negative sensitivity, and any
possible implied relative weight constraint.
TABLE 7-1: RELATIVE WEIGHT CONSTRAINT EXTRACTION FOR THE F(X)=Xl+X2X3 BOOLEAN FUNCTION.
The weight constraints in table 7-1 are more compactly represented in the constraint matrix
form presented in figure 7-4.
FIGURE 7-4: CONSTRAINT MATRIX FOR THE F(X)=Xl+X2X3 BOOLEAN FUNCTION.
7.2.5 Vector Constraint Matrix Interpretation: 2-Monotonicity Checks.
Previousdiscussionson monotonicity have specified that for a function to be m-monotonic, it
must be k-comparable for all k such that 1 :'5: k :'5: m. It has already been shown that 1-
comparability is equivalent to weight unateness, but no definitions have yet been developed to
describe the weight-equivalence of 2-comparability or the general case of m-comparability.
Such definitions are now derived by example. Consider that we wish to determine whether
f(X)=Xl+X2X3is2-comparable. Thisnecessitatesthe consideration of the 2-assignmentsto A of {Xl~,
X2~O},{Xl~O, x2~1}, {Xl~l, X2~O},{xi-e l. x2~1}, {Xl~O, X3~O},{Xl~O, X3~1}, {Xl~l, X3~O},{Xl~l,
X3~1}, {X2~O,X3~O},{X2~O,X3~1},{X2~1,X3~O}and {X2~1,X3~1}.Furthermore, fA c fA or h c fA
must hold for each 2-assignmentfor the function to be 2-comparable. If the said function is not 2-
comparable then the conditions fA er. hand h er. fA must apply for at least one 2-assignment.
For2-assignmentsto A {XHO,Xi~O}or {xi-»1,Xi~1}, it is possible to detect whether the function is
unate in both Xiand Xi.Should, for such an assignment,A. fA er. hand h er. fA then the function
may be non-unate in Xialone, Xi alone, or non-unate in both Xi and Xi - there is no way to
determine which case applies purely by 2-assignment. Should this be unclear, consider the
vectors of a 3 literal problem generated by the 2-assignmentsto A of {X2~O,X3~O}and {X2~1,
X3~1}that have been assigned output states, f(x), such that I; er. hand h er. fA .
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It should be clear that the 2-assignmentspresented can reveal non-unateness in Xl but cannot
exclusively determine whether fIx) is non-unate in X2,X3,or both X2and X3.This is of no real
consequence since checks for 1-comparability would have detected which variables where non-
unate, but it illustratesthat 2-comparability produces no more information than 1-comparability if
assignmentsare restricted to {Xi-*O,Xj-*O}and {xi-»1,Xj-*1}.
Now consider 2-assignmentsto A of the form {Xi-*O,Xj-*1}and {xi-s1,Xj-*O}.It has already been
shown that such assignments can produce relative weight constraints between connecting
weights WIand Wj.If 2-comparability is to hold then for any 2-assignment in A of two literals XI,Xj,
one of the conditions fA ch, h c fA r or fA = h must hold. Now, it has been shown that for a 2-
assignment A of {XHO,Xj-*1}, if fA ch then Wi> Wjand if h c fA then Wj> vc: Furthermore if, for
that same assignment, fA =h then wl=Wj.Thus,a breakdown in 2-comparability implies that WI::F-
Wj, Wi > Wj and Wj > Wi. It is clear, therefore, that if a function is l-comparable but not 2-
comparable then a requirement existswhere a weight, Wi,must be greater than another, Wj, in
one instance and smaller than it in another. Thismay be incorporated into a rule as follows:
Rule 23:
If an arbitrary function, f(x), is not 2-monotonic but is l-monotonic, then
the function is not realisable using a single neuron since a requirement
exists that some weight, Wi, must be greater than another, Wj, whilst Wj <
Wi·
From rule 23, it is clear that a l-monotonic function that fails a 2-comparability test will be
characterised by conflicting relative weight magnitude entries in the function's corresponding
constraint matrix. A sample constraint matrix is presented in figure 7-5 to demonstrate this
characteristic.
FIGURE7-5: SAMPLECONSTRAINTMATRIXINDICATINGFUNCTIONl-COMPARABILITYBUT2-NoN-
MONOTONICITY.
7.2.6 Vector Constraint Matrix Interpretation: 3-Monotonicity and Above.
It has been shown that 2-monotonicity specifies an ordering between two weights, defining
which, if any, is the greater (sign included). Checking for 2-monotonicity in a constraint matrix is
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simply achieved by examining cross-diagonal entries (Le. comparing the entry in column x. row y
with the entry in column v, row x). If both entries are marked with a 0' symbol, then the function is
not 2-monotonic. Detection of higher order monotonicities is less simple: 3-monotonicity does not
specify an ordering of two weights, but the size of one weight in relation to two others. This is a
simple concept to prove and relates to that for 2-monotonicity.
It was shown for a 2-assignment A={Xi~O, Xj~ 1} that if fA c fA then an ordering of weights, Wj >
WI, exists. Consider a similar 3-assignment A={Xi~, Xl~, Xk~ 1}. If for such an assignment. fA =r.
then no direct ordering is implied between Xk and XI or Xl in isolation. Instead, it should be relatively
easy to see that the constraint is Xk > Xi + Xj. Should a function fail to be 3-monotonic, a
breakdown in weight ordering has the following nature:
o WK> W,+ WJ
e WK< W,+ WK
It is can be argued from 0 that w; > WI and Wk > Wj. In e, however, we notice that Wk < Wi + Wj
i.e., Wk must be less than the sum of WI and Wj. Assuming that the function is 2-monotonic (Le.
unate and 2-comparablel then there will be no constraint violations of the nature Wk > WI and WI >
Wk, or Wk > Wj and Wj > Wk. There must. however, be a constraint Wk > WI or Wk > Wj since for 2-
assignments A={Xi~, Xk~ 1} and A={Xl~, Xk~ 1}, one such assignment must satisfy fA c fA' It is of
prime importance that the function is 2-monotonic since this demands that Wk cannot be larger
than either WI or Wj in one instance and less than WI or Wj in another. The only possible way for the
function to be two monotonic and fail 3-comparability is for one of the following conditions to be
true:
Wk > Wi, Wi > Wj, and Wj > Wk
Wk > Wj, Wj > Wi, and Wi > Wk
Rule 24:
A function that is 2-monotonic but not 3-monotonic will imply weight
violations of the order Wk > Wi, Wi > Wj, and Wj > Wk without implying Wk >
Wj'
To check a given weight is not party to a 3-monotonicity violation involves examining many
more matrix elements (or cells) than does the search for 2-monotonicity violations. Essentially. for
each weight constraint such that WI > Wj, the entire row for Wj in the sensitivity matrix must be
scanned. For any instance where a constraint specifies that Wj > Wk, a further check is required to
ensure that the constraint Wk > WI does not exist.
Scanning constraint matrices for 4-monotonicity violations (which are characterised by WI > Wj.
Wj > w«. Wk > Wm. and Wm > WI) requires the scanning of so many constraint matrix cells that it may
not be practicable. Using sensitivity analysis to generate constraint matrices. however. means that
it is possible to ensure that a function is completely-monotonic without solving the system of
inequalities.
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Rule 25:
The generation of a weight constraint matrix for a completely specified
Boolean function allows, by observation alone, a check for complete
___ monotonicity to be made without solving a system of inequalities.
7.3 Determining Minimum Integer Weight Requirements for a
TLU/Neural Network.
Previous sections have shown that mono tonicity violations can be detected in functions by
examination of the corresponding vector constraint matrix. However, there are essentially three
limitations of vector constraint matrices:
0: no account is made of bias level requirements
e: no ordering of weight magnitudes is given for weights of opposite sign
0: no constraint is given to express that one weight must be greater than
the sum of two or more others (i.e. Wi > Wj+Wk for instance).
Each limitation is now addressed in separate subsections, Firstly, techniques are proposed
which convert vector constraint matrices into scalar constraint matrices. Thesereplace constraints
between opposite sign weights with magnitude constraints such as IWI I > Iw21, Iw21 > IWI I if
such conditions are required (i.e. that one of these weights actually requires a larger magnitude).
Methods of detecting constraints such that one weight is greater or less than the sum of some
others are then presented and, finally, techniques for determining bias conditions are given.
By combining these developed rules a means of completely ordering the weights in terms of
both sign and magnitude isprovided that allows minimum integer weight values to be assigned.
7.3.1 Scalar Weight Constraint Matrices.
Consider a highly negative weight, WI, (say wl=-lO,OOO),and a positive small weight Wj, (say
Wj=+1). Now, it true say that the constraint Wj > WI, would be detected by sensitised path
techniques (see proof 3 for validity), but no indication is provided as to the magnitude
relationship between WI and Wj. Such information would be of particular use for algorithms
designed to generate minimum weight TLU/neural network implementations of Boolean problems.
Consequently vector constraint matrices are now extended to take magnitude requirements into
account, producing scalar weight constraint matrices.
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Definition 41:
A sca~ar constraint matrix specifies an ordering between two TLU/neuron
weights without taking their signs into account. For an n weight system, a
table of n rows and n columns is created whose elements are addressed by
specifying the row number, r (1 ~ r ~ n), then the column number, c (1 ~ c
~n). kmarked element, i:j (1 ~i,j ~n: i :;ej), indicates that weight "i"
is of greater magnitude than weight "j", while elements i:i (1 ~ i ~ n)
specify the sign of weight "i" (positive="+", negative="-").
Let us now visualise a situation where two weights of opposing sign, Wiand Wj,require different
magnitudes. Representing a neuron's net input with literals XIand Xjset to FALSEby net-, it is clearI,
that setting one of the literals Xior Xito TRUEwill reduce net-, whilst the other will increase net-. A
tt ii
requirement for one of the weights Wi or Wi to be greater in magnitude than the other will only
arise if, for some net=, the TRUEassignment to the larger weighted input switches the output. and,
!
following this, the setting of the smaller weighted input to TRUEhas no effect.
The two scenarios where such a switching can be manifested, are described in figure 7-6:
For Xi -ve, Xj +ve, I wi I > I Wj I
(1) net- > 0t-
(2) net~ - Wi < 0
(3) net~-wi+wJ.<O
'I
However, since net~ ~ 0,
-Wi +Wj <0
~IWil>IWjl
For xi -ve, Xj +ve, I Wj I > I wi I
(1) nefti <0
(2)
(3)
net- +wi;:::OI,
net- -Wi +WJ. ~O"
However, since net- < 0,
f
FIGURE 7-6: VISUALISATION OF POSSIBLE SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
WEIGHTS WHERE ONE WEIGHT IS GREATER IN MAGNITUDE.
In condition 1, the output of the TLU/neuron must be TRUEfor xi=xi=FALSEsince a 0 ~ 1 transition
on a negative weighted input cannot possibly result in an output transition from FALSEto TRUE.The
same argument applies to condition 2 only here, the TLU/neuron output must be FALSEwith literals
Xiand XiFALSE.
More specifically, to detect a negative weight, Wneg,greater in magnitude than some positive
weight, Wpos,requires us to find an input vector, V, with literals Xpos and XnegTRUE.Furthermore, Xneg
must be sensitive, Xposnon-sensitive, and the output state for the training vector identical in all
literals except Xnegand Xpos to V, V, must be TRUE.
Conversely, to detect that Wposis greater in magnitude than Wnegwould require V with Xoos
sensitive, Xnegnon-sensitive and the corresponding vector V to have FALSEoutput state.
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Sensitivity analysis provides the necessary information to extract scalar weight constraints
rapidly, without solving the simultaneous inequalities. The requirement for two TRUEvalued input
literals, one sensitive and another non-sensitive is easily met by examination of truth table and
sensitivity matrix entries. By examination of the output state of a vector identical in all respects but
with the two candidate literals in FALSEstates allows the generation of a scalar constraint
between two opposite sign input weights.
Rule 26:
For an arbi trary input vector, r x.x , wi th li terals Xi and xi both set TRUE
and Xi sensi ti ve, Xi non-sensi 1:1ve, if vector VX;X; t=r x,x bu t wi th
Xi=Xi=FALSE)has the output state TRUE, then IWiI > IWiI. OtheJwise, IwiI >
IWiI.
It should be appreciated that rule 26 is merely an extension to rule 22 and can also extract
constraints between weights of the same sign.
7.3.2 Extracting Magnitude Relationships Between Groups of Weights.
Definition 42:
Dual weight constraints are magnitude relationships between two weights of
arbitrary sign. Compound weight constraints are similar relationships
between one weight and a sum of two or more others.
Although at this stage, methods have been presented that allow one to determine whether a
given weight is greater in magnitude than another, satisfying such constraints will not guarantee
that an appropriate TLU/neural network will support a given function. Let us consider this point by
example. Take a Boolean function such as f(X)=XIX2+X1>(3+X2X3X4:generating the appropriate scalar
weight constraint matrix will indicate that Xl must have greater weight than either X2,xa,or X4,but
does not tell us whether !WI! must be less than, say !W2+W3! or any other absolute combination
of W2,W3,and W4.Extraction of Chow Parameters and examination of tables indicates that WI >
(W2,W3,W4)but less than the sum of these weights (Le., WI < W2+W3+W4).Although no indication of
such requirements are provided in a scalar weight matrix, the information is available from the
truth table and sensitivity matrix. Furthermore, detecting a requirement for an individual weight to
be greater than the sum of some others is performed in an almost identical manner to the earlier
presented dual weight constraint generation technique. To illustrate this point, two examples are
presented: the first example shows compound weight constraint extraction for common polarity
weights, and the second example shows extraction for cross polarity weights.
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From 0,
IWil > I (Wj,wj,wd I
From 0,
IWil > I (Wj,Wk,Wl)I
In figure 7-7a, it isclear from vector 0 that WI must be greater in magnitude than either W2, W3
or W4. However, it ispossibleto determine whether WI isgreater in magnitude than, say,W2 + W3 by
examination of the output state of an appropriate vector. Let usconsider the output state for the
same vector (i.e., vector 0) but with literals X2 and X3 TRUE.Should the output change, then it is
clear that X2 and X3 have sufficient weight to generate an output transition, even though neither
literal has sufficient weight to switch the output in isolation. Vector 8 in figure 7-7a represents this
vector: the output state of vector 8 is FALSEindicating that no transition will occur by setting
literalsX2 and X3 to TRUE.Consequently, since Xl in isolation can switch the output, whilst X2 and X3
together cannot, WI musthave greater magnitude than the sumof W2 and W3.
Rule 27:
For a given positive or negative function, f(x), with Xi sensitive, Xj, XkF
non-sensitive for Xi=Xj=Xk=Z EO,l, let this 2-assignment to Xj,Xk be denoted
A. If h has opposite output state to fA (i. e., h = fA) then Wi > Wj+Wk.
By using the same techniques that allowed the extension from generating signed weight
constraints (rule 22) to magnitude weight constraints (rule 26), rule 27 can be extended to detect
requirements of IWi I > IWj+Wk I for Wi of opposite sign to Wj and Wk:
Rule 28:
For a given function, f(x), with Xi sensitive, Xj, Xk, non-sensitive for
Xi=Xj=Xk=TRUE, let this 2-assignment to Xj •x, be denoted A. If fA has
opposite output state to fA (i.e., J-A=fA) then Wi > Wj+Wk.
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By using rule 28, it is possible to determine any compound weight requirements and, therefore,
specify an exact ordering of input weights.
7.3.3 Determination of Bias Requirements.
At present. no indication of bias requirements are available. It is a simple matter, however, to
determine whether the bias need be negative or greater than/equal to zero by observation of
input/output requirements with all input literals FALSE.This follows, since the only parameter
influencing the output state is the bias, e, and the standard model neural inequality directly
implies a net input requirement for a given output state.
Rule 29:
The polarity of a required bias, (), can be determined by observation of
output state when all input literals have FALSE values. If the output is
zero then the requirement exists for the () < 0, otherwise () ~ o.
From the application of rule 29, e will appear in either the positive or negative sign (counting
the possibility of 9=0 as positive). For any switching operation that is not a static TRUEor FALSEfor
all input vectors, there existsthe requirement for at least one weight of opposite sign to the bias.
By extension of rule 29, it is possible to imply an ordering of weight magnitudes between the bias
and weights of opposite sign. For such an ordering to be extracted, it is vitally important to
understand that non-sensitive input literals require zero weight since only sensitisedliterals play any
part in the further analyses.
Proof 4 shows that for a non-sensitive literal, XI, no weight is required on XI (Le. WI = 0) to
implement the respective function.
Proof 4: Non-Sensitive Inputs Require Zero Weight Strengths.
Consider that. anipput variable, Xi, has no indication of being positively
or negatively sensitive in a constraint matrix (characterised by entry i:i
in the constraint matrix being enpty). This necessitates that no two
vectors exist, identical in all x except Xi, where the output states
differ. This follows from the definition of sensitivity: where any instance
of a transition on Xi results in an output transition, Xi is sensitive. In
terms of the standard model neuron inequality, this means that for all x:
I( tX.iWj +O« Wi) = I( tXjWj + 1x WI)
j=I(j~I) j=I(j~I)
=> 1(0) = l(wl)
:.WI =0
Note that the above condition only holds if £(.) is strictly monotonic
(i.e. strictly monotone or strictly antitone).
Now, a magnitude constraint can be extracted between the bias and any input weight of
opposing sign, rule 30 describes such constraint extraction.
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Rule 30:
For an arbi trary bias, fJ, and opposi te sign weigh t, Wi, if the output
differs in vectors x={O,O,O, .. ,O} (i.e. Xi=O) and x={O,O,O, .. ,l, .. ,O} (i.e.
xi=l) then IWjI > I fJl. Otherwise, I fJl > IWiI .
A proof for rule 30 is now provided as follows:
Proof 5: Proof of Validity for Rule 30.
There are essentially only two possible conditions: the bias, 0, is either
positive or negative (the instance where fJ=O is counted as fJ positive).
From standard neuron-model functionali ty, the output class where all n
inputs are false is implied by the bias polari ty, and the opposi te sign
input weight can only be smaller or greater than I fJl. Let q be a vector
equal in all x except Xi, which is unspecified. The vector q in conjunction
with a specification for Xi form a complete assignment. Furthermore, let
all entries in q be false such that all network weights other than Wi and
the bias, fJ, have no influence on the output state. Now consider the four
possible output state combinations produced from vectors ~v Xi and ~v Xi:
Condi tion f): 8 ~ 0, Wi < 0
No Output Transition
B<O B?_O
Wi +B< 0 Wi + B> 0
=> B< -Wi => B> -Wi
:·I~>IWil :·I~>lwil
Condi tion 0: 8 ~ 0, Wi < 0
Ou ut Transition
Condition 0: 8 < 0, Wi > 0
No 0 t Transition
Condition 8: 8 < 0
t Transition
~VXi ~VXi
0
B<O B?_O
Wi + B?_ 0 Wi +B< 0
=> B?_ -Wi => B< -Wi
:·IBI< Iwil :·IBI< Iwil
From the above, it is clear that for an output transition generated by Xi
alone, IWjl > 181, and for a static output, 181> IWil.
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By repeated execution of rule 30 for weights of ascending order of magnitude, an ordering
between input weights of opposing polarity to the bias is generated. It should be appreciated at
this point. that it isperfectly feasible for a bias to be greater in magnitude than all input weights of
opposite sign, but it must be less than some sum of these weights to facilitate a switching
operation. However, as with input weights of opposite polarity, it is possible to determine the
upper and lower limitsof bias weight requirements using similar techniques.
Essentially, two procedures are executed, the first determines a lower limit for the bias
magnitude, e, the second determines an upper limit.
The search for constraints between the bias, e, and input weights of opposite sign begins with a
scan to determine whether the bias is greater or smaller than each individual opposite sign
weight. The smallest weight. WI, of opposite sign to the bias is located in the scalar constraint
matrix. Should the bias be greater than thisweight. then a larger weight is taken. Rule30 isapplied
again, and higher magnitude weights are chosen until either the bias has been detected to be
smaller in magnitude than the individual input weight or all input weights have been found to be
smaller.
In the instance where the bias is greater than all individual input weights, then the sum of the
two smallest weights are compared to the bias, followed by the next two and so on. Eventually,
we are guaranteed to find a combination of input weights that sum to a larger magnitude than
the bias. Thisallows the bias magnitude to be ordered in relationship to all the opposite input
weight magnitudes and allows the generation of a single neuron solution.
7.3.4 Assigning Weight Values for Single Neuron Solutions to Separable Problems.
Scalar weight constraint matrices have been demonstrated to provide a direct ordering
between input weights for a given completely specified Boolean function. Biaslevel requirements
can be determined in relation to opposite polarity input weight magnitudes by rule 30. A
technique is now presented that enables single layer neural network specification for linearly
separable problem support using minimum integer weight and bias values.
Thistechnique begins by ordering weights from the scalar constraint matrix. Firstly,the minimum
magnitude weight(s) are determined by scanning for entries where input literals are flagged
sensitive but not larger than any other weights. The next stage determines a sign for the bias:
should the bias be of opposite sign to the minimum magnitude weights, then rule 30 is executed
to determine whether the bias magnitude is greater or less than the minimum magnitude
weight(s). Should the minimum magnitude input weight(s) be smaller than the bias magnitude
then these weights can be assigned a value of ±2 (the sign being determined by the polarity of
the input's sensitivity). Otherwise, the bias can be assigned ±1 and the minimum magnitude
weights assigned ±2. Progressively larger weights are chosen and, if no bias value has been
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assigned, rule 30 is re-executed. The technique must then consider the bias magnitude in relation
to the sum of two or more opposite weights until it is found to be smaller (as described in section
7.3.4).At this point. the bias isassigned a magnitude equal to the sum of these weights minus 1.
Once the above process has been executed, weight values are assigned to input weights of
the same polarity to the bias. This is achieved using the ordering relationships apparent in the
scalar constraint matrix. Finally, a check is made to determine if all weights and bias terms are
factors of two (experiments have shown that this can sometimes occur); should this be the case
then all network weights (and the bias) are divided by 2, thereby producing a minimum integer
weight implementation.
7.4 Building Neural Networks for Non-Separable Functions.
Sensitised path techniques have so far been developed that will enable linearly-separable
functions to be processed and generate appropriate single-neuron solutions. Where the training
data is non-separable due to monotonicity violations, it has also been shown that such functions
can be detected as belonging to the non-linearly separable class of switching functions. Earlier
work in chapter three showed that single standard model neurons were incapable of supporting
non-linearly separable functions and chapter four introduced multi-layer networks capable of
realising such problems by generating intemal representations which separate the function into
two or more linearly-separable subsets. Should appropriate subsets be chosen, then a single
output layer neuron can leam the required input/output mapping by utilising the information
provided by hidden layer nodes.
Chapter five introduced a heuristic which assumed that by ensuring all input sensitivitieswere
propagated to the output layer, a non-unate problem with no higher order monotonicity
violations could be supported by neural network. With the NuCoDaMuL, positive sensitivitieswere
propagated to one hidden layer neuron and negative sensitivities to another. Essentially, this
equates to assigning conflicting constraints to different hidden neurons. It is believed that this
technique could be expanded to generate neural architectures capable of supporting functions
that are k-non-monotonic, although no such schemes have yet been developed. However, an
example function is presented that possesses 2-monotonicity violations, which is processed
manually to derive a candidate neural architecture. Figure 7-8a presents the truth-table for the
Boolean f(X)=X1X2+X3X4combined with the sensitivity matrix by indicating positively and negatively
sensitive inputs with superscript "+" and "-" symbols respectively. In figure 7-8b, the scalar
constraint matrix ispresented, and 7-8c listsconflicting weight constraints.
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FIGURE 7-8: ANALYSIS OF 2 NON-MONOTONIC BOOLEAN FUNCTION.
From figure 7-7b, it is clear that the function is not 2-monotonic since requirements exist for
each weight to be both greater and smaller in magnitude than some other.
Byexamination of the weight conflicts in figure 7-7c, it is apparent that weights Wl and W2 are
never in conflict with each other and similarly,weights W3 and W4 do not conflict. It is therefore
proposed that weightsWl and W2 be placed into one group for realisation by one hidden neuron
and weights W3, W4 in another. Recall that this operation is similar to that for dealing with 1
monotonicity violations: where a weight must be positive, it ispropagated to one neuron, where it
should be negative, it ispropagated to another.
The main question now is, for any given grouping, what values should be assigned to the
weights that are regarded as smaller in magnitude. A simple extension to the NuCoDaMuLwould
suggest that these smaller magnitude weights be considered as zero since we ignore their
sensitivities to prevent conflicting weight constraints. Consequently, as with the XOR and
NuCoDaMuLexample, two separate and linearly separable logic functions are implied. Theseare
presented in figures 7-9aand 7-9b.
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FIGURE 7-9: Two LINEARLYSEPARABLEFUNCTIONS GENERATED BYCONSTRAINT PROPAGATION FROM
A 2 NON-MoNOTONIC BOOLEAN PROBLEM.
Aswith the case for the XOR function and NuCoDaMuL, each candidate linearly separable
function is assigned to a hidden layer neuron. The functions shown in figure 7-9 can then be
processed using the previously described techniques to assign appropriate integer weight and
bias values. A schematic of the network generated by these techniques ispresented in figure 7-10.
} Output Layer
Bias
} Hidden Layer
} Input Layer
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FIGURE 7-10: EXAMPLE NEURAL NET CONSTRUCTED TO SUPPORTTHE F(X)=X1X2+X3X4 2-NoN-
MONOTONIC FUNCTION.
7.S Discussion.
The techniques presented in thischapter have a distinctly constructive nature: where functions
are completely specified and linearly separable, it is possible to develop neural networks with
minimum integer weights and bias terms. Furthermore, where functions are non-monotonic,
appropriate constraint matrices can be used to detect such conditions, and resultshave been
presented in earlier chapters of the thesisthat indicate reliable handling of non-unate functions
(Le., 1 non-monotonic logic problems). Extensionsto handling 2-monotonic violations have been
attempted and simple heuristics enabled successful generation of a 2-layer MLP neural net
implementing the Boolean function f(X)=X1X2+X3>0..Although this simulation of sensitised path
techniques relates to a 2 non-monotonic function, further work is required to guarantee that the
heuristics used will hold in general. Furthermore, a more advanced technique is required to
enable arbitrary monotonicity violations to be handled.
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Despite being incomplete, the sensitised path theory has several advantages over the Chow
parameter methods for determining TLU/neuron weights [51]. Firstly, problems of any input
dimensionality can be handled: Chow parameters and TLU weight requirements are only
available for problems consisting of 7 or less inputs. Secondly, Chow parameters can only
generate TLU/neural solutions to linearly separable and completely specified Boolean functions.
Sensitivity analysis has demonstrated capabilities in both partially specified and non-monotonic
function handling. In the case of non-unate partially specified functions, results have been
presented demonstrating sensitised path solutions that are comparable or superior in
performance to traditional BackProp trained nets.
Of particular interest isthe constructive nature of sensitisedpath training: in cases where data is
non-linearly separable, neurons are grown to accommodate the functionality of training vectors.
Although other constructive techniques exist, these typically revolve around the search for a
maximum subset of linearly separable training vectors. Additional neurons are grown in hidden
layers when such training schemes cannot minimise some error measure further using the current
architecture. Due to the error minimisation approach, it may be possible for such algorithms to
overtrain certain neurons in the network. Thisfollows simply from the specification that neurons are
only grown to support additional vectors when necessary. Therefore, the approach bases its
operation on recognising as many training vectors as possible using only one neuron and
consequently runs the risk of fitting (Le. learning) any noise in the training samples. Such
phenomena as overtraining have been documented by several authors [20] and shown to be
detrimental to network generalisation characteristics.
Alternatives to the constructive error minimisation paradigms have been described such as the
BLTAalgorithm [96]. Here, networks are larger than necessary [92] and generalisation is noted to
be inferior to BackProp trained nets [96]. Sensitised path methods developed thusfar indicate
small, compact networks that provide better generalisation than BackProp trained nets for the
same learning problem.
Overall, the observation of constraint matrices is sufficient to trap any monotonicity violations
and thereby imply non-separability. Although functions do exist that are completely monotonic
but not linearly separable [116], instances of such functions are uncommon [47]. We suggest,
therefore, that in the practical case, and especially where functions are incompletely specified,
monotonicity checks by constraint matrices should be considered a sufficient approach to
dealing with non-separable functions due to the ease of their generation. Although no complete
theories exist for determining neural architectures to k-non-monotonic functions for k ~ 2, the line
of work presented for handling 1-monotonic violations appears promising and suggests that
similar resultsmay be obtained for arbitrary non-monotonic learning problems.
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Chapter Eight:
Conclusions and Further Work.
8. Conclusions and Further Work.
Sensitisedpath theory has been shown to provide a radically different means of training neural
networks. Instead of basing weight modulations on observed system errors. functionality
information is extracted from training sets to imply neural parametric requirements. Successful
implementations of the sensitised path rules have been shown in [84]-[86].[118] and throughout
the chapters of this thesis.
The chapter now presents a summary of these developed sensitised path schemes. outlines
their relative strengths and weaknesses.and describes the major contributions of sensitisedpath to
neural net leaming theory. Extensionsare then suggested to further improve the applicability of
sensitised path to leaming arbitrary classification tasks.
8.1 Summary of Algorithms Developed.
Sensitisedpath training schemes represent a significant departure from the traditional methods
of neural net leaming. Specifically. weight values do not evolve during execution of an iterative
procedure but are. essentially. calculated or implied by relationship with other neuron parametric
requirements. The schemes. furthermore. differ from traditional weight adjustment algorithms in
their analysis of training set functionality. By representing functionality of training vectors as
propagations of 0/1 transitions from input to output. sensitised path schemes translate binary
training sets into neural parametric requirements. These requirements. it has been shown. can be
used to develop constraints between network weights. candidate neural architectures and. in
many cases. direct weight and bias values. Furthermore. sensitised path can be used in
conjunction with traditional weight update schemes such as the popular BackPropagation
algorithm. or as stand-alone neural net development schemes. In the latter case. it ismore precise
to regard sensitised path algorithms as network programming schemes. Thisfollows since training.
by definition. is a process that is repeated until a given mapping is supported by a system:
sensitised path is essentially a single pass operation and does not assign weight values in
accordance with the current state of problem support.
A synopsisof the existing sensitisedpath training schemes ispresented in table 8-1.
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EFFECTIVELYDIRECTHEALGORITHMTHROUGHWEIGHT RSPACE.
NuMuL
ALGORITHMCAPABLEOFGENERATINGA NEURALARCHITECTUREANDWEIGHTIBIASCONSTRAINTS
FORLINEARLYSEPARABLEORNON-UNATEBUTCOMPLETELYSPECIFIEDBOOLEANFUNCTIONS.
THESECONSTRAINTSMAYTHENBEFEDTOATRADITIONALWEIGHTADJUSTMENTALGORITHMTO
CODASIL POINTCOUNTINGSCHEMECAPABLEOFGENERATINGNEURONWEIGHTANDBIASVALUESFOR
LINEARLYSEPARABLE,COMPLETELYSPECIFIEDBOOLEANFUNCTIONS.
NuCoDAMuL
ALGORITHMCAPABLEOFGENERATINGA NEURALARCHITECTURE,WEIGHTANDBIASVALUESTO
PRODUCEITHERFEATURELEVELTRAINEDNETSORCOMPLETELYTRAINEDNETS.HERE,THETRAINING
DATAMAYBEEITHERLINEARLYSEPARABLEORNON-UNATE,ANDCANBEPARTIALLYSPECIFIED.THE
RESTRICTIONSTILLEXISTSTHATHETRAININGVECTORSMUSTBEBINARYINNATURE.
TABLE8-1: SYNOPSISOF SENSITISEDPATH TRAINING ALGORITHMS.
In the CoDaSiL, the equivalence of standard model neurons, perceptrons for example, and
threshold logic units (TLU's) is utilised to enable concepts from Boolean algebra and digital circuit
fault testing to be related to networks of neuron-like components. Functionality information has
been used to determine suitable weight values for single neuron implementation using a simple
point counting scheme. This scheme produces very similar results to the procedure for generating
Chow's parameters [51], but does not attempt to generate minimum integer weight and bias
terms for TLU or neuron implementation. The CoDaSiL has several advantages, however, since TLU
design by Chow parameters is limited to functions of seven or less input variables; CoDaSiL can
handle linearly separable functions of arbitrary input dimensionality. Unlike Gallant's pocket
algorithm [26], the CoDaSiL with non-linearly separable data is not guaranteed to produce a
solution that correctly classifies the maximum number of samples possible for the given
architecture. Furthermore, the restriction to completely specified functions means that the
although CoDaSiL is an interesting research tool it is not a practical training mechanism.
By introducing concepts of 1-monotonicity, the CoDaSiL was extended to enable linearly
separable or non-unate but completely specified Boolean functions to be learnt. Here, 1-
monotonicity violations were shown to translate to neural requirements of both positive and
negative weight on the same input literal. A strategy was developed to generate neural
architectures capable of meeting the demands of a non-unate function and, by using the
method of simultaneous inequalities, constraints between different network weights were derived.
The NuCoDaMuL was demonstrated producing architecture and weight constraints for the non-
unate logic XOR problem; these constraints were fed to a modified BackProp engine. By contrast
with BackProp alone, the NuCoDaMuL was shown to provide superior convergence properties:
local minima were rarely encountered, training times were shorter, and the sensitivity of BackProp
to values of gain and momentum was greatly reduced. Unfortunately, the technique could not
be used for partially specified functions.
Extensions to allow handling of incompletely specified Boolean functions were then addressed
resulting in the NuMuL algorithms. These schemes could produce network solutions for partially
specified functions provided that the training problem was either linearly separable or non-unate.
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Furthermore, these schemes allowed sensitised path theory to be used as stand-alone training
mechanisms or used in conjunction with traditional weight update schemes representing hybrid
training algorithms. Although a total of five NuMuL variants exist, they are all based around the
CoDaSiL point counting scheme and utilise NuCoDaMuL 1-monotonicity violation detection and
neural architecture definition techniques. Because the Boolean Difference methods of the
CoDaSiL could not be used with partially specified functions, a heuristic was developed that
enabled a modified Boolean Difference approach to imply functionality information. Thisheuristic
stated that where multiple input transitionsgenerated an output transition, one must assume that
all transitional inputs equally contributed to the change in output state, i.e., that all transitional
inputs were equally sensitive. Input sensitivitieswere mapped into Hamming Space to reflect the
number of literals required to cause an output transition and, therefore, preserve the qualities of
CoDaSiLsensitivity count to weight value relationship. One complication was deciding upon the
training vectors that should be used to extract functionality information. A technique was
presented that labelled the vectors from a training set that should be compared to provide the
least ambiguous sensitivityinformation. CoDaSiLpoint counting was then used to produce neuron
input weight values and a method for bias level calculation was presented. Further
enhancements were made to enable NuMuL schemes to prune redundant neurons from the
network and promote neurons into higher layers. These produced more compact nets while
maintaining the recognition ability for the entire training set.
Because the NuMuL schemes were only designed to handle training sets that were linearly
separable or non-unate, it was realised that some problems may not be suitable for NuMuL
training. Although no practical algorithms have been developed, an investigation into the
properties of non-monotonic functions has been presented. Thishas provided considerable insight
into the requirements of any algorithm that must generate neural networks for arbitrarily non-
monotonic Boolean function support. Techniques have been developed to enable non-
monotonic completely specified functions to be identified, and a heuristic for training 2-non-
monotonic problems has been demonstrated with the f(X)=X1X2+X3X4Iogicfunction.
8.2 Major Contributions.
8.2.1 The Sensitised Path Algorithms.
Firstly,the CoDaSiLalgorithm demonstrated that by representing the functionality of a training
set as propagations of 0/1 transitions through a hypothetical network of nerve-like cells, it is
possible to determine the parametric requirements for such networks in order to support the
required mapping. Thisrepresents a significant departure from the principles behind the majority
of current neural training paradigms. In essence, the emphasis of sensitised path training is to
ensure any mapping operation is decoded into a set of conditions that a neural network must
. obey in order to support it. The traditional schemes generally rely upon specifying a network
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structure and using an iterative technique to modify network parameters in order to reduce the
error observed at the output. Clearly. one significant contribution is the ability to detect neural
requirements by means of functionality information rather than "hoping" that the architecture
provided by a userwill be sufficient to support a problem.
Secondly. the extraction of functionality information allows non-monotonic functions to be
identified and. therefore. enables a more complete understanding of the nature of a training
problem. Although monotonicity isnot a sufficient condition for linear separability [47], it has been
shown that non-linearly separable functions are nearly always non-monotonic [47]. This is an
important characteristic of Boolean functions since it implies that only a very small group of
switching functions will not be suitable for sensitisedpath analysis. In such cases where a function
is completely monotonic but non-separable, it is said to be summabie [47]. Since no indication is
apparent that sensitisedpath theory could be enhanced to detect summability, it may be the
case that certain functions will remain unsolveable to sensitised path based algorithms. One
solution, however, may be to use a cascade network with a sensitised path trained layer which
may then be passed to a BackProp algorithm.
In terms of practicality. the NuMuL algorithms represent a powerful training technique.
Although it has been noted that not all problems can be trained by NuMuL, two real examples
have been provided where NuMuL performed well. The suggestion is, therefore, that NuMuLmay
be suitable for use in many practical classification tasks.Of particular significance is the fact the
sensitised path NuMuL algorithm can be used in a variety of ways. Firstly,NuMuL can produce
feature-level trained networks where only one layer has been trained. These feature level nets
can then be passed to BackProp for training completion. Such networks are referred to as
NuMuL/BackProp to indicate that both NuMuLand BackProp played a part in their development.
The NuMuLlBackProp scheme has been seen to possess advantages over the benchmark
BackProp algorithm in terms of its performance during training and its post-training generalisation
capabilities. Experiments have shown that by using sensitisedpath in conjunction with BackProp,
a number of important advantages are evident:
• Greatly reduced training times.
• Convergence to local minima is far less likely.
• BackProp's sensitivity to gain and momentum values is reduced.
• No requirement for architecture to be specified, NuMuL defines architecture.
• Greatly improved generalisation to noisy data.
• Networks are more compact, redundant inputs are not connected.
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Although major improvements have been demonstrated by using sensitisedpath concepts in
conjunction with BackProp, further resultsindicated that recursive sensitisedpath (i.e.. removal of
BackProp from the training cycle and allowing sensitised path training of all network layers)
produces better networks and is simpler to implement than the hybrid system. Of particular
importance was the fact that generalisation to noisy data (and in the case of the character
recognition experiment. to new rotations) was improved significantly. One drawback of the
NuMuL/BackProp networks was the unpredictable effects of BackProp training on network
generalisation capabilities. Thiswas explained from a viewpoint of BackProp's hyperplane sliding
characteristics which resulted in decision boundaries being placed closer to one class cluster
than another. Although no mathematical evidence was provided. graphical analysis were
presented which explained the false positive and false negative classification characteristics in
termsof decision boundary placement.
A list of advantages of recursive NuMuL over BackProp and NuMuL/BackProp has been
compiled from resultsin chapter sixand appendix C:
• Recursive NuMuL is a non-iterative algorithm and cannot g~t stuck in local
minima unlike BackProp or NuMuL/BackProp.
• There is no requirement to specify gain and momentum parameters, and since no
architecture need be defined before training, there are no initial random
conditions that may affect performance.
• Recursive NuMuL provides better generalisation to noisy data than BackProp or
NuMuL/BackProp, and, in the case of the character recognition experiment,
generalisation to new rotations of the training set is improved.
• Results indicate that recursive NuMuL may be used for safety critical
applications since the networks it produces appear to consistently make false
negative misclassifications when in error.
• Recursive NuMuL networks are more compact than BackProp or NuMuL/BackProp
nets - especially when neuron pruning or layer promotion schemes are used.
• Network size reduction techniques are built into NuMuL removing the necessity
to employ pruning algorithms after training. Furthermore, neuron pruning has
been shown not to degrade the generalisation performance of recursive NuMuL
nets.
• The feature detectors generated by NuMuL are generally easier to understand
than BackProp detectors and provide a clearer indication of how a network
supports the training data.
• The reliable false negative misclassifications of recursive NuMuL indicate
that sensitised path places decision boundaries in a predictable manner.
8.2.2 Functionality Based Description of Local Minima.
In addition to providing algorithms that have demonstrated improved characteristics over the
traditional BackProp scheme for two real classification problems. sensitised path has also been
used to explain why BackProp can find certain problems difficult to learn - even with a suitable
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architecture. The non-unate logic XOR function was shown to largely nUllify BackProp weight
changes due to crosspattern interference and account for the commonly encountered plateau
region at the start of training. Further investigation revealed that the gradient of the weight/error
surface at the origin ILe., where all weights are zero) is zero and, therefore, constituted a local
minimum. Local minima were then explored in more detail, and described in terms of neural
network characteristics. Essentiallythree types were identified:
1. NULLnetwork minima are local minima at the origin of weight/error space,
2. Network paralysis minima were described as occurring when neurons were in
error by almost 1.0, producing high error but almost zero gradient and,
therefore, almost zero weight change.
3. Inooupatible internal representations where shown to produce non-linearly
separable feature spaces and, therefore, accounted for other kinds of local
minima.
8.2.3 Firm Theoretical Basisfor Sensitised Path Schemes Capable of Learning
Arbitrary Non-Monotonic Boolean Functions.
Although no complete algorithms were developed capable of learning arbitrary non-
monotonic Boolean functions, chapter seven addressed many of the theoretical issuesinvolved.
Relying upon the fact that monotonicity specifies a direct ordering of required TLUweights [47], it
was argued that a breakdown in the ordering of TLUor neuron weights must, therefore, constitute
a breakdown in monotonicity, l.e., a monotonicity violation.
The decision was taken to extend sensitisedpath techniques to enable an ordering of required
weights to be determined for an arbitrary, completely specified Boolean function. Here, linear
separability of the candidate function was assumed by only considering one weight for each
literal (although certain non-separable problems only require this condition, such as the
f(X)=X1X2+X3X4).The ordering of weights implied by sensitivity analysis produced a set of constraints
specifying relative weight magnitudes. For example, a typical constraint takes the form WI > WJ.
Theseconstraints were represented by 2-dimensional structures referred to as constraint matrices.
Weight requirements for l-monotonicity had been previously addressed with the NuCoDaMuL
and NuMuL schemes: here a breakdown in ordering between the same weights was implied of
the nature that a weight must be both positive and negative. Extensions to 2-monotonicity
requirements proved that for a Boolean function to be 2-monotonic then, should a condition WI >
WJ be apparent from certain function vectors, the condition Wj > WI must never appear. Further
weight ordering breakdowns were identified that would indicate 3-monotonicity violations in a
Boolean function (i.e., that a function was not 3-monotonic), and methods of scanning constraint
matrices for such conditions were discussed.
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The generation of constraint matrices has produced a simple method for determining the
complete monotonicity of a Boolean function. Typically, 2-assumability is quoted for determining
complete monotonicity [65], but. this isa time consuming problem that becomes computationally
explosive for functions of high input dimensionality. Constraint matrices, therefore, represent a
simple and computationally lessmethod for determining complete monotonicity. Although k-
monotonicity was not considered for k ~ 5, the weight constraint checks should be easily
developed using similar techniques as those used to develop 2 and 3-monotonicity checks.
Furthermore, it has been shown in [117] that for any n-literal Boolean function, complete
monotonicity isequivalent to n/2-monotonicity.
Further enhancements in chapter seven enabled sensitisedpath schemes to derive minimum
integer weights and threshold for single TLUimplementation of linearly separable functions. The
methods were based upon generating magnitude constraints between weights of opposite sign
(if apparent), thereby providing a complete ordering of all neuron weights - not just weights of the
same sign. These matrices are referred to as scalar weight constraint matrices and further
extensionsenabled minimum integer weight values to be assigned for function implementation.
A heuristic was suggested to enable similar weights to be generated for 2-non-monotonic
Boolean functions. Thiswas demonstrated to perform well for the f(X)=X1X2+X3X4logic problem, but
no proof yet existsto show that the heuristic used will hold in general. Should the heuristic hold
then sensitised path is currently capable of generating neural network solutions to arbitrary
Boolean functions that are either linearly separable, 1-non-monotonic (non-unate), or 2-non-
monotonic - for k-monotonicity the restriction exists, however, that any candidate Boolean
function must be completely specified for k ~ 2.
The above extended sensitisedpath schemes are of significance since they provide a superior
method for single gate TLUsynthesis to the well documented Chow parameter methods [51].
Chow parameter TLUsynthesis relies upon using table look-up techniques to determine TLU
weights and is restricted to dealing with problems of seven or lessvariables. Sensitisedpath has
the clear advantage of being suitable for logic problems of arbitrary size and has been
demonstrated handling both 1-non-monotonic and 2-non-monotonic functions. Furthermore, the
current restriction to processing completely specified functions is one shared by both the
extended sensitisedpath rulesand Chow parameter TLUsynthesis.
8.3 Disadvantages of Sensitised Path Techniques.
Although considerable success has been experienced with the sensitised path training
mechanisms, there are certain restrictions that currently limit is applicability to leaming arbitrary
functions.
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Firstly,no sensitisedpath scheme has been developed that is capable of handling continuous
valued training data. Although it is possible to convert a continuous value into a binary number,
networks produced using such schemes are larger than BackProp or any continuous training
algorithm network. An experiment was performed using a continuous exclusive OR-like function.
Here, inputs were binarised by using an 8-bit thermometer coding strategy and fed to a sensitised
path (NuMuL Mk. III) training scheme. The resulting network produced correct responses to all
training vectors and also generalised well to untrained data. A 3-dimensional plot of output
versesthe two floating point inputs ispresented in figure 8-1.
Input 2
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. 0.572 0.715 0.858
Input 1
FIGURE8-1: EXAMPLE10 MAPFROMNuMuL (3) TRAINEDNETWORKUSINGTHERMOMETERCODING
OFXOR-liKE CONTINUOUSVALUEDINPUTS.
Despite the ability to handle continuous valued input data by binarisation techniques,
networks are larger than necessary. In the example network from figure 8-1, a total of 21 weights
were required whilst a BackPropalgorithm can support the same function with only 9.
One further disadvantage is that the sensitisedpath schemes rely upon the detection of non-
monotonicity to deal with non-separable training sets. As noted in [119], there exists a set of
Boolean functions that are completely monotonic, but non-linearly separable. A stronger
condition of linear separability that is necessary and sufficient is assumability [120], [65], but no
sensitisedpath schemeshave been related to such concepts at present. Thissuggeststhat even a
complete sensitised path theory based upon non-monotonicity detection and neural
architecture definition will be unable to support all Boolean functions.
Presently,the sensitisedpath theories are incomplete since no methods or heuristicshave been
developed to enable neural architecture definition for k-non-monotonic functions where k ~ 3. It is
also true that the number of entries to be searched in a constraint matrix increaseswith k and that
therefore, at some point. the standard constraint matrices may be unsuitable for large problems
due to the increasing expense of the search. Furthermore, the heuristic for handling 2-non-
monotonic functions has no proof of validity as yet and, therefore, may not hold in the general
case for such functions.
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Finally, there is presently no sensitised path technique capable of learning partially specified
functions that are unate but non-separable. NuMuL is the only scheme capable of handling
incomplete specifications and issuitable only if the learning problem is linearly separable or non-
unate. Also, no techniques have been developed to allow weight constraint (and, therefore,
constraint matrix) generation for partially specified functions.
8.4 Further Work and Areas of Possible Improvement.
8.4.1 Extensions to Current Algorithms.
The sensitised path techniques for detection of k-monotonicity are currently restricted to
instances of k :5; 4. Extensionsto detection for k :2: 5 in terms of the required search of constraint
matrix entries would enable a function to be identified as completely monotonic.
Further developments are required in k-non-monotonic architecture definition for k :2: 2. In the
case where k=2, a proof of the heuristic developed in chapter seven is required, and this should
then be extended to k > 3.
Successful completion of the aforementioned extensions would enable sensitised path to be
used as a TLUor neural network synthesis procedure for non-monotonic or linearly separable,
completely specified, Boolean functions.
Finally, it would be interesting to investigate any possible links between sensitivity information,
or variants thereof, and concepts of summability. Should a link exist then it should be possible to
detect summable (and therefore all non-separable) Boolean functions. Furthermore, it may also
be possible to relate summability and complete mono tonicity (considered here as a single entity),
to neural network requirements. Thiswould allow sensitised path to generate networks of TLU'sor
neurons for any arbitrary, completely specified Boolean function.
Thislatter development could be of extreme practical interest in digital design. It iswell known
that TLU gates can be fabricated on silicon wafers and have enhanced functionality over
traditional or fundamental logic gates [59]. The major problem with threshold logic is the difficulty
in designing TLUcircuits to realise arbitrary switching operations. Should sensitised path theory be
successfully extended to handle all switching functions of arbitrary input dimensionality, then a
simple method of TLUcircuit synthesismay be possible.
Finally, although the current practical sensitised path algorithms [i.e., NuMuL) cannot handle
functions that are summable or k-non-monotonic for k :2: 2, they may still be useful in assisting
BackProp to learn such problems. For example, it is well known that BackProp is suitable for
training a multitude of feedforward architectures, including the cascade variant presented in
chapter four. Since the NuMuL algorithms can detect when they are incapable of training an
arbitrary function (identical hidden layer activations are developed for different output classes),
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one possibility would be to allow NuMuL training until either problem support occurs or failure is
detected. In the case where the problem cannot be learnt solely by NuMuL, a feature level
cascade architecture could be passed to BackProp for further training attempts. Such networks
may take the form shown in figure 8-2 for a 10input, 3 output problem.
} Input Layer
FIGURE8-2: HYBRIDCASCADEMLP STRUCTURECOMPRISINGSENSITISEDPATHANDBACKPROP
TRAINEDLAYERS.
}
BackProp
Layer(s)
}
Sensitised
Path Layer
Unfortunately, many of the benefits of sensitisedpath will be lost: userswill be required to
specify an architecture above the NuMuL trained neurons, along with appropriate gain and
momentum values.
8.4.2 Constraints for Partially Specified Functions and Monotonicity Checks.
There are at least two possible ways of modifying the existing sensitised path techniques to
enable constraint matrix generation for incompletely specified Boolean functions. One such
possibilitycould utilisethe assumptionsmade in traditional logic design [121]where all unspecified
vectors are assigned output statesof the same value, 0 or 1.Logic minimisation algorithms already
exist that make such assumptions such as the Quine McClusky method. The disadvantage with
such a system is that no generalisation to new data would be apparent: all unspecified vectors
are artificially assigned a class, and consequently such a scheme is not inkeeping with the
motivation behind neural network classifiers.
An alternative approach might be to form constraints between groupings of weights. For
instance, a 10 literal problem with literals 1 through 5 sensitive, literals 6 through 10 non-sensitive
might imply:
provided that all weights were of the same polarity, and their associated inputs were in the same
logic state.
It is important to appreciate that such constraints could not be used to generate the weight
constraint matrices derived from completely specified functions, but a breakdown in ordering,
should one exist, would still be detectable. One problem to resolve is that weight constraint
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conflicts may be considerably more complex in nature than for complete function specifications.
Thiswould necessitate a more involved search of a database of constraints to detect violations.
Forexample, such a breakdown may take the form:
and
WI +W2+W3+W4 +WS < WS+W9+WIO
Although an algorithm designed to detect constraint violations extracted from partially
specified function would be more complex than in the case of complete specification, it should
be possible to develop such a scheme in theory.
8.4.3 Handling Continuous Valued Training Data.
The current sensitisedpath techniques base input sensitivityon the observability of individual
input transitionsat the output. Forinstance, if a transition on literal x produces an output transition
then x issensitive. In the case of continuous valued input data, such transitions will often involve
small changes in input stimulus,rather than a switch in binary state. It is important therefore, to
recognise the amount by which a change in input stimulusaffects the output state. Notice that,
this still assumes that the output of any network is to be binary. Although algorithms such as
BackPropare capable of handling continuous valued target outputs, in the case of classifiers,this
israrely a required feature [20].
The handling of continuous valued input data may be considered as similar in nature to the
handling of incompletely specified Boolean functions. In the latter case, input sensitivitieswere
scaled to reflect the number of transitional inputs that generated the observed output transition.
With continuous data, however, Hamming Distances have no meaning, and so a Euclidean
distance measure must be used to determine how sensitive each given input literal is.
Unfortunately, the method of assigning sensitivity based on Euclidean distance is unclear, as
demonstrated in figure 8-3 for a two-literal problem.
~I~ptit..!2J
1
Region of Decision
Space Suitable for
Hyperplane Boundary
Positioning.
FIGURE8-3: SENSITIVITYASSIGNMENTIMPLICATIONSFORCONTINUOUSINPUTDATA.
Figure8-3 presents two example continuous input, binary output training vectors (left) and a
diagrammatic representation of the corresponding decision space (right). It can be appreciated
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that for these two vectors alone, a region of decision space exists where a separating hyperplane
could be placed to enable correct classification. As in the case of partially specified Boolean
problems, there is no reason to suggest that only one of the inputs is sensitive and this places
certain restrictions on the amount of sensitivity that can be assigned to each literal. Let us
consider these restrictions in some detail: clearly, assuming inputs 1 and 2 are sensitive, one can
deduce that both require positive weight since an increase in their stimulus increases the output
for the two vectors supplied. Consequently this leads to
Perhaps the most important aspect of neural
computing is the desire to produce systems capable of
generalising to previously unseen data, i.e.. the
development of machines with inferential capabilities.
One sensible condition would state that should an
output transition be noticed when a given input literal, x.
changes value from Xl to X2, then the switching point of
the output should occur when x has a value midway between Xl and X2, i.e. (Xl+X2)/2. Ensuring
FIGURE8-4: GRAPHICAL
REPRESENTATIONOFTANGENTIAL
HYPERPLANEPOSITIONING.
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the following constraints for weights Wl and W2
connecting a candidate neuron to input literals 1 and 2.
Wl > 0
W2 > 0
that such conditions are to exist places further restrictions on weights Wl and W2 in relation to a
neuron bias level, 8:
Wl > 8/0.05
W2 > 8/0.5
For any given value of 8, ensuring that the above conditions are just met would produce a
decision boundary crossing points 0.05 and 0.5 on the input 1and 2 axes respectively.
Alternatively, one may view generalisation requirements differently. Consider two opposite
class points in two-dimensional Euclidean space which are joined by a hypothetical line, L (see
figure 8-4). Following a similar argument to the previous hyperplane positioning scheme, one
would wish any hyperplane to pass through the midpoint of line L and, furthermore, be tangential
to L thereby providing a hyperplane that is equally distant to both classes along its entire length.
To clarify this point. figure 8-4 presents a two-dimensional decision space where two opposite class
points are specified of Euclidean distance e apart. A candidate tangential hyperplane is plotted
which passes through the midpoint of a hypothetical line, L, which joins the two points P and Q.
The axes of the plotted system represent the stimuli of inputs 1 and 2 corresponding to horizontal
'x' and vertical 'y' respectively. Let Q be situated at a point denoted by co-ordinates (XQ,YQ)and
P be specified by (XP,Yp).
It is now possible to derive weight constraints for Wl, W2 connecting to inputs 1 and 2, and a
neuron bias, e, using information from figure 8-4.
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For the line L, joining points P and Q, expressionsare now given of its gradient, m, and mid-
point co-ordinates, (XLmId, YLmId):
Clearly, a hyperplane, H, tangential to L must have a gradient HM given by HM =_!_= Xp -XQ
m Yp-YQ
which can now be used to imply constraints between weight values WI and W2.
Firstly, it must be recalled that the sign of weights WI and W2 can be obtained from
input/output observation: if the output is in phase with an input's value (Le. it increases
(decreases) as the input's stimulus increases (decreases), then the weight on that literal must be
positive; conversely if the output is in antiphase with the input. then the corresponding weight
must be negative. Secondly, it should be understood that the term (Xp - Xo] simply equates to the
difference between the values of input 1 for the two specified points in decision space. Similarly,
the term (YP - Yo) relates to the difference between the values of input 2 for those same points.
Earlier in chapter two, the gradient of a neuron's decision boundary was described in terms of its
weights; this equation is reformulated as W2/WI.Since the gradient of the hyperplane is known
(HM),a constraint between the weights isgiven as follows:
W2 = Wl • HM
i.e., W2 is By times greater in magnitude than Wl
It is also possible to determine bias level requirements by utilising the fact that the hyperplane
passesthrough the point (XLmId,YLmId). Essentially,at that point. the net input must equal the bias, e,
since this is the point where the neuron's output switches binary state, l.e..
However, XLmId is the mean of the x co-ordinates (Le., input 1 values) for points P and Q, and
YLmid is the mean of the corresponding y co-ordinates (Le., input 2 values). The previous
relationship may therefore be reformulated as follows, denoting the values of input 1 and input 2
at point Pby PII, PI2and the corresponding input 1and 2 values at point Q by QII, QI2:
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Byensuring that the two highlighted conditions are met. then a hyperplane can be generated
that lies midway between two vectors of opposite class in decision space. In practice, one may
not wish to adhere to such strict conditions: this may lead to the generation of a neuron for each
pair of possible opposite class vectors, and inefficient networks. Alternatively, one may weaken
the conditions such that the equalities are replaced by approximations (Le., introduce an offset
such as ±~ to one side of the equations or replace the '=' signswith ~). One avenue of research
would be to determine the optimum level of flexibility (Le. the bounds for~) that one may build
into the conditions whilst still providing networks which generalise well.
Constructive techniques may be employed to enable arbitrary training setsto be supported by
growing additional neurons in a hidden layer when it becomes impossible to satisfy the derived
constraints. One problem that would still require attention is determining which vectors to
compare in order to generate such constraints. However, some form of local search in Euclidean
decision space might be appropriate as a starting point. and may therefore yield a practical
sensitisedpath inspired training scheme.
Conclusions and Further Work
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APPEND][xA
Derivation of BackPropagation Weight
Update Equations.
The back error propagation rules are hereby derived from the principles of gradient descent.
Descriptions are for a generic network comprising L layers with NI nodes in each layer 1 (for 1=1,2,
.. , L). Each neuron connects fully to all neurons in the layer below it for 1 ~ 2 by weights, W~-l
(representing the connection strength between node ; in layer 1-1 and node j in layer I) and
includes a bias term 9j.
A set of Nk training vectors are supplied and applied to layer 1 (Le. 1=1) of the network. The
output from a given neuron j in layer 1+1isgiven by:
EQUATION A - 1
Note that the summation, i, is over all nodes in the layer below and f(.) is the sigmoid non-
linearity given as:
1 1( a)J(a)= _ =- l+tanh-
l+e a 2 2 EQUATION A - 2
Letting df denote the desired output for the pH neuron in the output layer (Le. I=L) upon
presentation of pattem p (for 1sP sNk), the total error isgiven by:
EQUATION A - 3
For gradient descent. we wish to make changes to each weight, wt1, in accordance to the
gradient of Etot against that same weight. W;~-l , Le.
EQUATION A - 4
where ~ is a positive gain fraction.
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Note that the minus sign is introduced to ensure that changes reduce the error. If we wish to
obtain the weight changes for neuron J in layer L subsitution of equation A-3 into A-4 yields:
EQUATIONA - 5
Since for we are only interested adjusting one individual weight at a time, Le. the weight
connecting node J in layer L to node I in layer L-l, equation A-5 may be rewritten as follows:
EQUATIONA - 6
Clearly, __!_('!'(dP _XL)2) = (dP -xL)__!_(dP _XL), so equation A-6 may be rewritten as:
-'l .. L-1 2 J J J J £WL-1 J J
~u U
EQUATIONA - 7
In the partial derivative in A-7, dJ is constant in W;-l. Therefore, the partial derivative in A-7
may be expressed as:
EQUATIONA - 8
Substitution of equations A-l into A-2 then A-2 into A-8 yields:
EQUATIONA - 9
Let us now, for convience, replace the summation function to reflect that it is a merely function
of wt-1 (rewritten as w) Le. replace e-( ..·I with e-Q(wl. Now,
EQUATIONA - 10
Equation A-l 0 may be rewritten to relate to earlier notation as:
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e-a(w) o!X(w)
=---1+ e-a(w) 1+ e-a(w) av
= 1 (1- 1 ) o!X(w)
1+ e-a(w) 1+ e-a(w) ail
EQUATION A - 1 1
EQUATION A - 12
NL-1
Since w = wt-1• then a(w) = a(wt-1). and a(wt-1) = LXiL-IW~-1.Therefore:
i=l
EQUATION A - 13
1 1
Furthermore. since = ----;-:-- is equivalent to the output of node J. substitution
1+ e-a(w) N~I L-I L-I
- £...Xr Wu
I+e 1=1
of this and the result of equation A-13 back into the expression A-12 yields:
EQUATION A - 14
Finally. substitution of the result from A-14 into the weight update equation A-6 yields:
Nil1wt-1 = -7JL(d; -x;)(-x;(l-X;)X;-l)
p=l
Ni
= 7JLx;(1_X;)X;-I(d; -x;)
p=l
EQUATION A - 15
When weight updates are applied upon each pattern presentation as is usually the case in
BackProp. equation A-15 becomes:
EQUATION A - 16
Equation A-16 provides the weight update equation for the Anoline and the output layer of an
MLPtrained by BackPropagation. Commonly. the term x; (1- x;)( d, - x;) is refered to as a delta
value for node J in layer L and is denoted by 0;. for a given pattern. o, this is expressed as o;p.
Consequently. A-16 may also appear as:
EQUATION A - 17
Calculating the differential of network error for a weight connecting to a hidden neuron is
more complex. This is because a change in a hidden layer neuron's output will in tum affect all
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neuron outputs in successively higher layers. Examination equation A-14 shows the gradient of the
error surface to be a function of output neuron activation (x~) and the stimulus to neuron J from
neuron I in the layer below (xf-I ). Essentiallythen. we must determine how the stimulus Xf-I varies
with hidden weight W;,-2 changes.
~.L-I
_U\._I__ L-I(I_ L-I) L-2
L_2-XJ XJ x;
&I!
EQUATION A - 18
This follows from the similar analysis shown in equations A-9 through A-14. Such changes will
then be propagated to all neurons in the output layer whose activations are now modified. Due
to the inherent difficulty of computing the error gradient in one step. we propose a method using
two. Clearly.
~TOT &f-I ~TOT--=--x--
&L-2 &L-2 &L-2
lJ If I
EQUATION A - 19
Now. the first partial derivative has already been calculated in A-18. the second being given
as:
EQUATION A - 20
EQUATION A - 21
Working on the partial derivative in equation A-21 yields:
~(dP_XL)=_~[ 1 J~.L-I i i ~.L-I NL
U\.[ U\.[ ~ L-l L-2
- L-XI "Ij
1+e 1=1
Thishas previously been shown to be equivalent (equations A-IQ through A-12) to:
(
NL JL L iJ L-I L-I
Xi (1- Xi ) ~.L-I L>i Wi;
U\.I 1=1
. iJ (dP L)_ L(1 L) L-I"&L-I i-X) -x) -x) WI1
I
EQUATION A - 22
Substitution of A-22 into equation A-21 gives:
EQUATION A - 23
Now substituing A-18 and A-23 into equation A-19 provides:
EQUATION A - 24
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If delta values for the hidden layer are said to equal the following, then the weight update
equation for hidden layer weights isalso given by A-17:
NI,!
8~ = X~+I(1- Xtl) L 8~+IW;
}=I
EQUATION A - 25
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Appendix C-i
Font Invariant Numeral Recognition by
BackPropagation and NuMuL Learning
Schemes.
Thisappendix presents results from learning a data set comprising numerals from four different
fonts. Experiments have been performed for both traditional MLP/BackProp and NuMuL networks.
The Training Set.
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Feature Detectors.
Sensitised Path theory builds two neurons in a hidden layer for each training set output that is
non-unate. Consequently, the MLP network is given a structure 256:20: 1O. Plots are provided below
showing the MLP/BackProp network feature detectors, followed by NuMuL (sensitised path)
feature detectors.
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BACKPROPAGATION FEATURE DETECTORS.
NuMuL (SENSITISED PATH) FEATURE DETECTORS.
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Noise Generalisation Analysis.
Appendix C-v
Due to a large amount of conflicting information between feature detectors, the NuMuLMk III
produced a very large network consisting of 11 layers. This network was computationally
expensive to model for noise analyses and has consequently not been included.
BackProp Network NuMuL/BackProp I NuMuL/BackProp II
NuMuLIII NuMuLIV
Resultsindicate similar performance characteristics for NuMuLnetworks using the numeral data
to NuMuL nets trained on the character data. BackProp networks do not correctly classify all
training samples, even at zero distortion, and the same follows for NuMuL/BackProp nets. Removal
of BackProp from the training cycle is seen to improve performance provided neuron pruning is
used (NuMuL III generated an unpractically large network), and even in the case of using layer
promotion, NuMuLoutperforms BackPropagation. Of interest is the fact that NuMuL classification
rates tend towards 90% as noise increases - in constrast to the 75% recognition rate for the
character recognition NuMuLnet.
Theseresultsconfirm those obtained in chapter sixwhen using the rotation invariant character
training data.
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False Positive Analysis.
Appendix C-vi
BackProp Network NuMuL/BackProp I Network NuMuL/BackProp II Network
NuMuL IV Network NuMuL V Network
False Negative Analysis.
BackProp Network NuMuL/BackProp I Network NuMuL/BackProp II Network
NuMuL IV Network NuMuL V Network
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True Positive Analysis.
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BackProp Network NuMuL/BackProp I Network
NuMuL IV Network
True Negative Analysis.
NuMuL V Network
BackProp Network NuMuL/BackProp I Network NuMuLlBackProp II Network
NuMuL IV Network NuMuL V Netwrok
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